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HUanticipates a 5 mil. federal funding increas.e
University could receive the monies because 'we have done our homework,' Minor says
By Erika Gravett
Hilltop Staff Writer

Howard University may
receive over $5 _million more in
federal · funding this year if
President Bill Clinton's budget is
approved in September.
The federal appropriation
proposes that the University

f

•

receive $192,686,000 for the
1994 fiscal year. If pa ssed by
Congress. the school could get a
$5,065.000 inc rea se over last
year's appropriation.
According to Dr. Ha ssan
Minor, Jr.. assistant to President
Franklyn Je11ifer, this year's
request is unique in that while
the Depar11nent of Education
received no additional funding.

the University stands to receive
Lasl May. lhe University suban increase in funding.
1nitted its FY '94 budget to the
''Fiscal 1994's request is sig- · Department of Education.
nificant because the Department Because C lint On did 11ot take
of Education was essentially flat office until the end of January, it
___: meaning they didn't get any was not until 0 March that
new money. President Clinton is Clinton's budget was su bmitted
requesting that Howard receive to Congress. Normally the
$5 million additional dollars," Presiden1 submits hi s budget to
Minor said.
Congress in January.
Clinton's proposed FY '94
However. this doesn't mark
federal appropria1ion is as fol- the end of the Un'iversi ty's finanlows: Academic Progra1n s - cial quandary. They must await
$154,8.35.000, Endowment - appr0\ al fron1 both of the hous$3,441,000.
Re sea rch
es. Currently. there are two dif$4,(\55,000, and the Howa rd t"e rent bills in each house of
University
Congress under consideration.
H ospi1al
$29,755,000.
The US. Hou se of
Federal appropriations Representatives has scheduled a
comprise 60 percent of the hearing to consider it's bill for
University's revenue.
the schools" federal appropria1

Polishing up ...

'

tion on Monday. However, The
U.S. Senate is scheduled to consider it's bill for the University's
federal ~ appropriation
1n
September.

for construction . However, this
one-time funding was separate
and was not calculated with the
base appropriation.
''Capital money is one-time
funding for a specific project. It
is not considered as part of the
Universi1y 's base funding .
Increases in construction are not
us ually recommended in the
Pre sident's request, but a re
added by the Congress,'' Minor
said.
The federal appropriation is a
year-long project for Howard's
administration. The University
s ubmit s budgets one year in
advance .
This May, the
University will submit FY '95 's

"If the (final) bill differs, the
House and Senate will sit down
to reconcile the differences. The
earliest reconcile date is
September,'' Minor said.
According tQ Minor, the bill
is expected to pass in October
and will become law in
November.

"It (the bill) fell behind
because Clinton didn ' t submit
his budget until March," Minor
said, due to the change of president in office.
Last year, the University

rized annual appropriations to
Howard of $I 0,000. Since that
time, the University has received
more than $3 billion ... ," Minor
•
said. He added that the reason
why the University stands to
receive a $5 million dollar
increase is because ''we have
done our homework.''
Because the actual appropriation will not go into law until the
end of this year, University offic ial s can not determine how the
appropriation will affect, tuition.
''To the extent that we get
strong support from Congress,
the increase in tuition and fees
will be decreased," Minor said.

budget.

received a total of $6,384,000

''In 1879, the Congress autho-

Ron Brown to
speak at today's

graduation ceremony
By Kevin Jenkins
Hilltop Staff Writer

As commencement exercises kick off, students remember the behind-the-scenes look.

H.o ward receives grants
for international affairs research
By Chelsea L. Stalling
Hilltop Staff Writer

Despite the mOney-crunch of
the recent recession, two areas
of Howard University have
received significant grants from
•
outside resou rces to help develop studies in international affairs
and cancer research.
In an effort to Support the
establishment of a Center for
International Affairs, the W.K .
Kellogg foundation recently
awarded a three-year $3-mil~ion
grant to the University. while the
Department
of
Sociology/ Anthropology has
received a three-year $300,000.
grant from the National Cancer
Institute .
The International Center 'represents one of more than 80 recommendations in President
'Franklyn G. Jenifer 's ''Howard

2000" plan.
''Unde r representation of
minorities in the conduct of
international affairs is a concern
of national interes1. Howard is
best placefl among institutions of
higher learning to mobilize a
comprehensi_ve response to
under representation," Jenifer
• said.
The center will combine a
variety of scholars who will
•
teach and conduct research in
selected areas of foreign policy

which directly involve the
United States.

Dr. Horace Dawson, Director
of the Patricia Roberts Harris
Public Affairs Program, has
been appointed interim director
of the center. In this capaci~, he
will initiate activities that will
lead to the establishment of the
program.
''I foresee a coordinated
effort on the Howard campus
which will bring together various programs and activities in
the area of international affairs.
It will be a major resou rce for
the University as it expands its
role in foreign affairs in the 2 1st
century," Dawson said.

The W.K . Kellogg
Foundation is a privat~ grantmaking entity that thrives on the..
slogan '' helping people help
them selves:••
It recently awarded a total of
$30 million to IO hi storically
black colleges and universi ties
to assist in the realignment ·aiid
strengtheni ng of their academic
programs. Some of these schools
include Clark, Hampton,
Morehouse, Spelman, Tuskegee
and Florida A&M University.
The Center for International
Affairs will also coordinate seminars bringing together Howard
students,
Washington
Consortium of Universities and
outside participants. Emphasi s
will be placed on minority students pursuing careers in international affairs.

,
j

The center also intends to
publish scholarly works in the
field and will explor~ ways of
involving students al the secondary school level.
The Department of
Sociology/ Anthropology has
also been awarded a three-year

$300,000 gran t from the
National Cancer Institute.
The grant will be used to conduct an in-depth exploration of
cancer prevention methods and

Please see Grant, p A 13

Commerce Secretary and
former Democratic National
Chairman (DNC) Ron Brown
has been chosen as the commencement speaker for
Howard's graduation ceremonie s this year, according to
the sec retary of the Board of
Trustees. Artis G. Cowan.
Brown, 51, has been hailed
by President Bill Clinton as a
''brilliant negotiator and perhap s the most outstanding
chairman of the DNC in my
lifetime."
l
The Secreta}y of Commerce
began his political career with
the Urban League at age 27
after obtaining a law degree at
St. John's University and a
bachelor of arts degree from

Middleburg College.

eventually be co ming C:hief
Cou nsel of the Senate
Judiciary Committee.
Brown also ser\ ed as convention manager during Jesse
Jackson's bid for the presiden1

1

cy.

1

Here in the District, Brown
has used hi !) influence to genRon Brown
erate million s of· dollars as a that the students and their fampar1ner at Patton , Boggs and !lies can relate to.
Blow, one of Wa s hington' s
''I'd like to see him identify
n1ost powerful law firn1s. The ;(in hi s address) with some of
Washington Post ha s ranked the is s ues that deal · with
him as one of the \Vealthiest African -Americans," Allen, a
cab inet members in regard to graduating psychology major,
personal assets.
said. ''Because of his position,
Some graduating seniors. he is in a sense isolated from

such as Wills Allen, hope thatpiease see Speaker, p A13

Brown wi 11 speak orr Iop ic s.,......,=.,..--..,.....,,..-.,.....,.-..,

This year's student
'

speaker for commencement, Melbalenia Evans·

•

Hamilton, comes from the

Within eleven <ears,
Brown , whose mothe~f is ' a
Howard alumna, has worked•
his way up to become Deputy
Executive Director, Chief
Counsel,
and
Chief
Washington Spokesman for the
League.
Serving under Senator Ted
Kennedy, (D, Mass.), Brown
continued to be a trailblazer, )

School of Divinity as a

•

graduate stu·dent. "It is an
awesome responsibility
'

to be the voice of such a
distinguished group of
people.," she said.

Allied Health students rally
for program changes
By Jeffrey Anderson

Hflltop Staff Writer
'

After organizing and bringing
their grievances to the atlention
of ' Howard University administration, di sgruntled students in
the College of Allied Health' s
physical therapy program finally
seem to be getting results,
Twenty-five ot· the hopeful
applicants, who have spent a
minimum of two years preparing
for the program's professional
phase, felt they were not being·
treated fairly when they were
left out of the professional stage
0
of the progra1n.
Before applying to complete
their degree in the professional
phase students n1ust complete
two years of core science cours-

es, maintain a 2.8 cumulative ·
grade point average and log 40
hours of volunteer service at a
medical facility.
Rejection or a slot on the
waiting list for the college 's program translates into taking an
additional year o-f courses to
boost their grade-point average
or changing their majors completely and virtually starting
over again.
According to college officials, lhe problem there are too
many qualified students and the
department does not have
enough spaces to accommodate
them (the program accepted 32
students this year) and there is a
lack of funds to create more
• spaces. With projections for an

SPEAK OUT: Student
leaders, new and out•
going, comment on the most monumental news
events. A3
THE AGENDA: The District features a number of
events for students to keep their parent~ occupied
this weekend.". 92

''Congratulations to
the Class of 1993. ''
-Everyone

Please see Rally, p A 13
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Financial woes haunt School of Communications
•

By Keisha Brown
and Tawana Coleman

'

Hilltop Staff Writers

e former Freedman's
Hospita1, which today hous-

Ti

s . the,

School

of

Communications, is being plagued
by a disease that is afflicting much
of Howard's campus-chronic belt
tightening.
Although this isn't a new problem, the results are. As the
admin•
istration is forced to cut corners
financially, students are concerned
that quality in their education is
being cut as well.
' This concern is most prevalent
a1nong those enrolled in the
Broadcast Journalism sequence.
Currently, two required Broadcast
Joµrnalism c..ourses Broadcast
Journalism 11 and Electronic
Newsgathering are slated to be
offered only on Saturdays in the

fall.
According to students who
must enroll in these courses to
graduate, such scheduling is unreasonable for' numerous reasons.
''We are concerned that we will
not have enough time on Saturdays
to understand the equipment, get
interviews and create a sound bite
before the class is over,"
Geanerika Monique, junior broadcasting major said. ''Who is to say
· we will be able to get an interview
on a Saturday."
Depelsha Thomas, a junior
majoring in Broadcast Journalism,
agreed.
,
\We are asking the question, if
everything can't be done within
those three hours now, how wiU it

be able to get done on Saturday
within f~~r hours,"Thomas said:

Shelia Brooks, Executive Producer
for Newsvision, was left 10 run the

''We have fanned a committee to
investigate B.J. (Broadcast
Journalism) as ~ whole and the

operation alone, after an associate

er left.

classes on Saturday," Thomas said.
Recently students met with
faculty and Department of
Journalism Chair Clint Wil son to

According to Wilson , the quality of the prograihming could be
better and WHMM has decided to
air only several of the produced

discuss the matter.

programs.

p~oclucer

and a production manag-

In a memo dispensed at the
''We would never blame the
meeting, Wilson outlined 'hat the students, but we just needed to get
decision was one made out of help on the production s ide ,"
necessity.
Wilson said. ''They did what they
Budget c~ts have reduced the were supposed to do."
,
faculty, staff and equipment avail- ,
The journalism departme11t is
able to the program. In addition, currently coming up with ways lo
the memo stated students 'have give t~e program better quality and
expressed concerns about cutting a more professional look.
classes to complete broadcast
''We are looking for a variety of
assignments, conflicts with intern- areas of experience for our stuships, problems with being able to dents," Dr. Orlando Taylor. dean
get a news crew together because of the School of Communications,
of conflicting schedules and vari- said.
ous other problems. Thus. making
Newsvision will not be aired in
Saturday classes the only fea sible .. the fall to give students a chance to
choice.
gain experience and experti se at
However, trouble s for their craft.
Broadcast Journali sm students do
Beyond these progra111111ing
not end here . The School of problems, the School is battli11g
Communications' news magazi
structural problems as well.
and vehicle through which mo
Most people. who have walked
Broadc.a'.ij Journali sm stude s the hall s of the Scho o l of
practice ilieir craft, Newsvi sion,
Communications on a rainy day,
currently having problems. Again, are familiar with the trash cans and
finances are the culprit.
buckets that line its halls to collect
Budget cuts have cau sed a sub- the 'w ater that leak s through the
stantial decrease in the number of roof. According to Dean Orlando
shows aired thi s year on Channel Taylor, the blizzard of the ce11tury.
32, WHMM . L-ast year, 20 shows left the roof littered with holes.
aired, while thi s year there were
Roof leakage and 1noisture has
only two.
caused 1najor da111age to the
The Jack of shows were a result sc hool. Important doc um ent s.
of the budget cut s and only one dis sertation s and variou ~ books
professional being left on the staff. have been victims of the rain and

lem," Taylor said. ' ''I have
informed the president of the
University about the facility's
problems, and I believe the building is inadequate."

1nelted snow throughout the
years. In addition, several thousands dollars worth of damage
was done to several computers.
'The facility is a major prob-

•

Apparently his message was
heard. Currently, the schOol,
which just received funds, is
receiving a 'new roof, along with
other modifications.

Community News strives to
increase readership in '93
I]
-''

By Keisha Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Community News, a student-run newspaper in the School of\:ommunications, .will experience a changing of !he guard for the upcoming
schoo l year. Michael Tucker, a lecturer in the
Department of Journalism, will assume the position of advisor for several reasons.
''This is a good opportunity to further interact
with students and move from the classroom to the
lab,'' Tucker said. ''The classrooms have people
that are so motivated that you want to be with
them ."
Currently, the newspaper is suffering from a
lack of student readership. ln a recent survey in

THE HILLTOP, out of 100 respondents, only 38
said tha1 they read the newspaper.
''I never knew the paper existed until this survey w3s done ," Myisha Driver, a sophomore
n1ajoring in psychology, said. ''I don't even know
where the paper is available."
Because it is a community-tar_geted publication,
students reported that the paper does not appeal to
them . However, those who do read the newspaper
fee l it provides adequate information about the
co1111nunity. It is toward these readers Tucker will
focu s his efforts for improving the publication.
According to Tucker, he wants to establish a
liai son between the leaders and profess_ionals in
the community. In addition, he wants to create a

-

Photo by Sharonda Starks

Student working In the Community News office.
relationship with the people in the community.
''The C~mmunity News presents a world of
opportunity for students to get off campus and
1
report real issues," Tucker said.
Key to the paper's metamo11>hosis is its design.
Tucker will attempt to redeSlgn the newspaper to
gi ve it a more modem look. In addition, he'll
focus his attention on placing a greater emphasis
on quality.
However, Tucker feels that the newspf!.per has
grown in content and advertising.
''.All I will try to do is to continue the progress,"
Tucker said. ''It will be up to the students to do
that, I will just be the advisor."
He encourages all students to apply for a position at the newspaper, including non-journali sm
.students.

Campus to receive $30 million facelift 'Surprising' library
By Karen Stewart

Hilltop Staff Writer

.
The recent smell of hot

i~ sijn<li>

nas

tar

and

d<illi.ng across the

camPuS
signaled one thing:
' Howard is getting a makeover -

well. partly.
According to Vice-Pi'eSident
for Business and Fiscal Affairs
and University Treasurer. Jame,;;
A. Fletcher Il, $30 million dollars
may go into a multi-year renovation plan for the University ' s
buildings . The renovation s,
which have already begun, will
continue throughout the summer
and may not be completed until

the fall of 1994.
''Mosu of the buildings are
averaging about 55 years with the
exception of three or four. It's
about time we do .something to
extract durability out of these
buildings for the next 10 years,"
Philip Artin, director of Planning
and Development, said.
Artin said the renovations are
limited and only a few dorms-

indicated that renova1ion s al so
include roofing repair s and
upgrading handicap areas in compliance
with
American
Disabilities Act Requirements.

•

•

j

•

fines agitate students
By Amesa Howett and

Mandtnema R. Kumbula

involves the work here in the
administration building. We're
trying to organize things here so it
can be a one-stop shopping place
for s tudent s . Dr. ( Franklyn)
Jenifer's concept is that we ~ant
to make as many (operations) as
possible affecting students in thi s
one buildi11g; · Fletcher said.
As a result some operations
have been permanently moved out
of the building to the University
Service Center in order to provide
more room for other services,
such as the accounts office, which

is currently located in C.B.
Powell.

Graduate Student Assembly cruises through
another baiiner year
The Graduate Student Assembly (GSA)
capped a year of successful activities with a
cruise on the Potomac Spirit.
The cruise was an example of the positive ·
change made under the 1992-93 administration
of GSA Coordinator Tanya Bender and GSA~
Vice-Coordinator Michael Edwards.
•
•
This year the GSA leadership mobilized its
members to plan and organize events which had a
significant impact on lives of graduate students.
One suCh event was the Collective Vision of
the Future Conference. Research Day, co-sponsored by the Graduate Student council of the
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, witnessed
the biggest turn-out in its history.
The GSA plans to remain active throughout
the summer months by organizing events for next

As graduating seniors know,
the last-minute scramble to clear

year and assisting in graduate student orientation.
Cooperative Program insures entrance to Med

School
In keeping with President Franklyn G .
Jenifer's Howard 2000 plan, the University has
establishes! an Integrated Medical Education
Program for the 1993-94 academic year.
As outlined in Jenifer's plan, up to 15 students wj.Jl be selected annually to enroll in medical school courses during their senior year at
Howard.
Successful corripletion of the courses by these
.c hosen s1udents will guarantee acce~ance in10
'the University's medical school.
These s~cialized courses will be offered by
the College of Medici.ne and are required courses
for the freshman medical curriculum.
Currently, two students are enrolled in the

eras. In Baldwin, Wheatley and
Frazier, bathrooms and showers
will be upgraded while Truth and
Crandall Halls will get central air
and heat.
Truth and Crandal l will be
c lo s ed down for the 1993-94
school year and possibly longer.
The remaining students will be
housed in Bethune Hall. lf those
hall s are not ready by the fall
1994, then female students will be
hou sed in the Bethune Annex,
which is scheduled to open that
se1nester.
Artin said he hopes that students develop an appreciation for
the dorm renovation because he
w as disappointed about the
decrepit condition of newly reno-

was no problem because I knew
about i~" said Delarno Sterling,

dreams of marching have recent·

who is majoring in television
production . ••However, the
library charges surprise most
people because they just spring
up."

According to Raymond
Smith, assistant to the secretary
of the University, students must

vated Cook Hall .
According to Arlin, money
spent on re-renovating Cook
could have been spent on other
maintenance and improvements
for other donnitories.

Senior Nicholas House said

the University before being
allowed to graduate because the

that library clearance is just
another way for the University
to make money because he
received no notice that he had

University receives federal

twelve overdue books.

funds. Therefore, the funds are

Assistant Director for
Central Library Services
Mohammed Mekkawi encourages students to periodically
check their library records for
overdue book fines because the
University doesn't have a grace

pay all outstanding fees owed to

mandated regularly by the gov•

"'"

fines before commencement can
be a hassle. But some students'

fines.

physical conditions of our hall s
and getting them to a point where
we will be real s ati s fied with
that," said William Keene , Dean
of Residence Life.
Upgrading has already begun
for the Quad, which received new
energy efficient windows last fall .
The University ha s already
installed kitchens in Meridian and
has renovated the study and television rooms and the eleva1ors.
Other scheduled changes for
the donns:
•Meridian: new windows
• Carver: central air and heating.
modernized showers and bath ·
rooms, and new roofing.
• Drew: new roofing, renovated
lobby, central air and heating,
•modernized bathrooms and showers, and card access security s y s~
tern.
•The Quad: upgraded lobby and
mail boxes, centralized security
and card access system with can1-

tion fee.

"The $100 graduation fee

an unforeseen obstacle-library

Sign outside "A" Building signals campus of construction underway.

dents'lnu!! dl'i6.:pay last-tnih ,
charges such as a $100 gradua·

the usual Howard University

ly been in jeopardy because of

Photo by Sharonda Starks

for overdue books. Students are
charged $40 per lost book.
B(iidO~llj·li!!it f-~stb

Hilltop Staff Writers

"A key part of the plan

Other changes in the
University infrastructure include
electrical power and heating, various campus cOnstruction and a
fiber optic computer network that
will link university computers to
Tubman Quadrangle (The Quad). one another and provide for more
Charles R. Drew Hall, Meridian efficient services within financial
Hill Hall and Carver Hall-were . aid, enrollment, registration and
targeted because of limited funds. other financial operations.
Only $11 million dollars of the
In addition to the physical
budget plan has been approved by development of the other campus
the Board of Trustees. That buildings, the Office of Residence
money will go into minor renova- Life is planning to upgrade the
tions within the donnitories.
quality of living in the dorms,
Fletcher said the University which has been an area of con;plans to renovate the C. B. PoY(ell tention for many students.
''The University has solved this
Building
(School
of
Commu1lications),
the housing shortage that we had for
Administration
building, about 25 years. (We are) now
Frederick Douglass Hall ·and the . making substantial progress in
University Service Center. He solving the problems with the

'

'

ernment.
''We also had to implement
internal measures because graduaJ:ing students were leaving the
-jfniversity without paying and
that was jeopardizing the
school's financial aid programs,''

Smith said.
Last month, Ann Randall, the

period policy.
"We don't bill you if you
don't return a book currently, we
catch you at graduation,''
Mekkawi said.

director of University Libraries.
issued a letter notifying all May
Although students may have
1993 graduates of outstanding overdue book fines and charges,
fines and charges. Some stu- _they may still check out books
dents had to account for books until a few days before graduathat were two 'Or three years tion.•
overdpe to graduate.
Next year the University
Library fines are 25 cents per libraries will use the Sterling
day for regular books and 50 £Omputer system for library
cents P(r hour for reserve books. clearance I8lher than rely on the
Howevet, the highest amount the Prospective Graduate System to
library will fine students is $10 find out library""""·
'

-

pilot program. Students majoring in biology,
chemistry or physics who are interested in pursing a degree in medicine should contact the
College of Medicine.
•

School of Continuing Education

Howard recognizes its own
In its seCond annual effort to honor its faculty,
the Division of Academic Affairs held its 1993
Awards and RecognitiPn Program.
CongratulationS to the following faculty
members for outstantling performance in their
respective disciplines ..
J993 Amoco Awards for Teaching Excellence
Laura Fleet, Human Communications Sciences
and Disorders-SchOol of Communications

School of Communications
legacy Award
College-of Fine Arts, Porter Exhibit

Ele.anor Traylor, English- College of Arts and

Distinguished Chairperson Awa'rd

~

Leslie Hi cks• ..Psychology-College of Arts and
Sciences

Outstanding Overall Progress Award

1993 Academic Affairs Community Service Award

J

Florence Bonner, -College of Arts and Sciences

New Horizons Awards
Ron Walters, College of Arts and Sciences

Cain Hope Felder, School of Divinity
School of Engineering, Portable SIJ.elters for
Homeless People

/993 Academic Affairs Research Award

Sci~nces

Neil Hindman, Mathematics-Graduate School

Strategic Planning Award
School of Law

Distinguished .Career Award
Faustine Jones-Wilson, School of Education

\

•

•
,
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Summer graduates seek to march in May commencement
by signing a petition to allow all seniors
who meet set financial and academic
requirements at the same time as regular
prospective graduating seniors to march.

By Ayoka Campbell

and Valarie Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer_s

T

oday's Comnie11cement may leave
a bitter taste in son1e non-gradt1at-

.ing seniors' n1ouths.

.

Currently Howard University's policy
does not allow students to participate i11
Spring Commencement exercises if tl1ey
are not both financially and acade111ically
cleared b_y 5:00 p.m. on May 7th.
~is means that inherently Sum1ner a11d
De~r graduates will not be parti cipating in the ritualistic 111arch today. .dur1ning the traditional attire of· co1p~ ;1r1d
gowns, either because they are still i11 clebt
to the University or have not 1ake11 <tll of
their required classes, or botl1. A11cl. tl1ese

•

students will have to wait

011e 111ore

ye::i r

if they want' to be publicly recog11ized.
Six hundred University :..tuder1ts
expressed lheir discontent \\1ith thi s policy

The amendment would apply only to
seniors who had no more than IO credits
left to complete and no one would receive
their diploma or be acknowledged as
University alumni until they actually completed all academic and financial require1nents.
However, their efforts were fruitless
becauSe the issue was not placed on the
agenda of the last Board of Trustees meeting last month.
According to Undergraduate Trustee
Kevi n Bryan, and the only student who
rnay introduce legislation to the board, the
petitiOn was initiated too late. ,
''.We wou ldn't have been able to
change the policy for this year because
caps and gowns tiave already been

ordered. (We would) have to go through
too many changes," Bryan said.
Bryan is confident that the policy will
be amended for next year's
Commencement when the board meets
again next month.
''Our administration and Board of
Trustees are both very aware of concerns
facing students. That has been evident in
their rulings this year," he said. ''We have
some very wise people on the board and I
think they will see the importance of this
legislation.''
Failure to amend the policy has not
deterred one senio_r from 1narching today.
The senior who did not want to be identified said. ''I'm sneaking into the graduation because although I have 1101 completed all of my credits, I deserve to have a
decent opportunity to be recog11ized ,like
everyone else. I have paid rny $50,000 to
be here. lt "s very importa111 to my family.

They need to have the time to say, 'That's
my child.' ,They've invested a lot," she
said.
To march, the student got a cap and
gown from an alumnus and got a friend to
purchase extra invitations.
''We paid our dues to be here . We
deserve every ounce of what Howard
University has to offer," she added.
''Many students by next year will have
jobs and won't be able to take off work a
year later to come back. Others don't have
the money to come back and walk. Plus, I
don't see the University dishing out any
money for another Commencement.
''The University doesn't wait 50 weeks
for their money and i shouldn 't have to
wait 50 weeks to walk."
The student also ai:ided that she is still
mandated, like all graduates. to pay the
$100 graduation fee, which goes toward
Spring Commencement. although she

,

doesn ' t expect to officially participate
next year.
An administrative official, who did not
want to be identified, said he understands
the students' grievances but, he believes
that allowing students to march before
they are officially cleared academically by
the University sends mixed messages. He
said letting·students graduate who are not
acadenlically ready is not a good reflection on the University.
• Many of the students who will be graduating in the summer blame bad advising.
''l was advised wrong. I was told too
late in the Semester that I still had classes
to takf!. It's ridiculous that I will now not
be able to march ," Allison Williams, a
se nior majoring in psychology, said.
Andrew -Reese, 3.ssistant to the vicepresident of Academic Affairs, said that
they are trying to revamp the system of
advi sing for next year to prevent these
problems.

SPEAK@IU71' SPEAKDJIU71' SPEAK@IU71' SPEAK@W SPEAK@W SPEAK@W SPEAK@W SPEAK@W SPEAK@W SPEAK@W

~ ''What

was the most important issue on Howard's campus this year?''
•

''011e of the biggest things was the housing
appropriations. The money going into housing
thi s ye<lr is phenomenal ... The most important
thing that we really need as a University is to
begi11 a dialogue between the entities of the
Universi ty. We really need to step up and
st rengthen student government. From what
I've seen... if this is what we have to look forward to, Black people will remain in the status
quo for the next generation."
Kevin Bryan
1992-1993 Howard Undergraduate Trustee

~

!~
~

''Fro1n what I saw when campaigning, the most
r i1nportant issues that affected the broadest
r:1nge of students were with the international
student surcharge and the security issue for
off-can1pus students. · The graduate students
also spoke of a better flow of information to
'J the campus and a need to get to know them
- better.''

'

~

~

·~

Cheryl Moat
1993-94 Graduate Trustee

~

~

''The issue of validation proved to be key this
year as undergrads saw privjleges this term
guarantees. First with the Kevin Tucker incident, students demanded that their leaders be
alidated students in order to represent their
intere s t~ _in student government and receive
!hei r 111011ey. A11d the tragedy in Meridian
informed the student body that health care is
another privilege that only a validated student
can benefit from .. "
Kimberly Martin

~
i:i.

\

tll

~

1

Hilltop Campus !'Alltor

''In terms of major activities, we attempted to
address the overriding issue of how to continue
to improve the quality of our offerings (which
was) part of a task force to assess student outcomes ... (We also conducted) a major study on
why our retention rate is so low... We also realized the need for placing more of an emphasis
on advising students and making sure the quality of instruction meets the highest standards."

-

-

-·

Dr. Joyce Ladner
Vice-President for Academic AlJalrs

-

. "-~

''The most significant thing is that w~ were
able to move ahead with housing plans d>r renovations ... and we were able to secure money to
renovate the Quad, Drew, Carver and
! Meridian ... That's the highlight of the year
I'
' because we should have affordable, well-maintained living accommodations fbr our stu''ln tern1s of student issues, it's
dents.''
responsiveness to concerns, like
Lydia Spruill, who was nQ!._ vali- Dr. Steve Favors
dated but a student of HoWard Vice-President for Stwl!lpt Aljf~irs
and is not take11 care of by the
University-that's an important
issue. When something happens
to a student, that should be a~le ''In terms of academic achievement, this has
co be taken care of by the been a very good year. Students are a lot more
articulate and vocal. With respect to soc ial
University.''
issues, students have been very eager to conIvan K. Hopkins

tribute to the community

1992-93 HUSA President

(whic~

helps) bring

more people to the campus."
Dr. Gbadegesin Segun

Department of Philosophy

-

,

~

·'Howardites learned this year that the security
provided by the University dangles by a fragile
thread . The controversy surrounding injuries
a11d the University's role in helping to heal
thern 'aierted students that the safety net they
expec t Yo be there is not as reliable as they
thought . Desp1te this, Howard has grown
through the addition of Cook Hall and the
Bethune Hall Complex.''
Sharmarra Turner

!
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''The faculty and the president are now seeing
eye to eye. That's a very important component
because it's going to affect their work. They
needed to work out (the tenure issue) be<::ause
President Jenifer needs the faculty behind him.
Without the two entities working together the

''The (Howard University Student Assoc iation
(HUSA)) election was a time when students
had an opportunity to voice their opinions and
some of them didn't. This marked alchange in
the University as far as the government is concerned. When students had the chance to

1992·93 BISON Editor-In-Chief

I
''(Some of 'the issues were) when Lyclja Spruill
was hit (on the head by falling plaster in
Meridia n) and the editorial from Lamar
Wa sh ington about interracial relationships.
Residence hall renovations really haven't been
addressed and interracial relations are looked
upon by the campus. Both of these cause a lot
of uprising by both the students and faculty."

~

~Fil
!;;

•
ting vital co-curriculum
student activities. I
Was amazed that students passively went along
with these measures instead of putting pressure
on their deans and chairpersons to seek external funding to subsidize budgets.''
Dr. Lawrence Kaggwa
DeparlnlentofJournalism

Mikel Husband

~~

deans tried to balance school budgets by cut-

Hilltop Tempo Editor

students will be the ones to pay." .

~

''One of the significant issues on the campus
during the year was the ubiquitous budget cuts
that the University had to deal with. Some

Derry Watkins
1993-94 BISON Editor-in-Chief

''There have been many major
issues of concern to Howard students this year. I think some of
the more serious issues{ however, are problems in Somalia, the
Haitian refugee situation , the
Rodney King incident, Mt.
Pleasa nt shooti ngs. the U.S.
presidential election s and the
HUSA elections. All of these
issues affect our present and
future lives."
Terri R. Wade

1993-94 HUSA President

,

change (things) they didn't take advantage of
it."
Steve Howard

Junior/Civil Engineering Major/Football
Player

~

-'

''The way they're taking everything away
from the 'Yard' such as Homecoming and the
Spring Picnic is taking away all the fun away
from the campus. Pretty soon gr~duation will

be off the campus. It takes away from the
mingling and camaraderie of the 'Yard'."

'

Corey Cook
Junior/Radio-Television · Production
Major/Cheerleader

'
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Students debate if ready for ·a different world
into the job world,'' Charleson
said.

By Shanta Payne
Hilltop Staff Writer

University professors are con-

A

fident that once in the job market

s Howard University
graduates pack their bags
to leave this Mecca of

their students will have the necessary skills to compete.

engineering." Jones also said that
when talking to co lle agues.
University graduates seem to do

quit1e well compared to other
graduates in the area.
''A number of former students

higher education, they are left

'1n any institution... we can
improve on communication.
That's our writing skills and our
speaking skills. Those are very,
very important in the world and
in our own community. If one
can write and if one can speak,
that is an advantage ... ''
--Edward Dunson, Assnciate
Professor of Architecture

pondering the question of how
well the University has prepared
them for their future.
Although students leave with
comparable educations , their
impressions of their educations
vary.
While one television production st udent, Shawn Bean, feels
that his education has prepared
him for the job market. another
student majoring in television
production, Frederick Charleson,
Jr.• has a differing impression.
''Education is the key for

'

black people and Howard does a
good job at n\'aking one understand that.·· Bean said.
However, Charleston said he
feels that hi s professors did not
prepare him as much as he thinks
they could have. But he ad~its
that the true gauge will be postgraduation.
''It's hard to tell until you get

Dr. Irving W. Jones. professor
of civil e ngin ee rin g. fee ls· he's
done a sufficient job in prepari11g
hi s students for the job n1arket.
''Engineeri ng is a good nlajor
for man y job position s. It is a
di sc ipline that teaches problem
solving. It teaches in a very fu11damental way in which one can
apply it to problems ot her than

are doing well in companies and
various industries." he added.
Edward Dun son , assoc iate
professor of architecture. agrees.
As a former architectural design er and assoc iate of Skidmore
Owings
and
Merrill
in
Washington. he·s see n the level
of student proficie ncy in architec-

•
u111n1:

Recent

Hilltop Staff Writer

In a world of· double-tal k
and broken promises. it is hard
to find someone whose actions
mimic their words . But former
vice pre si dent of the Howard
University Student Association ,
Ra s Baraka, is different - he
practices what he preaches.

All of his pro-black, do-for-

By Portia Bruner
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

'

''

When Alohaa Fuller left
Howard University's School
of Communications in May
1992 with a bachelor 's degree
in broadcast journalism, s he
had no plans to get a job in a
classroom .
In fac\, in January of her
senior year, she discovered the
dog-eat-dog attitude characteristic of those in the new s
media industry was not a work
environment she would enjoy.

De.Sp ite some of her past
experiences, she said her four
years o f jo urn a lis m SIL1di es
were not a total was1e.
··1 don 't regret majorin g in
'
journali sm. I loved inter\•ie win g, writing a11d reporting.
And I always e njo ye d int eracting with peopl e in that type
of setting," she sa id .
-Although FL1ll er sa id she
wishe s s h e had 111 ajore d i11
education , she ;1dmits that she
mi sses jo urnali s111. Whil e pursuing her undergrad uate studies at the Unive rsi t y, s he

" I realized that you have to

worked on the staff of th e

be really rough and aggress ive
in journalis m. That include s
having to step on some tde s,
a~d that's not something I like
to do." Fuller said.
_,_oreover, she added that a
ad experience with .a journalism professor and boring and
unproductive inter.nship at a
local television station further
prompted her to ·c hange her
career plans. That was a year
ago. Now, Fuller is pursuing
study in her tnle love-education .
Currently attending the
University's graduate_ school,
Fuller said she often reported
on education-related rssues
•
while she was an undergraduate . She also tutored students
in reading and math and was
involved in a big sister pro gram.
Fuller hopes to complete
her graduate studies by

Biso n yearbook, TH E HILLTOP
and
New sv is i o n .
During her se mester exc hange
at the. Unive rsit y of Sou1he rn
•
Califor11ia. s h e worked a s
production as s is t an t a t a
California production con1pa-

self rhetori c ha s manife s 1ed
itself in his chosen career path
anci other aspects of his life.
When Baraka was a t
Howard , he gained a reputation
for being a radical militant . His
impromptu ''Yard'' speeches on
the state of the black communi ty or the apathy of Howard stu dents , added to hi s aggressi\'e
po litical acti\•ism wi th Black
Ni a F.O.R .C .E. , made so me
people admire hi1n , \vhile oth ers feared hifn .
Although .Baraka was political ly and soc_ia\ ly ac1ive while

December 1993. After taking
the national teaching exam ,
the Thornton, Colo., native
wants to pursue a career as a
teacher or a reading specialist.

early.

those changes. In any institulion,
particularly in architecture, we

can improve on communication._
That's our writing ski ll s and our
speaking skills. Those ·are very,
very important in the world and
in o ur own community. I f 011e
can write and if one can speak,
that is an advantage," Dun son

added.
Howard's education appears to
be passi11g the real test, si11ce area
finn s like C&P Telephone co11tinue to recruit frOm the University.
··w e do recruit fro m Howard .
Howa rd University g raduates
have the skills we ' re looking for
in specific areas," said Mi chel
Daley. media relations manager
and s poke s perso n fo r C&P
Telephone.

According to Daley. they look
fo r grad ua1es wi th background s
in business, information systems.

•

111 the arena of communi cations. ca111pus graduates continue
to fair we ll . Rick Redmon. chief
engi 11_eer al Black Entertainment
·re lev ihio n ( BET ), ag ree s that
U11iversi ty g raduat ~s co mp are
favorably to oth er grad uates in

'' M os t peop le s h ou ld tc<.1c.:h .
Wh e 11 yoL• w;:1lk int o a c lassroo1n . you see that the se stL1dents really need you.
'' W e 11eed more teacher s
becau se the educational sys1e111
is backwards. It 's not about our
people . We [black teac her s]
have to put our studen ts in the
lessons ."
In additibn to teaching in
the c lassroom, Baraka teaches
through hi s writing . He and co~
•
editor, Kevin, Powell, have just
•released ·· in the Trad itio n: A11
Anthol ogy of Young Bla ck
Writer s." B araka hopes th a t
through l: i<;. poetry, he can give
his people some pertinent information that will help them

the area. Contrary to some people's beliefs, electrical engineer-'
ing is one of the .majors that
would, provide a secure foundation for a position at BET.
Redmorl' said, ''Electrical engineering is the best major out. It

at Howard, many of hi s detractors believed that his activi sn1
and concern for his commun ity
would wane after he graduated
in 1991. In essence, they were
waiting for the revered campus
leader to ''sell-out." But they
will have to continue waiting
because Baraka has not ''soldout." He continues to serve hi s
community in several ways.
Baraka, who majored in
political science and minored in
history, is .now an eighth-grade
math, reading , and history
teacher at the Warren Street
School in Newark, NJ, a career
that he strived for throughout
his collegiate C{lfeer.
''I always wanted to teach .
It's a challenge going to work
because each day is a new
experience. There's never a
boring day,·• Baraka said.

•

gives you the fundamentals to go
in all areas.''
So, despite their worries,
Dunson advises students to never
doubt their abilities.
''Go in with a sense of confidence . You have the strengths
and abilities just like any other
graduate of any other institution,
go with that in mind ," Dunson
said.
But more importantly, Jones
•
said, students should remember
to consider their alma mater as
resource.
•,
''Stay in touch with the university. Many students ·don't realize
the resources available as alumni.
Read the newspapers, use personal co ntacts, and if yo u ' re s till
seeking employment. attend job
fairs.:· Jones added.

•
•

•
•
•

••
•

•

•
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through the struggle.
''I .don 't write for the sake of
writing. All of my \vriting has <t

purpo se. Poe try is a "'#')' o
ex pressi 11g things as they are . I
use it to enlighten and infor111:·
Baraka said .

,. File PhOto

&f

''Go in with a
sense of confidence. You
have the
strengths and
abilities just
like dny other
graduate of
any other institution, go with
that in mind.''

''We have to accommodate

&Jtic#'1"

ny.

scholarships and fellowships

and the world.

•

'' I cou ld see n1yse lf go in g
into the media as an ed ucat io n
speciali st. But I don't regret
being in graduate school ," she
said. '' ... It 's good to go to
grad school.''
As of now, Fuller is interv ie.wi ng for te ac hin g jobs
around the country.
E ven tho ugh Fuller said
graduate sc h ool i s not as
excitin g as und e rgrad uate
sc hool , s he highl y recommend s attending graduate
sc,hool. fuller, who said she
will be thousands of do llars in
debt after receiving her
degree, so s ugge.s ted that
student s interested in graduate
school should start looking for

finan ce and accounting. They
also employ attorneys with two to
three years .of expe rience with
strong backgro unds in Jitigation
or recent grads in the top percentile of their ·class.

here are they now?

By Frederick J. Goodall

photo by Kim Martin

lure increase.
''Students do very well when
they are hired by the large firm s
like Skidmore, Owing s and
Menill," Dunson said. The firm
hire.o:; from all across the country

'

'
'••

Baraka also inforn1s hi s pe
pie through the Newark chapter

of Black Nia F.0 .R.C.E. \Vhere
he is th e Natio11ai Mini ster of
External Affairs. He is responsible for public relation s for the
organization.
Barak.a accredits much of hi s
success to Howard . Everything
from the classes to the ca111pus
sponsored programs helped 10
mold him into the person he is
now. .
''I learned the most froffi the
people 1 met and the experiences I had at Howard . There
was always some kind of lecture or program going o n . l
made it a point to attend as
many as I could to supplement
my education. Studenls rea ll y
need to take advantage of these
opportunities to broaden their
minds," he said .

By.Kimberly N. Martin
Hilltop Staff Writer

helping a kid with hi s homework or going into a classroom
and when a student sees you
and smile s, you know you're
making a difference," said the

\Vhc11 Dea11 Bratton graduated 1·ro111 Howa rd Un ive rsity
former YMCA Big Brother.
i11 May 1991 with a degree in
public ~ela 1 ion s. he knew .what
Although the Corps is a paythat 1ne<1nt for hl111 - . suits and ing organization , the Workers
a 9 10 5 office job - until he are still considered volunteers.
Unfortunately, 1nos1 students
raised c11ol1 gh 111oney to return
to Jaw sc hoo l. Ar1d for le ss don ' t see the advantages in
community se rvice, Bratton
tl1an a ye~1r. l1e was right.
Blll in Nove111be r 1991 , said. Or, like him, initially they
'
don ' t se e what they have to
those plans cha11ged.
Tod;1y you can find Bratton offer.
work i11 g !he s tree t s in the
After hearing about the posi--;
· Di s tri ct of Co lumbi a c lad in tion from his fonner boss at the
sho rt s. s neakers and a blue t- Department of Commerce,
shir1 prot1dly revealing a D .C. Bratton was unsure of what
someone like him with limited
Se rvice ~orps embletn .
Brat1on sai d that when he community service activities
received hi s deg ree. he ne~er could bring to the corps.
However, today he likens
woL1ld ht1ve pi ctured a no nprofi t. coih111un ity se rvice orga- hi s experience as coordinator
11i z ~1tion
d o1ninatin g hi s for a team of nine to his ex.peri:
ence as a Campus Pal.
'(_eSUllle .
.
''I' m helping someone new
\
''If you' re a communica*
1io11s n1ajor, you see yourself by guiding them in a 'new envibeing a journalist: if you're in ronment , so they ca n get the
busine ss, yo u see yourself most out of it, " he said. ''I
being a businessman," said the love volunteering. lo'll always
Californian , explaining what he be connected with the Corps.
now refers t~ as his shortsight- It's been such a big part of me.
edness. ''We're not exposed to I just can't forget about it."
As for his goals of going
see ing things like this. Being
on c<1m pu s is like being in a to law sc hool , they haven't
bubble . Un til you're riding been forgotten, just temporarily
buses and going into the neig~ put on a back burner.
''It's given me a lot of time
bor hoo d s , yo u don ' t really
to think that I don't think I
kno\v what's out there."
And after nearly two years would have had otherwise.
as a tean1 coordinator for the I ' ve wanted to teach, to be a
Corps. which is ''a metro Peace principal, and now I wani to be
Co.r ps'' that employs approxi- in the FBI," he said. After a
mately I 00 students · between moment, he added . ''l~m fulthe ages of 17 and 23, Bratton filling my transitional goals .
definitely knows what 's out I'm only 24 years old. I can
take two or three years off to do
there.
,
''Walking inlo a nursing something that I truly enjoy.
: home and seeing what condi - But in two years I plan to be in
1ion they ' re (the patients) in, or grad or law school."
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Professional politics is not for amateurs ...

since 1924 ·

•

Laurels

!

•

•
•

'\

nee again, as part of THE HILL'
To those members of the General
TOP tradition, we oring to you a
•
series ,of Laurels and Darts. This Assembly who functioned as a proxy
l_
portion of the editorial page reviews for three and four of their peers, we
the different actions taken, or not give a laurel - somebody had to go.
taken, by individuals a~ groups on
To those members 'Of the General
campus.
Assembly who never showed up for
•
..
The Howard University student monthly meetings, we give a flying
population receives a dart for its level dart. ~
of apathy and lack of participation.
;
To Howard's faculty we give a
•
To the 1992-93 Howard laurel for handling the tenure situaUniversity Student Association we tion with such decorum.
give a laurel for putting forth proTo the members of THE HILLgrams that ,were successful whether
anyone noticed or not.
TOP staff we give two laurels for
putting· out a semi-weekly publicaThe 1992 Homecqming Steering tion and never missing an issue
Committee receives a dart for ending (although we almost missed this
one).
the year in the red financially.

A Howard Graduate's'Purpose
On thi s gradu3.tion day you , Howard
University's newest graduates, have great rea-

son to rejoice and be thankful . Yours has been
an arduou s road frau ght with potholes, bad
asphalt and rocky circumstance . Everything
from the regi stration process, loan c hecks, hous-

ing and. meal plans have been sources of some
frustration and mu ch consternation. But now,
you're through and ready to take on life a s so
many graduates before you have.
Your purpo se, however, i s unique .
~espite

•

.

Whatever the numbers, those of us that have,
should give, and not just money, but time, work
and creative ideas for educational and spiritual
''upliftment'' in our communities.
If drug and alcohol abuse are major
cau ses of death and disease in our poor black
communities, then materialism or the race of the
''Joneses'' is the major cause of death in our
affluent and professional black comilUlnities. A
recent stati stic says that suicide is becoming a
.
'
growing cau se of death among black professional men. Brothers and sisters, our ambition
cannot be for the amassment of money, baubles
and trinket s. Making money is great, but
remember its underlying purpose in Americapower.
Graduates, you can never take what you
have achieved for granted or ever sell yourselves short. The work that we must do from
thi s point · forward becomes harder. At times
even our true purpose and responsibilities may
become muddied in the murky waves of ambition and ''s uccess'' in which you must define
success for yourselves.

what the new. car, credit card and vacation commercial s may indicate , it is not to
spend yourselve s into easy-money debt . But
rather, it is to apply yourself to the tas ks at
hand.
We, as black people cannot tak e o ur
success for granted, because the playing field is
'
still severely tilted again st us-degree or no
degree . Therefore, our priorities and our
responsibilities are different from our white
'
counterparts.
For example, the .major backbones of
our existence and survival in thi s country have
If we as black people try to use the
been how we do church and how we give· back
to the community. Since slavery, the black material definitions of success u~ed by our
1
church has been . the major focu s point of our white obunterparts, we will destroy a nation,
' organization socially and politically, not to men- forget who we are in relation to our Creator, and
tion our spiritual uplift and emotional stability. begin to reflect the image of our enemy by
'
When you get to your next destination, take the killing, stealing and destroying everything and
time to find a good church that will feed you everyone in sight. Therefore, be successful in
your homes, your communities, churches and in
spiritually and will also get you involved.
Community service . Perhaps W.E.B. each assignment at work or graduate school that
DuBois said it best when he asserted that it you encounter.
Above all graduates, your purpose is
would be black America's talented ten percent
who by being educated would propel the rest of not to maintain the status .quo, but to assert the
the race beyond the points of oppression and dream of a better society for all of us. You defiracism in which it ha s laid . He might be nitely have your hands full, but we are not
shocked today to know that that "talented tenth" afraid, because we have known you, loved you
•
of college educated black Americans is proba- and hQped the best for you, the Howard
bly no more than three percent at be s t . University Graduating Class of 1993.

When Enough Is Enough
The Howard University Hospital and
campus police will stage another protest march on

Saturday, May 8, commencement day. They will
be restricted from coming onto '' the Yard."
However, they wlll be in various locations with
bull-horns, signs, etc.
We have written before that we supPorted
the right of the Howard University police to
protest and have urged the administration to legitimately and effectively deal with their grievances
without turning a deaf ear. However, in this
instance, we strongly advise the campus and h.ospital police to avoid using commencement as
means to gain increased attention.
By protesting at commencement, the
police officers will actually be in danger of alienating the very constituency which it most needs to
seek resolution of its major issues. They have
'
stated that ''we have no other alternative
but to
march ... [and] the administration has demonstrated
I

•

very little . concern on tliis issue."

All of this may be true, but by taking this
day, which is truly that for the brand new alumni
and their fan;iilies, is to forever etch in their tninds
''that group of extremists who ruined it for us:··
The alumni who have been here and have seen
some of the deplorable conditions complained
about by the University's security may forgive,
but their parents and family? Not if you ruin this
day for them-not on your life.
There are still other venues of protest.
As Americans we encourage the responsible
expression of free speech; yet, we emphasize the

word responsible and hope that you carefully
weigh [the course and end results of your
actions].

If you truly care about the students as you have
claimed throughout your ordeal, then think twice
about this line of action. Let the students and
their families have their day.

Master's Degree

•

Certificate Program
I

Financial Aid

Renowned Faculty

Paid Internships

Prograins leading to a '°'l aster of Prof(.'SSional Stl1dies in 11olitica! ~lanagement:

Campaign Management
Lobbying
Issues Management
Environmental Politics

•

•
Formoreinfonnation,call

{202)994-7908

or write us directly:
Academic CenterT-412. B0! 22nd Sireel, N.W.. Washington, D.C. 20052

Minority
scholarships
available.
•
•

Fall application
deadline: July I.
1~~1 , ·n.. 1;o.iu,1;- ><I• .~ '' ' ' ~'"""I
\tOCLi:t'I"'" .. >J 11~ (;.,"If 'lo ,..io">):l<•I

' """'"'~ ln:...,"l ''f'I""'"'~ """"'"'"

Letter From the Editor
This was almost the farewell

letter that never was after a six-

day computer shut-down. In the
midst of what has been the most
difficult issue to put out, finding
the wprds to express my feelings of my last yellr at both THE
JLLTOI>' ' ·~rttl "'Hbw'ard
University, is equally as chal-

lenging.
Howard University l~ an
institution whose students have
a strong base in extracurricular
activities. At one time, THE
HJUTOP could easily be placed
into this group. But it is now
clear to me that while it remains

under the guidance of the Office
of Student Activities, THE
HILLTOP is more than just
another campus activity. but a
business and .must be run as
such. As an editing/manage-

ment major with a focus on
copy editing and only a minor in
business, it took a bit of a transition - a year-long transition
- to realize THE HILLTOP
needed so.meonia who was
focysed on more than just sto1ries, headlines and layouts.
THE HILLTOP also needs
staff members who look past the
moods and whims of a tempera-

was fortunate
enough to have
•
campus full of newsmakers.
From questions surrou.ndilla
Undergraduate
S
Assembly. to lawsuits
every angle - st11deim.

me
Uni- "1
community for contributi
some memorable commen •
again from members of studem
government and other me~
of the student body.
This has been a year filled
with trials, tribulations, tean
and triumphs. We have tried to
serve in the capacity we were
appointed to fill - to be
"Gatekeepers of History."
HILLTOP was and always wiH
be your paper.

mental editor and will go forth
with her ideas whether they like
them or not. And that•s what
the paper was blessed \Vith this

year. From dealing with faulty
computers to being overv.·orked
by semi-~ ee kly issues, they put
up with it <111 .ind deserve nothing but ku dtlS and acclamations
for co11l i11g out every
Friday... and sotne Tuesdays too!
,THE HILLTOP needs and

WE WELCOME ,YOUR LETTERS AND COMMENTS

.

.

THI! HILLTOP WELCOMES YOUR VIEWS ON ANY PUBLIC ISSUE.

FACULTY, ADMINISTRATOH,
STAP'F, STUDE ... TS AND ALUMNI ARE ENCOURAGED TO SHARll: THEIR ORIGINAL IDEAS AND OPINIONS.
WE PUBLISH: ONLY MATERIAL ADDRESSED TO US. WE ROUTINELY EDIT LETTERS FOR Sl'ACIE AND
CORR&CT IERRORS OF STYLE, SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION. LETTERS ·AS WELL AS COMMENTARIES MUST
•E TYPED AND SIGNED, COMPLE;TE WITH FULL ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER.
THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED ON THE EDITORIAL PAGE OF THE HILL.TOP ARE SOLELY THIE VIEWS
OF THE l:DITORIAL BOARD, AND 00 NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF HOWARD UNIVl!RSITY,
ITS ADMINISTRATION, THE HIJ.t. TOP BOARD OR THE STUDENTS.
PLEASE ADDRl!SS LETTERS AND COMMENTS TO:
'
EDITORIAL EDITOR
THE HILLTOP
225t SHERMAN AYE. N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20059

•

Jennifer Golson, Editor-in-Chief
Karen Good, Co-Managing Editor
Kimberly Martin, Campus Editor
Ted Cummings, Editorial Editor

Ronald D. Sullivan, Co-Managing Editor
Larry W. Brown, Assistant Campus Editor
TaNoah Sterling, Local/National Editor

Joyce Davis, Around the Corner

Omowale Elson, International Editor

Mikel Hbsband, Business/Finance Editor ,Shannarra Turner, Tempo Editor
Andrea Williams, Sports Editor
Frederick Goodall, Weekender Editor
•
Johanna Wilson, Chief Copy Editor
Sharonda Starks, Photo Editor
Jared Morris, Copy Editor
Michael Hodge, Production .M anager
Syretha Smith, Copy Editor
William Stone, Production Assistant
Jolm B. Adams, Assistant to the Editor
Evol Graham, Production Assistant
Ayoka Campbell, Assistant Photo Editor
Khari Sampson, Art Editor

Jeffrey C . Scott, Business Manager

Brian D. Nevel, Assistant Business Manager Kevin Armstead, Advertising Manager
John W. Jacks, Assistant Ad. Manager
Michelle Martin, Office Manager

I
•

,

•
•
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MESSAGE TO THE Gii.A I >UATES FROM DR.
Flf.ANKL
G. JENIFER PRESIDEN'r,
HOWAltD.UNIVRRSI
.

'

'

Franklyn G.•Jenifer, President

an1ong the 111c111bers of the Class of 1993.
While I an1 sorry to have to say good-bye,
I a111 sure that we will keep in touch. I
also t1n1 confident that I wi ll be hearing
about your 111a11y accompli shments and

I 111i1 deligl11ed to extend n1y personal co11gratl1iations It) you, your ft1milies, teachers r1nd 1·~e11d s on thi s I 25th

1riu111phs in the years ahead.
My co11fidence is based on the
i111pressi\ C record of our alumni. Two of
tl1 c111. Debbi e Alle11 and Dr. James P.
Co111 er . .:1re be in g honored during our

Comme11ccnte1tt of"tio\vard University.
Si11ce beco111ing p~sidcnt 01· 1J1is
insti tution a li11le 111ore 1!1:111 tl1 ree yc;1rs
ago, one 01· the joys I h:1ve experie11ced
has been htt\ i11g the opportl111ity 10 interact
with studen ts. Thi s acade111i c year ht1s
been no exceptio11 .
.
I have 1nade so111e good l'rie11ds

1

1

t

Co111111e11ce111e111 Co11vocation. These stel-

l:1r i11di vidu11\s are part ·Of a large and
expt111ding co1i1111u11ity of Howardites who

are making outstanding contributions in
just about every field of human endeavor.

come to understand even more clearly
than you do now that here you learned
much more than specific facts, concepts
and techniques, although you certainly
learned these.
You will understand that through
the Howard University education you took
for granted when ·you were here, you
developed a number of qualities that prepared you superbly to face new cha llenges. Among these qualities are a strong
sense of ethica1 values; a broad view of the
world; a sense of self-worth; an ability to

So, dear graduates, you are part
of a Jong tradition of training for leadership, and it is a tradition that should fill
you with pride, as it does me. As you
probably know, I speak not only as president of this esteemed institution, but as
someone who earned both my bachelor's
and master's degrees here.
As the years pass, you will find,
as 1 have, that your appreciation of the
Howard University will grow. You will

analyze and solve problems; and an enduring appreciation of the unique heritage of
people of African descent.
Treasure these qualities, and others, that were nurtured on these grounds,
and vow to support your a1ma mater tangibly when you are able so that others may
be so nurtured.
Once agai n: Congratulations and
Best Wishes!

'
•

The ~v riter is the
U11ive1-sit)'.

Pre.~ ide11t

of Howard

A Graduate's Basketball Philosophy
Theodore P. Cummings

'

Life is like the gan1e of bas-

ketball. The object is to put the
ball in the hole . · It d oes 11'~ t ha\ e
to be prett);'. just effec1ive. And
like life, basketball ~ncon1passe s
the four a s pe c ts o f a n"y hum a n
being - bod y. mi11d. feeling and
spirit.
The actual swi sh of the net o r
ch~in (or even air) is actually the
end result of the pulling together
of a l l other humana 1·acultie s.
Here's what I n1ean . The body
registers to the mind that the bal1
is in one's ·1>9ssessio11. It is then
the mind's job to plot the be s r
course of action - e ith e r a
jumper or a gan1bit down lo\\' fo r
the hoop . Next . the emo·tj.e'rr™
state o~ the player comes o nto the
scene. He may be fearful o r 11ot
confident enough to go fo r th ~
easy lay - up ag a in s t Sh a q · s
younger brother, so he pull s up
1

j1fP.~ tp~ ,, B. ~t thf,,PrOn~~..~ti?Ofi~?·,1
end here.
There is a spiritual component

to bas ke tb<tll that is o f1 e n over- to keep me from driving to the
looke d but is 11c \•e rthc less the re , hoop, or it throws my jumper off.
1a11d ve ry i111po rta11t . 011 Fe the my spirit and belief in myself
bo d ) is pri111 e d a11d re ad y. th e plummet like Haley 's comet o n a
111 i 11d h as pl o tt e d tl1e co rre c t clear sunimer night - everybody
CO l1r se o f :1c t io 11 and ha s c on - can see it !
fe rre d it with the e 1notions, the
Like everyt h ing e lse , I ' l l
spiritl1al state o f the player then probably spend th e rest of my
assert s itse lf·. After all . the ball is youth 1~.y ing to 'perfect this game,
re all y onl y a11 e xten s io n of the trying to put together a ll aspects
l1and . ;.1nd the :1c tio11 it self is onl y of nty being into a winn ing packa11 exte11sio 1J 01· the greater desire
age that will al low me to effecto pL1t the ·· rock in the hole."'
tively. and consistent ly put th e
l "hi s re 111ind s 111e 0 1· lif'e, ball i11 the b.a sket (i.e. get the job
because I a111 le:1r11ing that as an done).
adult 111)' ;1cti o ns arid go<1ls have
A s a gradua te, I will now
a begi1111i11g a11d a11 ending with a spend the rest of my you th . and a
purpose th ;11 is 111 e:1111 10 uplift good portion of my .40s and 50s
n1y s p1r11. Gra du a ti11 g fro1n c on1pleting and perfecting those
tasks that are before me. I' ll just
H o \\' a r ~. fi11di n g :1 go od jo b .
go i11 g t o la \\' s c h oo l, 1n a kin g have to line up my shot, take a
good i11 1he eyes o f· n1y fan1il y deep breath •. c heck my co n fi:111 of these ~ire part a11d parcel of dence. say a praye r... and do it,
111y SJJi ritu a l upli ft111e nl.
just do it (i.e. put the rock in the
Whe n 111y ha11d is J1o t a nd' the ho le). Swi sh.
ba ll j ust refuses to "ta)' o ut of "the
net , ITI ) ' s pirit soa r s witl1 the
cl OUd s ·abo \ e"\,e ryth1'i{g' earthly. The \\1riter is a 1993 graduate in
But \Vhe n I :1ll o \\1 fear a11d doubt tl1e Sc/1001 of E11gineering.

HERE .. , LET ME. HELF YOU WI TH Tr/AT.

I
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Students Say ''Give Us Professor P ilIp
Dawn P. Miiis
CALCULUS !
This one word has driven more fear
into the hearts of Howardites than the
c

fear the Nazis drove inlo the Je,vs. f
n the normally s tout-of-heart are
than sure of themselves when they like Peter Philip. And indeed we do,
·are faced with this monumental chal- for any one of the more than 130 stulenge for the first time. And under- dents who take calculus with Peter
standably so. when one considers that
for decades African Americans h ave
been socialized to fear and, consequently, to bate mathematics.
Our school curricula and teaching

•

ethods from elementary sc hool
college seem bent on making
math not a benefit, but a burden to
ks. If this tragedy is allowed to

i-

, our people will be increasing-

ly marginalized and unfit for the work
•

our Jack of a11alytical ski lls. It follows
that en1powerment would not only be a
travesty. but would in face remain mere
rhetoric .
It is within this context that students
at Ho\\1ard shol1ld appreciate the untiring efforts of dedicated math professors

force of a technologically advancing
, due to our inability to reason and

Philip each se1nester would testify to ·a
new ~ found understanding of math.
Mr. Philip cakes his job very seriously. So seriously iil fact that he - unlike
most other. professors - holds himself
greatl y respo1\sible for whether or not
his stude nts learn. He is not just content to lecture and leave the chips to fall
where they may, for he understands the
importance of math to life. He recognizes the need for us to be ''re-doctrinated'' if we are to learn to think for ourselves.

'

Mr. Philip's normal clus size for

calculus is approllimately 145 - •hnost
four times tlw of any Giber math class
- a major underlalcing for any professor. Additionally. in the past, these
classes seenwt to have been relep'ed
to the .most dismal accommodations
where the lighting was poor, the
acoustics were horrible, the lir-conditioning was faulty and the seating

d

11jse

of Professor Philip. Presented

with the challenges of inadequate

think, THAT IS REAL SUCCESS!

accommodations and fearful students,
Mr. Philip still manages to s ucceed
where most others fail . His methods
may not always be conventional. but the
same old methods will only yield the

There is no doubt about it we
need more Peter Philips' _ We cano

Bame old resWIS.
When you can inspire 150 students
to study a subject they hate, for 15
hours per we.ck. that is success. When
yoo can get a freshman football player
to score 104/110 on a calculus test, that
is success. When you can get t8 whole
class to earn grades of ''0'' or better,
and more than 25 percent of them earn

A week ago, one of n1y white
peers asked me when I was grad uating. ''Eig ht tnore c red its,'" I
answered with a smile. ''Why do
yo u want to know?' ', I que s1 tioned.
''You have the burde n of your
- race on your back," he answered .
I swallowed hard thinking of
the depth of what he said. I am
concerned about teen pregnancy.
and drugs, and AIDS , and
Somalia and al l of the 01her
problem spots for my people, but
how will concern turn into a cure
. for all that ails '' my people ?''
He was rig ht. It is on me .
It's. funny how he picked graduation day as the day this responsi•
bility would b eg in . I have
involved myseif in various pro jects before, but after g raduation.
excuses for not being at the fore -

•

-

fr o nt 0 1· th e .~o ~ution :ire 110
lo11 ger v<ilid .
We tire expe riencing a wan ,
in g of civil rigl1t s. c ivil liberties,
set :1sicles and afl"ir111ative action .
White people are stru gg ling to
find jobs i11 thi ~ rece ss io11. thus
f"ue ling the c o11 se rv<1ti ve right
wing a g e11d a of o ur n a tion .
There is less ro(>n1 for e veryone
as companies nationwide down ~
s ize and restru c ture to compete
i11 a globalized eco1101ny. There
is less roo 111 fo r ev eryone and ·
111os t a ss l1redl y. less roo1n for
' .,

.us.

In the 1nidst of being caught
up i11 tl1e e uphoria of being able
to walk across the bridge of integration into middle-c la ss life and
for son1e , a ss imil i1tio11 into the
Eurocen tri c 111<1 i11stream, many
of us are prevented from seeing
the corre lation be twee11 us and
the everyday person of color. It

stand idly by and allow jealoos indii·v;,·H
uals in the math department to get rill
a man because he has s11cceeded w1bcnj
others have failed. Castigation shoul
not be a reward for success. Many am-.
dents have expressed their outrage tbtlli

•

I

•

w

the math department would actively ,
arrangements uncomfortable and inadeseek to terminate a professor who
\
quate. So not only do stUdents have to
the job done, and gets excellent results.
deal with their fear of math, but the
Students, let your voices be heard. Mr.
math department makes life even harder
Philip hru. cared for all of us, ir is time
with large class sizes and inferior
that we cared for him. Rally fo
accommodations. Should we woeder if
this historically black uniwtaity ia al all "B" or better out of a calculus course, Professor Philip and Jet the Univ ·
concerned with the empowa11+1d ofdte that is success. When you can be so and the math department know tlw
people it is pledged to educate? If in concerned for lSO stude nts that you need him now more than ever. for
fact it is, it must address the iawirquaw know each one by name, that is success. are ready to think for ourselves.
cies and deficiencies of the math When you can teach 150 s tudents AfricanwAmerican students who have The 'vriter is a soplw1nore majoring
department with the Qtmost uqency.
This brings me to the imminent bcon bntin-washed to be mathematical- fi11ance.

Becoming your brother's keeper...
Mychelle .Curl

ly impotent - and teach them how

is not until th e illusion of the
rainbow disappears that most of
us will have to face the reality of
a world that is black and white.
If we are to ex ist in the future,
we must fuel our own po litical
agenda and deal with the masses
of our people who have not had
our privileges, a college education being o ne of them .
Many of us are embarrassed
to come home to the black community when we find out that
the illusion of integration does
not exist. Rest assured, however, that you can come home. If
we can live in this society with
al l of its crue l realitie s, then
surely we can accept you back .
Ho me is not some mythological
black community. Home is a
philosophical ideal . It is the
state of consciousness where one
makes a commitment to uplift
people of· African de sc ent

throughout the Diaspora from in stil tion s . We cannot s ay, going to have to return to the
c urre nt political, cultural, eco - '' I'm g ing to put my money in days where we ha"d our ow n
nomic and educationa·l where it the black bank," or '" I'm going to world within this one. On
be co mes necessary to throw be i11sured with the black compa- Georgia Avenue, like many other
away the European concept of ny ." Why ca n 't we u se the avenue s in a black community,
individualism and regain the inodel of the black college as a we have managed. to maintain a
Afro-centric concept of collec- model for othe r institutions? beauty salon and liquor store on
Black co lleges are the o ne opt ion eve r y o ther block. We make
tive responsibility.
I am willing to acknowledge that we have created and main- sure that we feel good and look
good at any cost. The next step
my responsibility. However, I tained for ourse lves.
Yes, the task is burdensome, is to replace the banks with
refuse to see helping my own as
a burden as tllY peer phrased it. I but the privilege lies in leaving black-owned companies and the
challenge my Hdward peers to Howard with the knowledge· to large restaurants and the superdeliver a w hole people from eco- ·markets.
see it as a privilege.
Feel good about graduating.
We are the only people in this nomic and social despair. The
country without our own institu- privilege lies in s h aping ..the Feel good about finding a job to
tions. We cannot compete. We community and co ntinuin g to e levate your lifestyle. ·aut be
perpetuate our problems and use build on yourselves. Face it, the realistic enough to know that
racism as an excuse for not suc- white man not o nly doesn "t want eventually, the job you are most
ceeding. In 1993 we are still you, but will have no ch9ice but ·likely to keep is the one you creknocking on the door begging to disregard you when hi s broth- . ate.
white people to let us in . er needs a job and can't find o ne,
1
Tl1e
~v1·iter
is
a
1993
gradua
ting
It
is
happening
now.
Integration should be an option,
The truth is that in o rder to s e,1ior ih the Schodl of
but we don't have that option,
•
Co1111nu11ications
because, we don't create our own , s urvi ve in this nation we are
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A'Resolution for Cha11ge: A com1nitment-to fellow studen~
-

Terri R. Wade
Greetings brothers and sis·
ters, rtow that this school year is
finally at an end, most of us can
take a break from the normal rOu·
tine of classes and/or work. I am
sure we have all grown this semester-spiritually, socially, and cultur·
ally. I also hope that evel)'one has
been outstanding scholars or at least
·improved from the previous semes·

ter(s). Most importantly, I pray that
we are learning, ~caching and taking
advantage of the ,opportuniti~s pre·
sented by the Howard experience.
This has been a very iriter·
esting and active year. Many issues
have affected H.U. students, both
directly and indirectly. We have
felt the hunger and sickness of our
people in Somalia; been victimized
by the injustices of ·Haitian
refugees ; been grief.stricken over
the loss of Jeffery Domar's prey ,

and will face four years of decisions
made by newly electe~ PresiClent
Clinton. Locally, the Ulstrict of
Columbia has seeii ..protest and ral·
lies for ''civil rights'' ste mming
from abortion to homosexuality.
Our community has been terrified
by the Mount Pleasant/Columbia
Heights killer. Still closer to home,
many pressing issues have touched
a Howard students- faculty tenure,
financial assistance, international
surcharge, security and HUSA elections to name a few. With commit·
ted, accountable leaders, any issues
of your concern will be handled in
the most efficient, expedient, and
productive manner possible.
A
Resolution
for
CHANGE is a commitment to students. A commitment to be a true
representative of students through·
out the campus. A commitment to
address matters of your concern and
take a firm, intelligent stance on

.

.

'

those points. We have made a

coUective work and responsibility. : pare for a succeSsful Md productive

promise to keep you informed

The CHANGE platform reflects the

about what is happening on campus

following important issues : . be working everyday no less than
Comprehensive HCalth C,are 1~15 hours and as
as 40-45

and in the community, and to be
your voice in decision-making and
negotiations with administrators,

school. year. The summer staff will

nWty

Reform-AIDS

'

results by the beg_inning of the
school year. In addition, we are
compiling a BJack Busi ne ss
Directory of all local businesses
and v~ndors, planning an African
Market Place for each semester,
coordinating a Pan.African
Festival, establishing a new Teacher
Evaluation process and much more.
The fast pace world places
many burdens on Howard student's.
As elected officials responsible to
you, the staff of Re so lution for
CHANGE is committed to provid·
ing a visible, honest and uncompromising leadership to' its con ..
stituents.
We pray that you have a
joyous, lucrative and safe summer.
See you next senlester! Peace and
love.

Conference, : hOurs per 'week. Each staff person
Preventive/Supportive Services'. and · will be treated just as employees.
faculty and staff.
Lobby,
for
. gynecologist; Everyone will sign in and out. be
Primarily, Resolution for Scholarship .
Data
Bank; required to work a minimum numCHANGE is the answer IQ some .Cooperative· Reform- Student ber of hours and complete certain
problems of H.U. students; i.e., the ·, Leaqership Retreat , Collective tasks each wCek. Since these duties
resolution is the solution. It has Work Coalition, HUSA Progress and responsibilities are- very
been decided by Terri R. Wade and . Repoi-t, C.alendar 'of £vents, and demanding and some staff will: be
Reginald X that a change must take Cu'JtUra l Expose; Task Force-· · doing othef thingS '(i.e ..summer
place. Change is good; change is· Monthly visits to Dormitory, school, community service, .~tc.)
natural; and change is absolutely Address ~eal Plan, Security,. ·each summer staff member will be
necess.ary. There will be a Computer labs, Library. hours; HU paid a salary. The. staff includes the
CHANGE at Howard University_:_ Policy and more ; Ii:itCrnati onal traditional administrative positions
a change for the better.
Affairs- Political Action · along with coordinators f.or each of
Upon the request of stu·· ·Committee, Financial Assistance the prOjects on the platform. We
dents, many things that oc.cur o~- , for Internationals; and Conµnunity are certain that these t3.ctics will
campus must be brought to the light Outreach Expansion.
allow· us to -accomplish our goals
and dealt with. Almost every stu·
To ensure the-progression fof the I 99~·94 school year.
dent is affected by issues such as of th~ university as well as our plat·
.Sµmmer goals incJude set· · The awhor is the Presidtnl·elect of
health care, financial assistance, form points, we will be working ting the foundation for the poinis on · the Howard University Student
security/ community affairs, and . very hard ~ve~ the summerr . pre· the platform and having working Association.

.
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Not since the Brown·vs: llotqd of
Education case, or for that matter
Plessy vs. Ferguson. has tbm been
such a compelling issue of Civil
Rights for black peopl6 '"' pieseored
. through the Rodney King trial. At
least that's what the media would
e yoo bO)ieve.
.
1he jwy found Sgt Stacey Koon
and Officer Lawrence l'<>;;ell guilty
and found Officers T:unothy Wmd
and Tud Briseno not guilty. ·
. "Justice has prevaflrd.
Did it rcaJly? If so. lhen fir who?
Did it prevail for the poopJt of Los
Angeles that were worried for
IJ1<imlis of aooCher riot erupcing? Did
it prevail fur the 12 jurors who were
•
the.aeticaJly intim~ info givmg a
vtldillt-·-ld please Ibo pc
Soud! Ceolral.
For now, let's leave Rodney King
' · of dlis. He llllly played a small
le in the verdict, IL'! far as justice
. pevailing for him
~ver since the: 'ceO(Y:ning of.the
Rodney King uial, it looked ... if Los

'*

IAll&eles was under siege not by
lain' • but by the media.

'.The media made it an automa1ic
.......Ilion lhat if the four-policemen

...;. found innocent then die

Rough Side of the Mountains ·
~

Trinez Moore
n<e cost of having big breasts
weighs as a heavy burden upon my
life. Even though most.men love it.
and ''some'' men hateit, I get so tired
of statements and gestures being
yelled and throwr;i at · me from
·strangers in the street! 1get so tired

can't seem to get past MaJes don't
get to know the real me because in
their minds, they are conjuring so
many sexual acts they can perform
with my breasts. Females on the
other hand can't seem to believe that,
''her boobs are HUGE!'' or ''How in
the world is she going to breast·

feectT:

of people asking me questions and · .
making general Conversation, not to
me but to mY breast. ·
When I meet people on a
normal basis, ,my breasts become a:
barriep that females and males just

Some men, su rpri singly
enough, hate the fact of a young lady
having big breasts for whatever rea·
sons. lben you have others, whether
they like it or not, make statements
like, ';Can you see your feet?'' or

•

•

''When you tum over, which goes · helps form this so-called obsession . who will?
fu-s~

you or your bieastsT' The one with large breasts, so I've learned
that really gets me is, ''How did· they · that it's something that I have to

M dlo )Olr4 fills once again
an outrageous number of
l8in tllld u instructors clamor
to get la die senior grades on
limo, t sit down to reflecl upon

sioos were long. I know some
of the class periods were defi·
Direly long, but, on the whole, l
have perceived you to be the
very best at what you do. I have
traveled ro the likes of

Michigan, Berkeley, Seton
I' nother year at Howard Hall, Rutgers, USC, UCLA,
Uaiv.ail)'. This reflection is Duke, Georgetown, and all
spel'Mbll)r ..........able because other area universities., among
· .it my last. as t am a graduat- others, and I have sat in on
-ior. Before t close thq some of their classes. Lei ·IJl,e
boclb oa "all·nlghters," the tell you, the fac1'1ty at thoae
(and . . . dizzy) words other schools could - come
die my felq!t Howlldires. I close-to touching you! 1'101
wdttea maay a heartfelt only are you the best at wlull
0 • 1 ~alary in Illy day, but you do, you are tie best 11 llow
J •in, will be the most you_do it. There is no fflspec·
tive ' like the Howud ,Jllapt'>
tive and the way you teach it!
Anyone, black, white, Nadve
American, Latino American.
Asian American, ANYONE,
would benefit from the Howanl
University perspective and

'

•

I see my breasts as a part of
me. They are what makes me unique· make every effort to control what

get like that?'' Like you are sup· • come to grips with! Of cpurse I have and different.. But, Cver:yone doesn't
posed to say that every night you thought about a reduction numerous have the silffie mentality as me.
play with them just to make sure you times, bu·t gain~ through a portion of Seme people.'s bn;:asts bring h~d·
can achieve that'50FFF. Sometimes, my life with the g~stures, the stares, . .ships every day of their lives. A
even little kids, as innocent as they and even the ¢omments, I realize that bre:ist reduction is .what they would
are, stare so'h~ until you feel as lit· I can handle it. I am' satisfied with . love to have, but unfortunately, it's a
expensive
procedure.
tie as they are.
me, with what I've become. Once very
While reading this article, people get pass the exterior and get Therefore, those who can't afford it
many of you are probably wondering to know. the interior, they'.11 fi nd that just have to deal with the ''problem''
that if I am that bathe.red about my there's more to me than rrieets lhe as.they deem necessary.
.
It's go<id to know and realbreasts, why not have them-reduced~ eYe. lf You don't have confidence in
Why s~ uld I? . Society yourself and be~eve in yourself, than ize what you are saying to a person

•

on •A. Different Wotld", trooping down to lbat flwshman party
at !be WUST in pacb Of 20 •
W• 1 tmt111 tllld clu••• tb81
.... JOU fl> to you !"""" ad
• • ~ tllint, t<YiDg to .bell
c~w at Drew and the
Quad, elmoat falling in the
blWltlitS from !lying to "1'•
yo Cltang~ too hard when It
"'1"Sl:IP.-Yoat part of 00 IT,

..a.

: lie> rr. obillht• oa Ille ·

,_,.

or how to coofront them when saying
what you have to say. If you can,

you say, when you s8..y it and how
yoU say it. Get to know a person
before you make judgments (that
goes for any situation!). And to all
my breast·loving brothers, once you
overlook those "~Jes" and begin
to enjoy the total package, who

knows, you may get the chance to
have your fun after all.
The writer is a Junior majoring ;,,
Broadcast Journalism.
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• AVINGS ONDS fOR EDUCATION
GROW ALMOST AS fAST AS KIDS DO.

Colecting information on trends ard · speclaists, economists, flireign area
current """'its abroad isn't just a job for
experts and intelligence analysts are just
a secret asent
a few of the professionals you'll get
'
hands-on
experience
wori<ing
with ... ard
~ you\'e planning to attend ~· or
a head start on your careet:
are presently a ful-tine or graduate. ,

student, you could be eligible for a CIA
internship and tuition assistance. 'mu
dor II haw to be an aspi i 1g missile .
wartiead speci!list or Kreminologist. We
need knowledgeRIJle, dedicated men and
women h<>" a variety of backgrounds
and fields.

Is it ever too soon to start saving for college? U.S. Savings
Bonds grow q~ickly, so they're an ideal way to save.
Buy Series EE U.S. Savings Bonds for half their face value.

'

If you hold ~he.m five years or more, you'I! earn comp~titive,
market-based interest, compounded semiannually, with a

Join one of the country's largest
information networks-because an
experience like this doesn't only happen
in the mcMes.

ci.

of the Treasury, Washington, DC 20226.

•

• Take·~::

1256, o.t, WI , P1tta1aqt1.
M 152JO. M 4p'I ,.,_.....
~ .... ._
MfJ «Mtl,lltif I 11 1jJcll anfMQll'ltJ Ncllsround ilwtlptian, indudillll PGl)<ll¥
l • I Mr.-c;; t•t1EA1Ft~1• C1 1993Cs .. lllt1 'lclnctl\i•ney

I

~·,-~ write: U.S. Savings Bonds for Education, Department

guaranteed minimum return.
'I : ,_ - ~
For current rate information, call
U.S. Savin9j Bonds are fxempt from state and local income
taxes, and they're federally tax-deferred. And if Bonds are used to
1-800-4US BOND• 1-800-487-2663
pay for higher education, there may be an additional
"'fM<JC!villltage IS ~ in abocilrt"1~tled ·u S. SN.nqs
federal tax advantage.•
Bonds for Edvt.ltoo. • availab:e from )1)111" payroll offoct , f11"1o1r(i.JI
;
lllWIUl.'J" OI ~ [)ep.wrl!nt ol tile Tm1$Urf l'INsf ftad ~ ~ fct
Buying U.S. Savings Bonds is easy. Buy themthrough your
Jlf~!JO!l .lbou! ~ kmts, regisvatO" af'(f otlie! restrlCl(lnS ~ore l'MStr9 fer m~ Pl1lXlW
employer's U.S. Savings Bonds Payroll Savings Plan - or at your
I
.
.
•
bank - every week, every month or every payday.
I

leading engil 1eers, computer
•
rw ... ., II 1~• P •p'fi';wwle.w~ 'Mtt9to: ClA~CentiM; P.O. b

~ !

ie:'.

Take the first step to your child'shigher
education. Ask your employer or bank for the free
~ booklet, "U.S Savings Bonds for Educat1on .H Qr

Stocki;
in America

SAVINGS t'6~
• BONDS ~

S

'
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.
Finals are almost
4-speaker cassette. Not
At
over. School's out
•
to mention a convertible.
forever. So let Nissan
Worried you'll be late
• for the working class?
be the first to open a
don 't pay for 90 days. The Sentra' SE-R, with .
few doors to you.
-'
With the new Nissan
. it's 140-hp 16-valve · · .· ·
U. program, you'll be on tl1e road faster
engine and Sport-tuned suspension will
than you can sell those old text book~. .
get you there with time to spare.
Your local Nissan dealer wants to put you
Just confirm that you'll be graduating
behind the wheel of a new Nissan' car or
truck now and you won't have to start
paying for 90 days. How about cruising
'
out .of school in style with a
new240SX'?
You can get
Super
HICAS"'
4-wheel
steering.

issan

•

within 90 days, with 4-years under your
belt, from an accredited U.S. college, or
that you've gotten your B.A. or higher
within the last 12 months. All you need
jsil, job..And well,.you were going to get
one anyway. Then we'll help you grad.. : uate to a.new.car or truck.
·.. fur the l~wdown on your favorite Nissan
. and where to getit, call 1-800-NISSAN-6.
· Because·if you don'tget your foot in
the door now; you ju~t might
find yourself taki~g
· the bus.

-

•

'

The
Nissan
• •

•

240SX

,

•

..

NISSAN

.

AM/FM

'
···-~

.

.
·' .
It 's tt'ine Jo-expect
more jrom·a:caf" · ·

pJrrk1~r111g ck;iftrs.. Fi11dnc1ng through NMAC Musr bt a frxir yt.irgradlldtt From an :aarrdittd U.S.collt,gt frhr~ yµr RN dqrtt:S also q!Mlifyl wirhi~ rk. /.& 12 mon~fu or provick univtrsity confirm.idoll ol upromlnggrildUadon within

· lJmittd·timt offtr /o; qu;i/ifird buytrs JC
show proof of tmploy~nc or proof of pb offtr .indsalary with tmp/oymtnt brginning wichin IJOddys ~ conrncr ddrt.

St:
.
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•
•
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•
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~

.
9() ddys of ronrr«r?Mrt. Mlit:
dukr ~ dmils. Nlssdn Moror Cotpomioo U.S.A. Smdrr ~t alW1ys rrMi rht finr print And rMy a(ways wur their SQC bdts.
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Kenyan writer urges blacks to a~opt
By Kimberly Bryant

1can ton

Kenyan writer Ngugi
Wa Thiong 'O urged the African

self.
''Colonizing the mind is dan-

diaspora to decolonize the
rneans of imagination and one

gerous, because language is part
of self definition. And it is

way of doing this is to acquire

through language, the colonizers

an African language.
Thi s is the message he
brought to the Howard

conlrolled African s!'' Thiong 'O
said.
''Like a peasant accused of

University community at the
42nd Burch Memoria l Lecture
last n1onth, at Rankin Memorial

murder under colonialism.
Afi-icans have been a lienated
from expressing their own

Chapel.

you ever heard ·
a Fre n c h sch o lar no t kno w a
word of -French?'' T h ion g' 0
said. ·..
In bis closing state~ent ,
Tieng 'O reminded the audie nce
of language as a me~s of imagination and its po we r to m a ke
visible that which has been made
in visible.
''To s truggle to u se al l
means of imagination to make
all huma n s imagi n e a world
'f
1
economicaIJy. po liti ca ll y and

• tongues and made

Thiong ·o emphasized that
thl! i111agination, the maker of
i1nages is powerful. For thiS reason, he stressed, those who control the imagination inevitably
~ontrol the production of
images.
In addition, he said since
language is part of one's imagination , the adoption of the colonizers language is hazardous .
He reminded those who ar.e
Afrocentric in persp~ctive that

speechless witl1 English and
French. As a consequence, the
peasant is dependant on an interpreter to save h is life. H e
becomes a foreigner in his own
country," Thiong 'O continued.
Ngugi Wa Thiong'O is currently a professor of comparative literature at New York
University and publisher of the
highly acclaimed ''Decolonizing
the Mind : The Politic s of
Language in African ; Literature

trade blocs, where the multilatHilltop Staff Writer
eral system, as represented in
the negotiations in th~ Uruguay
The resurgence of inter- Round
of
the
General
est in regional integration, trade Agreement of Trade and Tariff
liberalization and cooperation in (GAIT) is stalled, where we see
the Caribbean and - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Latin America is
takin g pla ce in a
new context says
Dr.
Richard
Bernal . Jan1ai ca ' s
ambassador
to
Washington and the
Org~1nizatjon
of·
Ameri c an States

•

(OAS).
Addressing
the opening of an

OAS

two-day
on

workshop

'7t has been the
challenge of that new
reality which has
prompted our
countries to embark on
unprecedented efforts to
implement ec(Jnomic
reforms and structural
adjustment... ''
--Dr. Richard Bernal

"
Trade
Liber al iza t ion in _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
th e We s tern Hemi s phere ''
recently. Bernal sa id the new
context was the rapid and qualitati ve phase of globalization.
He said: '' It is taking
place in a world in which we are
aced with the emergence of

increasing interdependence in
trade and investment among the
countries
of
We ster n
Hemisphere and we see a new
f
.
c
movement or economic re1orn1
and liberali za tion through
regional arrangements. a logical

~

...••tl••

•
••
•
••
•'
•'

,,'

....
.""
•

'I
J

•••
••

cu lturally free for the majority. I
believe th is' is not a small task to
undertake,'' T hiong'O said.
He conceded that part of
the difficulty whic h fac e d
Africans worldwide from attaining this goal is the fact that they
did not co n trol t hos e mean s
which generate the images to the
masses - television, radio and

-·

photo by Omowale Elson

Ngugl Thlong 'O autographing his books at a reception held at the Armour J. Blackburn
Center's reading room atter his lecture. ·
(1986)."
He
cha I lenged
University faculty to decolonize
its curriculum and implement

African ·languages. He· p,la)'ed
on the irony that a black universi ties would have African histor y · sc holar s who spoke no

Caribbean ambassador speaks on
trade liberalization
By Omowale Elson

.

.lahguage. · Have

culture and gaining a sense of
1

•

.

speaking an African la nguage
is primary lhi nking in African

Hilltop Staff Writer

•

and natural exte11sion of that process
of internal refor1n."
The se1ninar had four objectives: to docu1nent ,
•
re\ iew a11d analyze
the various i11itiatives on trade liberalization
and
regional integration
within
the
Hemi s phere: to
analyze and high1ight the fa c tors
which account ·t·o r
the re ~ urgen ce i11
interest i11 regio11a1
Or. Richard Bernal
trade arrangeme11ts ;
though the world wa s 1nore
to exa n1i11e the prospects and prom1s1ng .
trends for future He1nis ph e re
''These chal lenges are
arrangen1ents: and to exa1nine ne w and 111ore complex . It has
the role of the OAS as a t'oru111 been the c hallenge of that new
in regional trade develop111ents.
reality whi c h has prompted our
Bernal noted th:11 since countri es to embark on unprecethe Caribbea11 an d L a tih dented efforts to i"mplen1ent ecoA111erica were now c 111erg in g 110111ic refor1n s and structural
fron1 the tral1n1ati c expcri e11ce 01· adjustment, to abandon old
the Great Depression. tl1ey \Vere 111od e ls of development a nd
fi 11ding ne\\' c l1alle11 ges eve n adopr neW ones."
1

African languages.
''It is crazy to have a professor of African history who does
not know a word of an African

publishing. It is a long process.
but it has to be enacted, he rr,aintained.

Dominican Republic
viQlates hu~an rights
'united Nations pa nel
· on Hu man Rights has
expressed alann at the
la rge number of prisoners
awaiting trial. In addition, yi.e
experts on human rights h'£ve
asked the Dominican government to crack down on its security forces w h ic h have · been
accused of using torture as a
weapon against the people.
After a detailed examinatio11 on human rights in that
spanish-speaking country. the
Huma n Rights Comittee whose
me1nbers ar'e drawn from Asia,

To solve the problem,
the expe rts asked the govern·
meat to e n act stringent Jaws
agai nst torture and to impose
severe punishment on the security forces responsible for such
crunes .
Lau rel F r a nci s, an
expert from J a m aic a, said he
was disappointed with the way
the issues of torture and use o

"

.,.
..

••

t

"
",,

''.
"
.
~

•

firearms were being handled in

...•''•

the republic.
But Ja n os F o d o r o

Hu ngary openly accused the
security for~ o,f usiQg ~xces
s i ve force when carrying out

Latin Ameri ca, Africa, the , their duties. Moreover, he said
Caribbean, and Europe, al so the g o v e rn me nt wa s usin
condemned the republic for the forced labor in the workplace
slave- l ike condi t io n s under and w as al lowi ng s lave prac'
.
which Haitians were still being tices to continue. Also disturbforced to live and work i11 the
sugar industry, despite nun1e ro u s complaints from othe r
agencies including the Genevabased Internatio nal Labo r

Organization (!LO).
•

•

ing. he said. was the unsanitary
conditions in the prisons.
~

It w as evident that the
Do minican Republic was fail·
ing to protect the fundamental
right s of i t s citizen s, he

charged.

•

ea groups protest Zionism,
United States policy in Libya
~y

Omow•I• Elion .

f llltop Staff Writer

Several area pressure groups
met under the umbrella of the
World-Wide African AntiZionist Front recently to heighten their protest and resistance to
Zionism and the U.S. policy
toward Libya .
The event, which was staged
at the Blackbtlrn Center, also ·
marked the se_1 enth anniversary ·

of the U.S. b_qmbing of Libya
and the resist'~nce to the ''illegal'' travel ban1on Americans to
the African state.
'
In an interview with the
Hilltop, Rafiki Bayette, an organizer of ·the All-African People
•

•

Revolutionary Party (A-APRP),
said: ''Breaking the travel ban is
the fir s t attempt to stop the
United States from isolating
Libya . We believe that the
attempt to isolate and demonize
(Libya ) is another attempt_to
attack.

"We particularly find it to be
abhorrent because Libya is in
Africa and an attack on Libya is
an attack on us.''
Represe nt ing the U nited
Negro·
I mpro.ve m ent
Association· A f r i can
Communities Leag ue was
Wi lliam Jack:son- Bey who said
his ~organization was iri solidari-

•

.,

-

ty with those who were not only
smi ting imperialism, but were
on the f ront-line against neocolonialism and parasitic hegemony of the African race and

people of color."
The Front's educational
brochure said Zionism is an
effectively organized worldwide

I

Committees, Revolutiont1ry
Con1mi1tee of Se11egi1J und
National Resistance Movemc11t
•

of Uganda.
Kwame Afok. presidenl of
the Provisional Governn1ent of'
•
the Republic of New Afrika. an
organization founded al a conference in Tripoli in 1991, sai d

-------.--------

''We particularly
find it to be
abhorrent because
Libya is in Africa .
and an attack On
Libya is an attack
On Us. ''
--Rafiki Bayette,
All-African People
Revolutionary Party

Zioni~m

June, 199 1. has 28 affiliated
orga n izations, in cludi n g the
Azanian People's Organization,
Caribbe3n
Revo lutionary

•

'
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•

continues to

have a major innuence

over

the

lives

of

Afrikan people through
control of the media,
'pol itical figures and the

educational system.
But the Front n1ain·
tained that: "Zionist
l sr<ie l 's occupation of
Arab P alestine has

forced 1he Arab world
to waste bi llions 'Of pre-

cious dollars on arma:
ment making it in1possi-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - bl <;. for these newly
fasqist system, and only through
'
effective worldwide
organization would it be smashed. The
f ront, w hi c h co n d ucted its ·
foundfug conference was held in

Boon

independent Arab nations to
concentrate on strengthening the
economies of their cou11tries and
elevate the living standard of
their peop.le.:.'
T h e rally a lso i nc ll1ded
video presentations on tile issue,
a book a11d literature table, p11d
presentation s fro111 the Front's
members.

•

r---------------------~

$2.00 off per hour
IBM PS/2® computer rental .

1.

I

1

I

I Present a valid H.U. !Dat'the Kinko•s listed aild save oo in-sure self-service I
I comput<rrental time. Onecouponpercuswmer. Not valid wilhotheroffm. I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Good through August IS, 1993.

Open 24 hours ·
234-6644
w<n1.. Plaza
2301 Geoigia Ave., NW
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Small island development
becomes center of attention
ed since the preparatory committee was attempting to establish a
''careful balance of responsibilities'' between srriall island countries, regional organizations and
the international community.
Brazilian representative ,
Regis Arslanian, maintained that
finance was the ''main pillar'' of
agreements reached by the
United Nations Conference on
Enviro~ment 3.nd Development
(UNCED) and to delete finance
wou ld be to renege on tho se
agreements. He said finance was
crucial to the implementation of
mea sure s toward s sustaina
development embodied 1n
Agenda 21.
Agenda 21, the same
format use d for the Rio
Conference on the Environment
last year1 is being applied to the
Barbados conference. The guidelines are as follows: specific
need s of island states; specifi c
problems of such states should be
addressed at the micro level; and
that consideration of responsibilities of island states shou ld
include actions aimed at environ-

Hilltop Staff Writer ·
•

When a United Nationssponsored global conference on
''Sus taipable Developmen_t of
Small Island Developing States''
gets started in Barbados next
April, access to finance might be
a missing item on the agenda.
That is, if developed
count ries such as the United
States and European Economic
Community, get the final say on
what is included on the agenda.
But developing and underdeveloped countries are very upset,
noting that the finance is crucial
to sustained development initiatives.
Following the objection

of Teresa Marshall, the Barbados
representative, to the deletion of
references to ac;cess to financial
resources, Yang Yanyi of ~hina
said it was necessary to maintain
references not only to finance but
access to technology.
•
•
Australia's
representative, Charles Mott, could not see
why finance could not be includi; ,

Hilltop .Staff Writer

TRINIDAD and TOBAGO
•

Port-of-Spain - BWIA International Airways of Trinidad and Tobago

ment and development planning, • •
and measures for enhancing local
skills and exj>ertise.
A release from the UN
noted: 'The draft on guidelines
for the Preparatory Committee
also
suggests
that
the
Committee's consideration of the
responsibilities of regional organizations should address regional
approaches to sustainable development and technical cooperation. Consideration of responsiBarbados
bi ities of the international com- and repre se ntati ve of the EC,
nity should address access to insisted that on th e Agenda 21
1nancial rCsources for sustain- format which would ensure that
able development, access to envi- the conference restrfct itself to
ronmentally sound technologies considering only those ''particuand access to resources for local lar issues''. ''There should be 110
capacity-building."
·reference s to granting of access
However, the U.S. posi- to financial resources,·· he said .
tion on whether financing should
Other countries parti cipating
be on the agenda is that it can be in the debate at th e seco nd
deferred to other fora. According Preparatory Con1mittee 1nee1ing
to Maureen Walker, the U.S. rep- two weeks ago were Au stria ,
resentative, there should be an Federated States of Microne sia,
appeal to the international com- Sri Lanka , New Zealand?
munity to recognize the special Jamaica .
Guinea-Bissau,
problems of small island states Grenada. Be nin . Marshall
and to help them.
Islands, and Singapore.
Johan Friis of Denmark

reported that its first quarter on-time perfonnance from the United

States, an average of 92 percent, is the highest on record for the
Caribbean airline. In January, February. and March, BWIA posted a
N~w

By Omowale Elson
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

Bassenerre - There is a mounting campaign beil)g waged to force the
resignation of Prime Mini ster Dr. Kennedy Simmonds. Leading this
effon is former Deputy Prime Minister Michael Powell who was <lismisssed last year from the Simmonds' cabinet. Powell iold a large
political meeting in his constituency in East Basseterre that with conflicts of interest involving ministers and with corruption in government
''Simmonds has lost the moral authority'', to lead the country or to be
minister of finance. (earibbean News Agency).
'

GUYANA
Georgetown - Guyana's President Cheddi Jagan said Trinidad and
Tobago and Barbados will have to wait much longer before his country
can repay the millions of dollars owed to them. Guyana's total foreign
debt is US$2 billion. Jagan said they were looking for debt relie
from the international lending agencies and western governments
backing its economic struc tural adjustment program. (Inter Press
Servic;e).
London- An apparent IRA bomb hidden in a dump truck exploded in
London's fina11cial district killing at least one person and injuring at
least 34 people in a hail of flying glass and debris . Hours later, two car
bombs exploded in separate parts of the city. No .one claimed responsibility for the two car bombs; but in both cases, police were warned in
, advance by two cab drivers who said they had picked up two ''lrishspeaking passengers'' carrying what looked like bombs.
(A~socia l ed Press)

1

CHINA
Beijing- China's economy, lhe fastest growing in the world, is likely to
expand al a rate of 13% in 1993 for lhe second straight consecutive
year, far exceeding govc;:mment targets designed to keep down inflation. '"The need to lsustain growth] without creating a 'stop-go' cycle
and retain the confidence of domestic and foreign investors is of considerable concern to'' the Chinese said World Bank President Lowry
Preston. (Washington Post)

FRANCE
PariS- In another reflection of Western Europe's hesitation and divisions over the Balkan war, European community ministers backed o
today from supponing a proposal to approve the use of air strikes
i1gains1 Serbs in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The meeting demonstrated
tl1at e\'en the use of air strikes remains too controversial and treacherous for European communi1y nations at this point, despit_e increasing
frusti:ation as the war drags into a second year. (New York limes)
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Howar 's 1n:t ernat1ona
organizations hold elections
-

•

1

By Omowale Elson
Hilltop Staff Writer

Two internat iona l stu defr\s organizatio.ns elected
new exec utives for next year.
Th ey are the I nlernatio nal
Students As sociation (ISA )
and the African Students

Association (ASA).
ISA 's officers are
' s ident;
Omowale Elson , pre
Sajay Marni, vice-president ;
Kwaku Williams -Ajao, second vice-president; Trevor
G~lding, , organizing secretary; Wenzel Burton, assistan t sec retary - trea s urer ;
Ortense Bowman , trea s urer ;

eni_ng the activi ti es of the
organization, while paying
attention to i11tern atio n a l
e.vents that impact on the'
.deve loping world. He said it
is imperative that internati ona l s tudent s under s tand
th e challenge s that face them
and what is req uired of them
as future lead ers.
At Howard , Sumner
said a creative environment
should be created among stu-

Merj ' uyan- Guerrillas fired four Katyusha rockets at northern Israel i.n
that country's so-called security zone in Southern Lebanon, as Israelis
re111c111bered the 17 ,709 soldiers who died defendin$ their counuy.
Israel said the rockets had been launched from an area JUSt north of the
zone where guerrillas of the pro-Iranian Party of God are active. In
res pon se Israel and its client militia fired 155-millimeter shells at ·

Yater.

(A ssoc i~ted

Press)

C GOLD HairOtrefiududs
W•lrome Io the Elli NICCOLO HAIR CARE PROOUC!S FAMILY. We Ille ptld! In ourdewlq:>menf cl putt
and nalural hair car• produc!s that rontain no animal proteins a pl11<1n!1.
Why not ~ animal proteins? If you think bad, ther~ have befn numerous tel-ewision btoackasts showirc
disoiSt<I anlma~ awaifiOIJ ~aughter There ls no way to be sured th• 1nlmals state of i...lth 1t the tilll! d
d<ath. More importantly. why kill the little animals for their oil anyway?
Many hair and s~n care COrf!l3nios use placonta (plareifa is the f.tal lll!mbrine expoiltd from the ut!IUS
after childbirth) in th<ir products Even though th< placenta is tosted (since it is human tissUI! and
suspected of carrying the AIDS virus an<l otti.rdi..ases) it !ales up to ,....n years fa'°'"" viruses to show
up. Why take th< risk!
.
ElliNIC GOLD HAIR CARE PRODUCTS contain natural oil from other S()Ultts. our lardin ~ deri"'1 lrom
sheared sh<epwool and th< oil from ol~e trees.

If You Want Shon

Hair Do

For A Limited Time!!

Not Use lltls ProdUct!

4. <1 ~r pria!d. 579'5. Salo !'lb ~.00
soc )arpria!d es1i95 -sa1e Plb91.50

/\lter cha"ii"ll to E:lllNIC GOU> SUPER GRO,
customen hav• been pleased about how last thS
hair 8Jftl. So. we do 1st our cuslomM to pie•
follow dire<tlons on the l•t Mo HI.. En!NIC
GOLD SUPER GRO Into the IC1lp only 2·1 u.,..
per week or JOU will experlern fut« than no1n11l
hair CfOWlhi

Participants Needed

Also Available
Puft! castlle Soap wlh Oht Oil b- ay and

1. Ages 12 and up with asthma
who use daily asthma
medication.
2. Women of Childbearing potential
must regularly use contraception
to b.e eligible . .
3. A stipend of up to $500 is offered
for full participation.

relation s officer.
' Head of the ASA are
Patrice Renarck, president,
and Aneer Rukmah , vicepresident·. The other officers
will be chosen by these ·officers.
Both executives will take
office in the Fall semester.
•
In his out-going speech at
ISA's annual general meeting
at the Blackburn Ce nter la st
Friday, John Sumner, president , said the new executive
faces the .challenge of broad-

If you are interested, please call
Lois Kay at 301-565-8207.

Ethnic Gold Super Oro

senskive slJn.5 <i hir
caibolk: Gttnik:ldal Soap lhePI heal lllShe)
lliel 5.7'.i ar. bor· b<Xh prlol!d e$].oo ea. .S I
Plla!$2.00
•

We Bring Our Store To Your Door!!
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

CTV SIZE PRICE SUBTOTAi.

'
•

.
•

Sales Tax
Shipping &Harding
GAANOTOTAL

Mlil To:IM'.A""""'8si ElmicGot!SU,,.Gro, ~O. Bol 1312, Alal&UI!, 1112211

1

•

•

LEBANON

.~~~ A~~~,INfJ~ IM~$/d~~d@~

and Sandra Mitchell , public

•

de·nts themselves to deal with
such things as the surcharge
whi-ch is a heavy t9urden on
international student s and the
university. He said hi s committee had formu lated a propo sa l which would be for warded to the administration
on ways to ease this burden
in th e interim , but more di scu ss ion a nd input are
required frotn student s.

•

•

ENGLAND

Josophy in the Library of di sc u ssed
on
Thursda}' .
Congress;
American Representati ves fro1n Cuba,
Revo luti onary Hi story at the Scandinavia, and South Africa
Most people believe in
National Archive s: and Native will explai11 how their go\ e rn democracy, few can define it,
Ame ri can socia l structures at ments define de inoc racy in both
but everyone has an idea about
the National Mall .
theory and in practice. A lso
what it is.
The Wednesday program sharing 1hei r pers pective s 011
Global Exchange, a
looks at ''How U.S. Democracy the effect of U.S. foreign policy
D .C- based activi st
doe s n't
work : on democracy i111erna1ionally
group is sugge sti ng
Que stioning the will be acti v ists fro 1n Haiti,
that the concept even
current system." Zaire, and Nicaragua.
eludes Americans, the
There will be radi Th e progran1 fini s he s
champions of democca l critiques of with ''E1np ower111e 111 for
racy.
U.S. democracy Action·· workshop.., on hO\.\' to
Thi s and more
, prese nted by rep- lobby:
' how to ru11 for ol'l'i.c e.
will be thrashed out
'
.
.. rese n1at1 ves fron1 com1nunit y organizi11g. the role
when the organization
a Native A1nerican
hold s a week-long
of de1nonstrati ons, a11d civi l di sorganization,
the
''rea lit y tour of
obedi ence. In addition. the re
Puerto
Rican
inde• •
Wa s hin gton'' ca lled
will be presentations on hO\\'
pendence
mo
ve''Recla iming
·~ - ..'
1nu ltin ati onal ccJ rp or~11io ns ~111d
ment,
and
a
Democracy: Building
The United States and the.Caribbean
socialist organi za- 11atio11al securitf i11stitt1tio11s
a Government 'of, by.
influ e nce den1ocracy woridand for the people." It is sched- sion will be on ''Perspecti ves on tion.
··u.s. den1ocracy fro111 a wide.
uled from JUiy 4 - 9.
the Meanin g of Democ ra cy.'·
For further i11for1nati on
Global Perspective : U.S.
According to Joan This session will bring together
Foreign Policy and other ca ll Joan Heckscher at (202)
expe
rt
s
in
Afri
can
soc
iology
at
Hecksher. project director: ''As
Models of Government'' will be 547-2640.
1
Howard
University;
Greek
phi
we appro ach the 21st century,

I'

The

ST. KITTS .

'

people in the U.S. and around
the werld are grapp ling with the
concept of democracy and are
explori ng way s to re -define
democracy _in th eory a nd re·invigorate it )n practice."
On July 5, the first ses-

York (JFK) on-time perfonnance schedule of 87 percent.

airline
has served the island-nations of the Caribbean for more than 52
•
years and offers North America travelers easy access to the region via
thd major gateways of Miami, New YorK, and Toronto. Destinations
include Antigua, Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana, St. Lucia,
and Grenada and the Grenadines. (Caribbean News Agency).

Lo cal forum to be held on democracy
•

•

By Prudence Layne

•

By Omowale Elson

•

•

.

.'
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YOUNG BLACK TEENAGERS

DEAD ENZ KIDZ
DO IN' LIFETIME BIDZ

'

•

'

.

11.99 CD 7.99 CS

Featuring:
''TAP THE BOTTLE''
And
''ROLL WITHE FLAVOR''

•

SALE ENDS

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAYI
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It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours .
So when you have pen in
. hand,i>ut sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!
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Brown
to deliver
address

•

Howard receives
funding for inter11ational
affairs research

e 19 3-94 1 top ·1s oo 1ng or
Staff Photographers
Production Assista·nts, Staff
Reporters, Natio,nal Page Editor
and Volunteer Advertising
Representatives
(paid by commission).
Contact Otesa Middleton at

•

continued from A 1
the; larger issues."

continued from A 1

Dana McCutry, a graduat-

ing adverti sing major, hopes
the secretary of commerce will

give an inspirational message
and offer promise under the
Clinton administration.
~
The board had initially
solicited President Clinton to
speak, Cowan said. Second in
line was the FirSt Lady, Hillary
Clinton.
Accord~ng to an unofficial
source , the President will
delivg the commencerrient
address at Morehouse College
in Atlanta.

The grant will be usdd to
conduct an in-depth exploration of cancer prevention
methods and educational
efforts.
This project represents one
of ·few studies aimCd at
decrea s ing cancer rates in
Black communities. ~
Department Chair Florence
Bonner i s one of the chief
investigators for. thi s new project.
''I have assembled a broad
coalition of Black social scienti sts, p sy chologi sts , chu,rch

May 8, 1993

organizations, universities and
health professionals with a
demonstrated track record of
commitment to the AfricanAmerican community to labor
together to promote, disseminate and adapt cancer prevention behavior in urban communities," Bonner said.
The first phase of the project will focus on detailed data
collection which will later be
developed into a handbook of
statistics and prevention methods.

202-806-6866

Allied Health students
de~and program change

'

continued from A 1

I
'

•

increase in the number of jobs
opening up in the field, students
are baffled as to why they are
not able to get on with their
training.
Sophomore Tou ssaint Lake,
who has satisfied the requirements and ha s a 3.38 grade
point average, is fourth on the
alternate list . .''J am at a loss as
to what I a1n going to do
becau se I would have to start
all over and I ca n't afford it,"
Lak"e said.
•
.
Howfve r, studenc s have
refused to bke thi s lying down .
They ha·v come together and
organized hen1selves, gone to
the admini tration with research
and docu rpentat ion and have
gotten po itive results from a
meeting t o ~we, e k s ago wit.h
Pre sident ranklyn G. Jenifer
who infor ed them that their
interests w re a top priority.
The tud ents must now
await the su its of last month 's
board me ling which mapped
out next y ar's budget.
''Peop 5ay that bJeck males
are alway on the street, but we
'
~ork hard and can't get accept-

'

ed to this program," sa id
George Brownlee, who ts
majoring in physical therapy.
''You can study all day and you
still might not become a physic.al therapist.''
·
Qualified black men are not
the only ones on the waiting list
as Dap hne Jone s and Karen
Lewi s also await the re sults.
Jone's is a sophomore with a 3. 7
!].P.A. and is a recipient of a
National
Competitive
S_cholarship, but she was put on
the waiting li st and doesn ' t
understand why.
,
Lewis, who transferred from
New York University and has a
4.0 average said that the reasOn
she left New York was because
few minorities are accepted into
the program there. ''If we can't
come to a black university and
get accepted, then where can
we go," Lewis asked .
Allied Hea lth officia ls
declined an interview, but said
that things arcr looking positive
as all the necessary channels
have been touched upon . 'All
students ca11 do now is wait.

I

'
'
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QUIGLEYS'S, 19TH & I St., N.W.

(EN

· slO ADVANCE
TICKETS AVAILBLE

HOSTED BY:

JOE MAHONE
CONGRAlulATIONS -H.U. GRADS
ESTMEN'J\..<I

DEVEWPME~ toRPORATION

SOUL BROS. PIZZA

DARRYLTAJA

• Ent~prencurial spirit
•Driven to succeed
• Highly motivated and incentive oriented
• Strong leader with ability to manage aalca I marketing team

(CORNER OF 14TH & U St., N.W.)

PROPERAT·T I

• Excellent aalary and bonus package
• Comp.ny tn.ining and support ~IOU'"'
• Profit sharing and stock av&ilable up:in qualification
• New mukcts in Europe and Mexico
• Pull and Part Tune Opportunities

.

QUI

.

D

COCKTAILS BY THE WATERFALL

Mall or fax resume to:

-

.P
Gwen Robimon
TDS 111~11Ment & De.,eloJll'"nl Corp.
1235 Underwood Stnet, N .W.
Wa11Ungto11, D.C. 20012

.

•

(CAPACITY 2,000) ·

(lOl) 191..01~ ·/tu
~

(202) 387-SOUL

WAYDAL SANDERSON

'lie offer.

•

CRAMTON BOX OFFICE
(HU CAMPUS)
(202) 806-7199

HOKIE BOWMAN

Successful candidates should pc11 •

•

AT

RONDeBERRY

We~ a 23 year old billion dollar environmental 111d educalional
JWOductl company experiencing vertical growth nationally lild inlcrnlliooally.
li~ profit, entry level and management position• available to acled appliclnl.I.

,

•
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"IF YOU'RE NOT TH f:RE, YOU'RE NOWHERE!"
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Education is central to black

ashin on

•

or grass outside. Science labo- worked as a clerk in the
ratories were too few and inferi- Treasury' Department and taught
or to those in white schools. ·
Latin at Howard University
Pre sqy ter~an church, th~n
From the early 1870s move<i to the Sumner and
What was
so great before becoming principal of
•
to the late 1950s, the District of Stevens School buildings and about M Street was the impres- the M Street High School.
Columbia maintained two sepa- the Myrtilla Miner Building at sive faculty credentials and the
During
Cardozo's
rate school systems
one for I ~ th Street, t;ietween P and Q ambitious and progressive
white students and one for streets, N.W.
direction provided by a succesblacks.
In 1891, the school sion of distinguished principals. 1
•
In 1877, J . Ormand relocated in a brick building at
Between 1870 and ·
Wilson . the District's white the intersection of I st and M 1890, the Preparatory High
superinJendent of schools, ' streets and New Jersey Avenue , School was headed by Emma
declared that the educatio nal N.W. Taking its name from its Hutchin s, the only white adminladder in the city was too short location, M Street High School istrator of these early years;
and needed to be extended at was the precursor to the eq ually Ri c hard T. Greener, the first
both ends with the addition of a .impressive Dunbar High School black graduate of Harvard
high school and a kindergarten (1916).
University; and Mary Jane
level . Howe ver. the Di strict
There were a number of Patterso n. considered to be the
black citizens had had a high 'rea so ns why M Street Hi gh first black woman to receive a
school for seven years when the School was so prestigious. college degree in this country
superintendent made that state- Unfortunately, 'the physical (Oberlin College. 1862).
tenure ; enrollment more than
ment.
facilities and equipment were
Talented
Francis doubled from 172 to 361 stu The Preparatory High not included in these reasons. Cardozo, Sr., was the first prin- dents . In adOition, the strenuous
School for Negro Youth, the The school had neither gym nor c ipal a1 M Street si te. A nlini s- classical curriculum was
first publi'c hi g h sc hool for lockers for physical education, ter, politician. edu cator and a expanded to a full four year problack students in the United nO pool or track, nor even a yard South Carolina native, Cardozo gram, including four years of
Latin.
North Capitol Street Neighborhood
Wide
Cardozo was
3. M Street High School
followed by Dr.
4. Site of Dunbar High School
. 1. Al Walker Bootblacking Stands and Messenger
Winfield Scott
' 5. Armstrong Technical High School
Service
Montgomer y,
2. Bible Way Church of Oilr Lord Jesus Christ World 6. Barnett- Aden Gallery
Robert Terrell and
'
I
1
LI
~I==~' LJ / l's killed educator
r7 LJAnn a J. Cooper.
During Coopef's
tenure, the major
~
issue surrounding
equal education
wa s vocational
versus traditional
educatiorr.
College
,_,.preparatory institu.._,. .__,
tions such as M
By Joyce E. Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer

A13

States, began in 1870 in the
basement of· the 15th Street

of high schopls even suggested
that black students should not
pursue an academic curriculum
as rigorously as that for white
students could. Cooper, with
•
•
the support of the city's black

..

Dunbar and Armstrong

Technical (1902), the city's only

black high schools, were open to
any black child desiring a
secondary education.

--"I. '

•
• •

-;::::::

I

0 '

V

c::J Street came under

r--.;::::;.attack .
The
District's director

middle class community. suc cessfully resisted the pressure
to turn M Street into a trade
schoo l.
In 1898, M Street Hi gh
School"s black students scored
high er on the city.- wide stan"dardized tests than their white
cou nt e rpart s at Eastern High
School. These impressive
re su lts have been attributed in
large part to the scholarship and
teaching of the school's talented
fa culty. Of the thirty staff mem bers in the late 19th century,
twenty teachers had received
degrees from northern colleges
and universities and five from
Howard University.
In 1916, M Street Hi gh
School moved around the corner
to its new building on 1st Street,
n~med for poet Paul Laurence
Dunbar.
One of the premiere
black sc hool s in - America,
Dunbar hf1 a strong liberal arts

and
co llege
preparatory curriculum. Dunbar
was among the ·
few black high
sc hools in the
U nited
States
whose stude nt s
could enter a
maJor no rthern
college or lmiversity without some
special entra11ce
examination.
Dunbar
drew its student
body from al l
over Washington
and Georgetow11.
A great majority of the students
came from the long-established,
best-educated and wealthiest of
Was hingt on ·s black families.
However,
Dunbar
and
Armstro11g Technica l ,( 1902 ).
the city ' s on l y black hi g h
. schools, were' open to any 61ack
--child desiring a secondary education.
The academic .creden.tials of the Dunbar faculty compared, favorab ly wi th those
. of
professors at 1nany U.S. universit ies. In I 921, f"or exa mple ,
three black wo1nen on the staff
held doctorate degrees.
.
With school desegregation in 1954, Dunbar beca'11e a
neighborhood school. Although
the schoo l 's alumni bitterly
opposed its demolition , the historic old Dunbar was torn dow1
in 1977. A ~ew i11ner-city sty.It
school building was constructe(
around the corner at I st and f\
s·treets, N.W. f

l
.;

'ti''

I,.
I
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Prayer group grows
into historical church

J

i

In January of 1974. St. by doing n1uch of the work
Phillips temporarily left it s themselves.
During tl1is renovation
premises on North Capitol and
t. Phillips Baptist K Streets for a general renova- project, a great controversy
C hurch , located on tion project to improve its his- aro se betwee11 the o lder and
•
North Capitol and K toric structure.
you nger 111embers .
The
Streets, NE started as
On June 5, 1974 St. younger members wanted to
house to hou se Phillips Baptist Church was build a new cb urch and the
prayer meetings in 1892. Later recommended and accepted as oldc!r members wanted to renoin that same year, the group of a historical landmark by the ·Vate. A split co11gregation
people who held these meecings • Conservation Society of the resulted.
sec ured an o ld community District of Columbia because of
Reverend Cole, 't ho
schoolhouse on St. Phillips Hill it architectural design.
had been with the church for 28
for their first church building.
After four years the years, resigned in December of
In 1941, the congrega-~. congregation, 160 s trong, 1973 and halt" of the co11gregation had to vacat~ the newly r'etumed to its landmark. This tion left with hin1 . They estabrenovated building on St. small group began tithing 10 lished a new chu1ch, whic,h
Phillips Hill due to urban percent of their earnings and they called Cole Capitol Hill
renewal. Under the leadership pledging large sums of money Baptist Church.
of the Re verend William H. above their tithes. This meant
•
St. Phillips did recover
James the church purchased the that the church had "lo serve as and is in the process of
property at 17I8 Florida Ave., . its own geneTal co ntra c tor. completing phase t\lfO of its
NW. In 1945, the Reverend They were ·able to save $50,000 renovation project. ·
Wilbert C. Cole became pastor.

By Joyce Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer
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_New government repo t to lower national cable prices
By Edward Thomae
Hilltop Staff Writer

The

Federal

Communications Commission

(FCC) has published new regulations that will affect the view'ing pleasure of students, that
is-all those with cable, in the
upcoming new school year.

In the FCC's 475-page
report, including 43 page s of
· forms and charts, regulation s
were spelled out as to what constitutes a ''reasonable'' price for
cab le se rvice in the government 's eyes. The report was
co mmi ssio ned to d e termine
whether ca ble operators· meet
FCC-mandated prices.
According
to
the
Washington Post , Federal offi cials stood by their prediction s
t_h at the new regulati o ns will
reduce monthly rate s by a

national tota l of about $1 billion
a year, with about \hree-fourths
of the nation's 58 million cable
household s
see ing
some
decrease. The agency said earlier
last month that a maj ority of ·
sys tem s will be forced to roll
back rate s by a 1naximu1n of I 0
percent start ing this fall .
In addition, all ope ra tors will be required to eliminate
pr ice inc rease s that ha ve
occurred si 11ce Cong ress passed
the Cable La w in October,
potentiall y whacki11g 5 to 7 perce nt age points off curre11t cab le
pnces.
A report said, the rule's
effect on the rate s i11 the
Wa s hin gton area re 111ain s
un clear. Seve ral cable systems
co11tacted either had 1101 seen the
FCC-issued report or had not
begun to make changes.
However. loca l rates
have rise11 faster than the· i11du s-

try,-wide average
between 1986 an
subject to highe
rollbacks.
Some ob

of 58 percent
1991, and are
than-average

is the responsibility of municipal
officials, and few suburban and
rural towns have a full-time regulator to adjudicate the complex
rate scheme.
As printed 1n the

rvers say the

complexity of the FCC's handi-

Tele-Communications
Inc., the world's largest cable

Association.
In such cases, local officials could pass the responsibili-

company; was up $2 .50 to
$2 I .50 per sh.are, No. 2 Time
Warner rose $3.37 to 36.37 and

ty back to the FCC, although the

No. 3 Ccimcast Corp. gained

l

$2.12 to $20.62.

hasthat
been
for
_ _ _ _ _ _""'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _FCC
months
it complaining
is short of staff

Analysts said investors
were relieved that the FCC basi-

and funds for additional regulatory duties. The rules also
allow cable operators to
demand individual rate hear-

fan the FCC's 475-page report,
includin 48 pages of the forms and
charts, r gulations were spelled out ings under certain circum.
stances, which would further
as to wha constitutes a 'reasonable'' burden the bureaucracy.
Wall Street investors
price for able service in the govern- apparently read the FCC document as good news for the
ment's eye.''
cable industry. Shares of major

cally had gone easy. "When people started to play with the numbers, they started to ~eel this is
livable," co mmented John
Tinker, who follow s the cable
industry for the investment finn
Furman, Selz Inc.
An
analyst
with
Prudential Securities Inc .,
Meli ss a T . Cook, said, ''Our
response is that there is so much
information in t~ose 500 pages
that it's diffi'cult to lei! what it all
means. We're taking a wait-andsee attitude."

---....
.,...,..-o!------.,..,..--.,..-...,,,.."'!!~!'!"-...,
work could play a ainst wide- Washington Post, ''The FCC has 10 percent after the release of
cable companies soared about

spread rate reduc ions by the

taken one big national political

the regulations and recovered

fall.

controversy and made it into

much of what they had lost

One majo portion of
the regulations, con eming rates
charged f?r basic p ogramming,

10,000 local political controversies, each of which went its way
back up to the FCC's doorstep,"

when
the
comm1ss1on
announced the broad outlines of
the price plan last month .

c

I

-

'I. tleW alumni are faced
•

said James P. Mooney, president
of the National Cable Television

Due to recession, ·grads
resort to internships
•
to build experience

In
.front

-

By Mark Harmon
Hilltop Stall Wrllar

ship servic·e s and programs,
including apprenticeship or fellowship opportunities for qualiAs as a. •new class of fied students, is also provided.
college seniors face the chalNational Intern s hip
l~nge of launching their,.Profes- _ Guides.are unique in that they
sional careers iil a very tough are both current and accurate .
•
job market, many stUdents Updated
regularly, the Guides
wonc;ier what separates those provide the mo st up-t o -date
who find meaningful employ- details available on thousands
ment from those who are not as of internships. P-osifion duties,
fortunate.
pay, hour s, qualification s,
•
Many are finding that . application directions · and
while strong grades and work- deadlines are addressed. ''Our
related course work remain Guides are built from the stuimportant , employers are dent's 'perspecti ve .... ·~s ays
increasingly interested in the Harpel . ''Student s want the
work experience of applicants. - ·" m"ost current information, and ·
''In the current market, they want it immediately.
employers want to know that a Updating our Guides regularly.
new employee can hit the and sending them out immediground running and make an ately upon order via first class .
immediate contribution to the mail are ways that we provide
organization," says Douglas services.
..
''
Harpel, president of National
The Guides provide
Internships, a company Which current points of con~ac t, titles,

t ZS 80
there...I'
internships
was a
and
of
and I still c
. a job.

•

lO
for

publishes internship guides for

addresses and phone (and now
fax) number - an important
time-saver for students and feature lacking in many career rCference materials . In the words
of Dr. Camille McKinley, edi- ·
tor of the trade publication .
''Career & Management Facts'',
''The guides are well-done and
· affordable ... I highly recom·mend this rich source of internship information. ''
According to Harpel ,
''Recessionary times result 'in
•
greater competition for entrylevel positions. This increased
competition highlights the
importance of internships as a
means for students to distin'
•
guish themselves ·rrom other
'
.
students.
.
National Interns.hips ··
publishes internship and
Sum.mer employment guides
for Washington , D .C., New
York, Boston , Philadelphia,
Chicago, Denver, California,
and North Carolina.
An
International
Internships Guide and a legal
internship Guide are also available, as are Student Summer
Housing Guides for both
Washington. D.C. and New

areas around the country. This
means that the most successful
job seekers will be those who
have gained some experience,
and demonstrated some ability

before they graduate.
National Internships
assists students and recent
graduates in Washington, D.C.
and across the country in identifying and securing careerenhancing paid internships and
summer jobs. The National
Internship series, which began
several years ago with the
Insider's Guide to Washington
DC Internships , has now

•

I

expanded to 12 guides which

.e

eto

top wou
•

•

uating
Universi

students

spans the country.
According to Harpel
the motivation for expanding
the series came largely from the
enormous positive reaction of
both students and career guidance professionals. ''What we
heard was that our Guides pro. vide exa'ctly what students
want-an inexpensive source
of succinct, accurate and current information on internship
opportunities available in a
wide array of professions,"

Harpel said.
The flagship of the

and wish them t e esto

York City.

National Internship series,
which is now in its 7th Edition,
has sold more than I 0,000
copies. It details career opportunities for all majors not only
within government, but with a
wide variety of private firms
and non-profit organization.
Infonnation on special intern-

Internships Guides are priced at

$7.95 plus $2 shipping and
handling per order. Students

should

write:

National

Internships, PR Department,
2020 Pennsylvania Avenue

NW, Suite 336, Washington,
D.C. 20006

••
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W~AT

ARE YOUR FUTURE PLANS'?
WELL.STEVE,

•

IT'S A TIME FOR
EXAMS, LOVE, RISING
~IEl-\ll

·

I T~INK
.50 l'LL BE GEfl7NG I'll(,() To 6frS!'iASHfD. TOC~Y. 5/IDULDER ...
DISNEY
IN fREEMAW: eA1fl .S'»Al... BUT
l'M
WOALD!
THE MOVIE. AND YOU CAIJ CLEAIJ TH
HU/JbRY.
YOV, 5HUNIQ?
110\JSE,
••

J'M GOIN(, FOR
Tf!E LEAD ROLE:

5fR/N61

J~

ALL l WAIJT TO 00 'l\lT~'
WE'LL]VjT
I THINK us' ~ST YOO~ LS JIJGREASE MY
JHO'll VP Jli
NfTwoRTH AND
I11l1NK ['LL J'M (,()llJf> HEADOIJ MY

HE RE, THE PE...

A&TUALL YE"1PIOTED,

'

.•

MAfE,

THE

11rwsPAPfR !

µfA~T

OF DAii?

1t

'GRADUATION/

ANOTHER

WIWI J(llJW5
WHATfVIL
LOR/($ 1Ii

I

ANQ FOR A FDl?TU!JATE

FEW .. ,

8~E

·-

.)

f.JfS, MOVING,

ArrRAl r "SU/ T·

I

/J\'<~TfRLE~ -P,EVfAJ.£fJ.'! .

THE v-TEAM is

At.r-

uALL..Y f'.YOWIJ c..REATJON
fROM. WHEN I wA5 1'2.

'

•

J3EST WISHE5
FOR THE FVfURE !

•

WELL . THIS WRAPS UP THE

92-93

H ILLTOP COMICS PAGE. I APOLOGIZE TO THOSE WHO WERE

FRUSTRATED BY ITS INCONSISTENCY THIS SEMESTER. BUT IT COULDN'T BE HELPED. To ALL FREEMAN
FANS: DON 'T FRET, HE 'LL BE BACK IN A BEITER FORMAT THAN HERE. TO All WHO WERE OFFENDED
BY THIS PAGE--WAKE UP. You 'll LAUGH AT WORSE STUFF ON "IN LIVING COLOR".

I'

BEHERE NEXT

YEAR FOR A NEW BATCH OF CARTOONISTS TO CARRY THE TORCH, LIKE THESE EXAMPLES:

~· '

~

,

... ,

' f.•. -

. .' -""'

'

THE BLACK FAIRY

BY ASA AMMONS

>

'

•

••
•
-~7

..._,

1

,. ,-...
. .r
~* -r
,
) ' "::'

.......

-. .,' .

•

~

~ \

~:- ...-.

_:t'.:

-iJfi:.

TUFF HAPPENS
•

BY STEVE WATKINS

MIES: FUTURE RETROSPECTIVE

BY r<HARI J. SAMPSON

•

THE

•

WELL KIN~ ALL 7HY f/015£5
MlJ ALL T!IY !!EN CaJLlN/T
rur HlJl1ffr Ta;E/HER AGA/~
AND !T.5 A .5!1Af!E 10 W/61£ .
ALL QC.71115
eGG
YOLK.
- .----....

YE/\RS

'

•

•

....
·4
•

Two VEA.RS AGO, WHEN I mANSFERRED HERE FROM UNIVERSITY OF GA., I BEGAN THIS STRIP IN THE HILLTOP. IT
WAS BOTH A BEGINNING AND A REUNION; l'D DRAWN A COMIC STRIP FEATURING MANY Of THESE CHARACTERS IN
HIGH SCHOOL (CAN YOU GUESS WHICH ONES?) . l'VE PROCEEDED TO HAVE A BLAST WITll PERPETllALLY SHADED
STEVE, BAD·TEMPEAED SHUNIQ, STIFF DAVE, EARL THE MACK. I.AURA THE LOVESICK, ALCOHOlte DOPE RENO

KArl:, EYER.CHANGING NICE GIRL SHAE, CLUELESS CUFF, SLOlllSH 1J',ANO DANIEL THE EVIL BOY,

ALTHOUGH
OTHER IDEAS Lll<E FREEMAN DEMANDED MY ATTENTION, THESE ROOMIES HAVE HELD A SPECIAL PtACE IN MY

HEART·-ANO,

I HOPE, YOURS. Its TIME TO SAY GOODBYE, BUT Goo WILLING, WE'll All MEET AGAIN SOON •

··KlwlJ.SAM-, 19938WllATI

•
..
'
I

•

'

°
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What's goin' on for the week-end/82
Fine Arts Instructor in the spotlight/83
Go 8ison!/85

•
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Weekender/82
Sports/BS

wi I I
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Books/83
Hilltopics/87

Common Touch/84
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g r a d u a t .i o n

prove to be
•••
•

•

•

•••

and then some1
~

disorder & . organiz~tiori
cause dissatisfaction with
commencement exercises.
past victi111s plead the· cas~

•

I

'

By Chelsea Stalling
Hilltop Staff Wnter

~

Man)' parent \ \Vere forced to
wait 0L1lside in the S\velteri11g
he<1t while those inside were
escorted out i1n1nediately after
their son or daughter had
received 1hei r degree. As for
Lee. at least hi $ grand1nother had
a good seat... in the pulpit!
'• Jt was so crowded. disorganized a11d hectic. My fan1ily was
spread out. a11d n1 y grandn1other
had ' to sit in the pulpit." Willis
said.
·
This unfortunate incident and
othe r con1p lic1.1tions are not
unt1sual for n1any of the 17
schoo ls and colleges on
Howard' s campus.
For tl1e past three years. graduates of the School of
Com1nunications had to attend
three ceren1onies. First, a breakfast is held at 7a.m. in the
Howard Hotel ·s Ballroom for

•

Lee \\' ilti ... had \\Orked 1·our
long hard )'e;:1r ... to get hi s bache -

lor·s degree fro111 H<JW<lr<l's distinguished Scl1ool ot· BL1siness.

He a11ticip:1tcd even n1ore having
a

ho~l

of rel:11ives and friends

travel · to tl1e c;.1pi1al city to share
thi s spcci<.11 e"·c11t witl1 l1i1n. That
Jong

a\~

aited cerc n1011 y turned

into a day tl1<1t 11either he 11or hi s
family wot1ld ever forget .

The b<.tccalat1rea1e exercises
for the Scl1ool of Business were
held experi111c11tally \a1,1 ) ear in a
1

11 earby church. There were no

reh earsals {)f esti1nations of
attendan ce. The church wa s
unable to accoinmodate· the hu11drcds of pco1Jle who had Co1nc lo

witne ss the graduatior1 of loved
ones.

gr;1dt1ate-. and their pare11ts . Thc11
tl1e Univer<.,il)-\Vide co111111cnct··
1ner11 exerci .-;c~ <ire l1eld on the
1nain can1pu<;. Finally. communiC<llions students are requested to
co1ne to their sc hool to recei,•e
their degrees in yet ai1other ceremony.
Orlando Taylor. dea11 of the
School of Co1nn1L1nic<1tions. \feels
that the ager1<la for tllC grad li.<ltes
should be shortened.
··1 think the break.fa.<;! is great. It
p1l1vides a place to take the c\asS picture. w1d we c;.u1 give otit all of the
awards. Keepi11g the guc.<.,t<, 011 cai11pu~ for three or four how~ is just too
long,'' Taylor ~d.
lile School of· Co1111nunicatio11s
relies on its Student Af't.airs
Co1nminee to organize the graduation cere1no11y. Me111bers of th is
co111mittee include deprut1ne11t cl1airperso11s, counselors. depart1nent rep-

•

'

•

I

•

••

resc11tati\ es :.u1d the srudent council.
Presently, Sl1auntae Brown is
president 01· 1he school 's student
council'. At the beginning of the fall
ser11es1er, she a11d other council
1ne1nbe1~ (:onductc<l a survey of what
student<. \'.'anl in tl'leir ceremony.
··Many of the students opposed
the bre<tki'a-;t bec:tusc it's so early. It's
alre~tdy going to be a long day, "
Brown said.
Several students approached
l~rO\VJ1 v. itl1 suggestio11s after the survey l1ad bec11 taken.
:·Sol11eone suggested to have
the brcakfa.'it without parents.
O~crs sa id to have one large
ceremony off campus. We investigated a lot of places (to hold a
cere1no 11 y). but most were
booked," Brown sai d. '' A few
ha\ e said holdi11g the program
off ca111pus would take away the
feeli11g of 'hon1e.' I can understa11d e\ eryone' s point; however,
I would just like something that
can acco1nn1odate eve r yo ne
co111fortabl y."
Five 111onths ago, Taylor and
others had already begun mapping out a plan to make graduation sati sfactory for all students.
''We're struggling to find an effective way. A way which is least chaotic,'' Taylor said. '' Perhaps we will
return to the idea of having a short
ceremoi1y after the big one some
place on campus. It 's hard to find
something that everybody likes, but
the two 111ai11 things students want
are a diploma and refreshments,"
Taylor said.
Before this year's School of
· Con1111u ni ca1i ons' graduation
site was announced (the Church
of God in Chr ist located on
Georgia Avenue across the street
fro1n Howa rd University
Hosp it'al), adnlinistrators toyed
wi th other possible sites including the Ho ward University
Hospital cafeteria and a loca l
high schoo l.
The College of Arts and Sciences
has the largest student population out
of aJI of Howard's schools and colleges. Every year their graduation
ce rem ony is held in Burr
Gymnasium.
.Dr. Doro!hy Walker-Jones, associate dean for academic affairs, is the
key coordinator for the Arts and
Sciences conunencement exercises.
She says that their ceremonies have
been con1mendable but not without
problems.
"We"ve been criticized. but we try
10' improve every year," WalkerJones said.
The absence of someone monitor1

1

1

ing the c hair se t,-up while the
University ceremony was taking
·p1a2e presented a problem. When it
was time for the Arts and Sciences
exercises to begin, many of the
administrators did not have seats.
This problem was immediately
solved by assigning someone to the
job.
One problem that seems to prevail
in most schools is the prevention of
graduates and their famjJies from

leaving before the program has
ended.
··we plan to liave professora sit
with or right behind students and
encourage them not to leave. We will
also make an announcement to parents at the beginning of the program
We will ask them to show respect to
the other graduates by simpl y
remaining seated. After all, we try to
keep this very short.'' Walker-Jones
said.

What's the r.erfect gift for the Howard graduate? You'd be surprised ... or maybe not!

perfect
graduation
·
aifte

Add your favorite to this list ~nd (innocently)
leave The Hilltop open to this page!

Clearance of all my debts
-Vance Preston, Engineering
Peace and love from fellow· classmates
-Kirt Brown, Civil Engineering
My own engineering firm
-Gerald Lopez. Mechanical Engineering
'98 Black Geo Prism
-Chevion Reese. Business Management

Some cash
-Kamal Harris. Public Relations

A vacation in Barbados
-Chanda Mapp. Theatre
Art5Admini5tration
brand new black convertible BMW 825 is
-Chiri5tppher f?aCo5ta, fheatre Art5 Admini:;tr~tion
-

•

I

'

Money for a fresh start
-Sharolyn Clark, Acting
A vacatfoti in Aruba
-Dana McCurry. f<dvertising

'.

•

••

•. A down payment on a house

-Michael Lightfoot, Psychology

A job
-Holly Fisher. History

A ferret
-Ron Sullivan, COBIS

A burgundy Civic
-Alanna Phillips. Management

•
'

•
•
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New exhibit explores mihkisi tradition

Weekender's
Pick of the
Week

By Dante Ross
Hilltop Staff Writer

'

'

.,

I

.

\

•

,

Stout's ~nterest in African art began in
Pitts.b urgh when, at the age o.f IO, she saw

''Astonishment and Power: Kongo
Minkisi & The Art of Renee Stout," a
11ew exhibition which explores the
·'n1inkisi'.' tradition of the Kongo people
of central Africa and the contemporary art
of artist 'Renee Stout, is being featured at
the Smithsonian's National Museum of
African Art.
The work of Stout, which draws heavily on Kongo traditions, resonates with
many of the visual ideas on minkisi. Her
art captures.. personal histories, memories
'
and eXperiences
and evokes lost traditions.
The i1ne;essive figures and construction s featured in the exhibit, called
''minkisi," are made from natural and
man-made materials and are intended as
containers for powerful medicines. Often
mistakeri.ly characterized as feti shes in the
West, minkisis occupy a central place in
Kongo culture and history. Minkisi were
invoked to accomplish various purposes,
both protective and aggressive.
To help viewers understand minkisi in
Kongo 1hought and ritual practices, the
ex.hibition includes quotes from commentarie s written from ' 1912 to 1919 by
young Kongo men who _had intimate
knowledge of their own culture and traditions associated with minkisi .·
Like minkisi, Stout's work s'i ts at ·a
crossroads of 1he sacred ·and secular, the
West and Africa, pieces of art and religious reli c~. Both the Kongo people and
S1out demo.nstrate consum mate skill in
crea1i ng works of astonishment and
po\ver. i11 vocation and art.
Stout was born in 1958 in Junction

an ''nkisi rlkondi'' figure froffi Ko"ngo on
exhibition in the Carnegie Museum. After
her move to D.C., she became increasingly interested in both African art and her

own history. Her work moved beyond
painting to three-dimensional construc-

tions.
She continues to work in this manner,
simultaneously exploring African visual

art, African-American cultural traditions
of healing and conjuring and her own
family heritage.
Stout's work has been exhibited in
many group exhibitions including ''Black

Art - Ancestral Legacy: The African
Impulse in African-American Art," a

I

.:: .-... . .

City, Kansas. At the age of· 011e, her family moved to Pit1sburgh where she studied
art at Carnegie-Mellon U11iversity.
In 1984 . .she participated in the Afro-

.

Hilltop Staff Writer
.'. .

i Well. it's over.
: No n1ore nlid1er111s. no tnore

•

\

The
Smithsonian
Museuffis

By Boudain Green

finals <l11d no n1ore ho1nework.
You've finally gradua1ed and
your parents and loved ones \Viii
be here to celebrate this joyous
occasio 11 with you. But after :ill
01· tl1e 1Jo1np and circumstance.
ho\v will you keep them en tertained.
Luckily, Howard University
is located in our nation's cap itol
so there's ple11ly to do. The
Ois1ric1 of Colun1bia is a c it y
overflowing with possibilitie s; a
ci ty of Internati onal flavor with
good old American hospitality.
The 1nuseums are an1011g the
most respected in 1he world and
the monuments are powerful
memorials 10 the hu1nan spiri1 .
The following guide wi ll be
usefu l in quest for some of the
finer pointS of th'is greal city.

•

"'

genuine Egyptian 111u111111ies and
skeleto 11 s 01· di 11 osaurs. tl1e Hope
Dia~ond . a special geologic.:al
section . and a fo ssil hall.

Tl1e S111itl1so11ia11 is a co1nplex of
13 locc1l 11111seu111.5, offering 137
111iflio11 objects a11d .5peci111e11.5 of
b1·oc1d ap1Jeal. The 11111seu111s c1re
011e11 clail) a11d ad111issio11 is free.

City Sights
The dist1·ic:t

1

i.~

J10111e

tfJ

111c111.\'

American Master ·Artists in Residency at
Northeastern Universi1y. She has resided
and worked in Was hington , D .C. since
1985.

5 1110.\·t J1i.'ito1·i(·<1f/,·
.5ig11ijil·a11t <1t11·c1ctio11.\·.

•
Georgetown
Wisconsin Ave. and M St .. NW.
Thi s his1oric neighborhood.
located about one niile northwe st
ot· the White Hou se. is known
for it s spec ialt y shops, fine
restaurants and nightc lLtbs.

National Museum of American
History - 14th and Constitution
Ave, NW. Historical memorabil ia s uch as Edison's first light
bulb, Bell's tel ep hone s, and
exhibils
on
the
U.S.
Constitution.

Art - Eighth and G Sts .. NW.
More than 34,000 artworks
inCluding painting s, sculpture,
folk art, photos. prints and drawings:

National Museum of Natural
:History - Constitution Ave. at
I 0th St., NW. Highlight s include

•

r

'

l

Se\'enty ta11ks house i11 re than
I .200 spec irnens of 1narine life
1·ro111 all over the · world. A
··Touch Tank'' houses hermit
crabs. horseshoe cr~bs and sea
urchiiis.

Monuments

•

Tl1e fol/011 ·i11g 11101111111e11rs a11d
111e11101·i(tf.5 l1rJ11or tl1o:se

11·/10

<tffel·tecJ 1/1e l'lJ11rse of U.S.
·.

,.,

l1c111e

l1i~·to

The White House
1600 Penn sylvania Ave., NW.
Tours are offered Tuesday
1·hrough Sa1urday. 10 a.m. to
noon.

50 Ma ssac huse~t s Ave .. NE. 011e
of Washington 's 1nost sp lend id
old buildings, thi s tur11 -of- th ecen1ury landmark ha s re ce 11tly
undergone extensive renovation.
and hou ses 64 retail shops, a cinema complex and~ res1aurants.

1'he Washington Monument
15th and 17th Sts. and
Co n s 1itution Ave .. NW. The
tallest ma sonry structure in the
United States. Elevator rides are
available every five minute ~; .
Open daily.

The National Aquarium
Dept. of Commerce Bldg., 14th
St. and Constitu1ion Ave., N,W.

Vietnam Veterans Memorial

'

Maurice Malone De signs link s cu ltural
expression with artistic creativity for a Hip-Hop
Fashion and Music Showcase Saturday. May 8,
1993 from 8 p.m. until 2 a.m. at the Oni
Shoreham Hotel.
The charity function will feature styles by
'several internationally known fashio11 designers
including co-sponsors Cross Colours, Karl Kani ,
and Tribe Vibe .
Attendants will witness these and other fore runners of 1he hip-hop fashion moven1ent co111bining their creativity with the lyrical skills of
Boss, One Step Beyond and 1he Hip- Hop Aris
Movement.
Part of the proceeds from this event will be
donated to the LaTanya Buck Rights of Passag.e
Program, a non-profit organization dedicated to
improving self-esteem and increasing the survival skills of former youth offenders .
The event honors the graduating classes of
Howard and the University of the District of
Columbia.
For futher information and tickets, contact
Talib Karim at (202) 265-8637.

•

,..,....

Uniori Station

National Museum of American

Hip-Hop Hooray!

l

Restaurant Guide

(Jj

our cou11tr\·

Anacostia Museum - 190 I Fon
Place, SE. Black hi story and art.

traveling exhibition organized by the
Dallas Museum of Art, and ''Gathered
Visions: Selected Works by AfricanAmerican Women Artists'' at the
Smithsonian's Anacostia Museum.
She has also been featured in solo
exhibitions at B.R. Kornblatt Gallery and
Mount Vernon College Chapel Gallery in
0.C. and the Pittsburgh Center for the
Arts. Stout's work is ~also in public and
private collections.
A 160-page catalog, ''Astonishment
and Power.~· accompanies the exhibit. It
•
•
contains essays by the guest curators,
Professor Wyatt MacGaffey of Haverford
College and Michael Harris, an assistant
professor at Morehouse College.
1
The National Museum of African Art
is located at 950 Independence Avenue,
S.W. The Museum is open from 10 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. daily. For more information
on ''Astonishment and Power'' or any
other exhibit that is featured at the museum, call (202) 357-2700.

Some of the pieces that will featured at the exhibit ll_l'e (clockwise from top)
"Face Pouch," "Fetish No. 3," and "Nkisi Nkondi Mungundu."

Local sights provide inexpensive,
_interesting weekend activities

•

•
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Constitution Gardens, west end
of the Mall . A long, !Ow wall of
BlaCk I11dian granitf, the memorial wa s ded icated in 1982 to
those who died in the Vietnam
War and to those who remain
missing. M.ore than 58,000
names are listed.

Lincoln Memorial
West End of the Mall at 23rd St.,
•
•
NW. The memorial, patterned ..
after a Greek temple, houses a
breathtaking statue of our 16th
president. Inscribed in the walls
surrounding Lincoln is his
famous Gettysburg Address.

United States Capitol
Capitol Hill, First St., between
Constitut ion and Independent
Aves., NE. Passes obtained at
the office of your representative
or senator across the street, will
admit you to the gallery of the
House or Senate. Continuous
tours of the buildings are conducted daily, 9 a.m. to 3:45 p.m'. ;
the building is open until .4:30
p.m .

Cafe Milano, Georgetown, 3251 Prospect
St.• NW; (202) 333-6183. Northern Italian
and regional specialties from all over Italy. ·
The Gangplank, Waterfront, 600 Water St.,
NW; (202) 554-5000. A lively marina
restaurant, which has lovely views of the
surrounding boats and harbor activity. Fresh
seafood and beef are their tradmark.
Prime Rib, Downtown, 2020 K St., NW;
(202) 872-9559. An established favorite
among D.C. power brokers, serving prime
aged beef, live Maine lobster, and extra
thick veal, pork, and lamb chops. Coat and
Tie requested. Free valet parking.
Georgia Cafe, Howard Jun-Lobby Level,
2225 Georgia Avenue, NW; (202) 265-2376.
Fine Southern cuisine served with a touch of
qown-home warmth and cool, ~~jazz.
Known for their delicNul pound
e and
other tempting baked goods.
•

Julio's, .Adams Morgan, 1604 U St., NW;
(202) 483-8500. Julio's brings back the
$9.95 All-You-Can-Eat Sunday Brunch.
Serving a selection of Belgian waffles,
Omelettes made to order, ricli desserts, and
much more. Voted "Best Bruch in D.C." last
two years. Brunch hours are IO a.m. till 4
p.m.

•

•
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Authors Carmichael and Hamilton rese.n t radical framework
and ideology for solving the racial i ls of America's people
By Bryan Jay Parker
Hilltop Staff Writer

I

''This book prese r11 s a politi cal t·ran1ework ar1d ideology
which represents 1he la~! reaso11able opportunity for thi s soc ie1y
to work out its racial proble111 s

short of prolo11gecl dcs1rul'tive
guerili<l \\ :1rf'are:·
Thi s sta 1e 111e111. which
appears 011 th e book' s jacket.
reiterate s the the111 c co 11 .~ta r11
throughOlJI tl1i s pO\\erf'u[ \vork :
change. It exp resse~ change i 11
n1ind a11d i11 conduct. Co11cisely
pre sented. the au1hors· tl1esis is
that in An1erica. the ''h<1ves··
have exploited the ''hc1ve nots ...
n1ainly blacks by whites. If the
black people i11 the Un ited States
are C\ er going to have f'ull equal ity and social justic.:e. they \viii
first have to get an equa l a111ou11t
of politi cal and econo111ic po\ver:
•
Black Power to fight \Vl1i1 e
Power.
Carmichael and Han1il1 on
argue that a revolutionary
approach is nece ssa ry . Until
blacks Improve their own power
base, they can nev er trul y
impro ve ,their statu s. Once they
1
have thi s i11depende nt po\\'er.
they can g:1i 11 decisio11 -1naki 11g
authority and beco in e able tO
work w ith \\ hite organiza tions
on an equal basis. Obvious ly. the
white con11nunity is 11ot goi11g to
let thi s happ e n. Theret.o rc.
Carmichael believes ii is useless
to try co refor1n fro111 \\ ithin. He
says, '' the whit es \viii stop
killing blacks and kidding blacks
when the black s 1nake it no
•
longer worthwhil e for th e1n to
do so.··
Fu~thermore. Car111i Chel. for1

"lo

•,

111er c hairn1a~f the Student
Nonviolenl
Coordinating
Co1nn1ittee, and Hamilton, hi s
co- auth o r and chairman of the
Departn1e11t of Political Science

s mothered the fire out of niany
chapters. Specifically. on violence, Carmichael is con1e11t
with the difference betwee11 the
new militant s and the older

If the black people in the
, United States are ever going to
have full equality and social
justice, they will first have to
get an equal amount of
political and economic power:
Black Power to fight •
· White Power.

1

1

1

<It Ro oseve lt Univer s ity in
Chicago. ··1e\I it like it is." They
do not try to pacify whites. The
authors· a11alys is of Negro history in the United States leads
1hem to deduce that individual
and institutional racism still suppresses Blacks who must rely on
their own protection first without
considefing any -coalition with
hites. With a few examples of
the effective11ess of Black Power
11s well as some suggested courses of action. Carmichael and
Ha111 i\ 1011 urge self-pride and
political and economic unity as
the 111 e tl1od for securing civi l
rights.
Unfortunately, many parts of
th e book , including some
descriptive chapters about
Tus kegee and Lownde s County
in Alabatna. appear to have been
written by Hamilton with additional input from Ivanhoe
'
'
Do nald so 11. who may h ave
1
\\

•

• •
owar

black leader s on the issue o f
self-defense. He is for separatism in ghettos only ii. blacks
are willing to learn to ru11 their
own affairs and unite their
'
power. He is against black s
using the existing political in sti -

tutions. which ad1nittedly have
all top often L1sed black leaders
a11d co11fused or estranged them
fro111 their fo ll owers. However, ,
he is too broad a~ the instituti o n ~ he would lik . While he
o ppO!<ieS coa li1ion with white
gro up s and argues for an indepcr1d en1 Negro political move.
1nent . one has to pc;,se the questio11. ''How successful can it be•
without a specific plan?''
A .-; for the ghetto, Carmichael
o nl y presents a quick overview.
He 1nen1ions s trikes, union s of
Negroe s and con trol of the
sc l1 001 ... He doe s not mention
w he re black s are s upposed to
reside . Considering the moven1 e 11l of 1nany job s to major
ci ti es. people .~ hould be reason- ·
ab le and expect b lacks to 1nove
\vhc re oppo rtu11ities and jobs can
be fou11 d. Nttxt. even though
black pare11ts should have more
control over black schools, chi ldren sho uld not be deprived of
brighter horizons. There is some
ri sk 1ha1 black militants are playing the game of
white reactionaries- segregation
and Jim Crowism
through separat1 s111.
In addition.
though
Ca r1nichael and
Hatnilton
use
1nany quo tation s
troin hi s toria11 s,
socio logist s and
po litical sc ie11ti s1s. the authors
'
are bad hi s torians. ''Look at hi sto ry." they say,
but some quota -

lions are out of contex t . For $2,940 million in Foreign Aid in
instance, supposed ly V.O . Key, the fiscal year of 1966-67.
dean of American Political
Overall, the authors create a
Scientists, wrote that in order 10 '; historical conspiracy." They
change the values of the past ''a ~ nfer that because slaveholders,
new g roup may have to fight." for 300 years, ''deliberately
On the other hand, anyone who exploited the Negro and kept
knew V.O. Key also knows that him in servitude," every nonthis gentle man ne ve r for a Negro throughout the modern
moment suggested violence as a world has that same objective.
way of revolution . Also , the Those missionaries in Africa
authors quo1e a French colonial came for goods, not for our
'
sec retary to characterize the pre- good. Another fallacy
is when
vai ling white attitudes which are the author states that the middle
not fair. Again, when they quote class in the United States forms
Theodore Soren sen 's remark on the backbone of institutional
A1nerican Foreign Aid, that racism in this country. Later on
there are few American votes on in the book, we find that the
the iss ue of assistance to middle class supplies help to
Afri cans and Asi ans, the author Negroes as lawyers and as
forgot to state that, despite this, unpaid, intelligent advisors.
the American people vo ted

The book expresses
change in mind and in
conduct. Concisely
presented, the authors'
thesis is that in
America, the ''haves''
have exploited the
''have nots,'' mainly
blacks by whites.
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The Ju"f),ior Urban Mentor Program seeks to heln.
inner-city elementary students in math and reaaing
By Larry McCoy
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

ri cu lum around museums, parks,

REMEMBER
TO LOOK
DTO
VERTISING
IN
1fIHIIE IHIJJJLJL1f({))IP
THIS FALL.

and other attractions to stimulate
children 's interest in academics .
The Junior Urbar. Me11tor
For exainp le, JUMP · plans have a
Program (JUMP) i~ re c ruitir1 g
three-week theffie centered around
Howard University s tudent~ to
visits to the Zoo. The students will
help inn e r-c ity ele1ne11t ary s tu plan the cost of the trip, constuct
dents improve their n1ath. Engli sh.
an jti11erary and map, and research
and logical rea soning s kill s.
the animal s they will visit. The
Colleg e student s from Howard
11ext session after the visit the stuand other loca l uni ve rsiti es w il l
dent s will design a mural and
supervise an aftersc hool progran1
wr.ite creative essays on subjects
for third and fourtl1 graders \\ ithin
related to the zoo, such as the aniDC. Each supervi sor will manage
mal s. their habitats, and the cula group of high sc hool· me11tors
tures of people in their indigenous
who tutor the elen1entary student s.
environn1ents.
After a se lection process, JUMP
In addition to the themecoordinators will train the college based curriculum, JUMP allots
students and provide staff support time for mentes to do logic-buildthroug'hout the internship.
ing games .:and activities such as
"JUMP is a great opportL1 - mastermind, pick-up sticks, connity for college stude nts to ear11 nect four, eggs drop, and anribute
academic credits while se r v ing blocks. This curriculum approach
their comn1unity," says.Rod Gee. a attempts to reinforce what the stuJUMP coordinator. Students will dents lear11 in school, apply their
also learn about the Wa shington knowledge to different settings,
community and current issues in and focus on the "fun" aspects of
learning.
education and child development.
JUMP
coordinators
In tutoring third and
encourage supervisors and menfourth graders, the program uses
tors to develop a coach/player
themes to demon strate the inter- relationship with the children.
connectedness between math, Students participate in activities
English , an.d thinking s kill s. and the mentors demonstrate,
Utilizing the rich academic advise, and explain to students
resources in the Washington , DC how to improve their performance.
area, JUMP plans to tailor its cur-
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En La Noire, a new student publication, plans to enter the
magazine this year market with creatvity, elegance, style and fiair

•

By Natonla Johnson

- -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - we nt fro m the inception of the

''I look for artists,
pro mo-pac kage to ini ernationa1
distribution.
musicians and models
Her friend and now her public
who are new to the scene, relat io ns liai son , 21 - year-old
Gi ld a Squ ire, a Geo rge Mason
or who already have been , Uni versity student, sent out, via
fax n1 ac hin e, th e promo -packout on the scene. There ages
to va ri ous public relations
are so many talented
re prese nta t iv e s. In minute s ,
Sq uire rece ived respon ses from
people out there who
vario us · r ep rese nt a t ives wh o
li ked the pack3ge.
are not getting the
Because of Squire's ingenurecognition they deserve." ity, ''En
La Noire'' will be di s-

Hilltop Staff Wnter

There is a new magazine in the make that is about to
enter the competitive, high fa shio n and entertainment market
thi s May . It i ~ called ''En La

•

Noire." A fren ch expression for
"i n the black ." Thi s llxl7
glossy magazine will be a breath
of fresh air for all those interested in the latest about new arti sts,
n1u sicians and fashion .
''En La Noire'' has the style,
tl air and trendiness of ''Vogue''
' the creativity, elegance and
and

-Kevin Wilkins

----1111111------------

class of ''Essence.'' Beside the

f ac t that all the picture s l ook pictured above is 22 y0ar-old Kevin Wilkins, arti st Heavy D. A host of other ce lebrities and new talent will also be fea iured

art sy enou gh to cut out and En La Noire's Alternative Lifestyle Editor.

/

tributed thro ughout the U.S. and
wil l also be d istributed internatio na lly, in c ludin g C a nada ,
Lo11do n and Pari s. This mass di strib L1 tio n all ows the magazine to compete against ''Vogue," "'Essence," ''The
Source:· ''Vibe'' and many more.
''W hat we need now are advertisers.

f'rame, there is a key ingredient
to thi s colorful , upbeac magazine : the
concept of multiculturalism. Yes, multiculturali sm.
The developer and publi sher of ''En
La No ire '' i s 20-year-old Do r a nn a
Tindle. Tindle, a sophomore Engli sh
1n aj o r in the Co llege of Art s a nd
Sc ience s , said her maga zi ne goes
beyond black and white.
·
''We wanted; to do something differe nt that reflectf d African culture with
an international flavor. Multiculturali sm
i s not about color but more ab o ut
lifestyle . I believe there is a new wave
of thinking . Yo ung people don ' t have
their minds ·Closed to things," . Tindle
said.
..
Searching for the models, arti sts and
1nusicians who reflect all ethni cultures

i s no easy tas k . He l p in g wit h t hi s
process is 22-year-old Kev in Wilkin s.
Wilkin s, a juni or, majo ring in graphic
des ign and advert isement in the College
of Fine Arts, is the editor fo r ''En La
Noire's'' Alt ern at ive' Lifesty le page.
His job is to highlight the new invigorating talen1.
,;I look fo r arti sts. mu sicia ns and
models who are new to t h ~ scene. or
w ho al rea d y have bee n o ut o n t he
sce ne. There are so many tale n1ed people o ut th ere who are not get ting the
recogniti on that they deserve,' ' Wilkins
said.
Premiering in the magazines first
issue wi ll be a four page photo lay-ou t
on R&B artist Nona Gaye, a profile on
Ti sha Ca mp be ll , an int erview wi t h
Karyn Pa rsons a nd a profile o n rap

in the May issue.
Tindle has taken o11 the added task of
di rect in g th e s t yle team, w hich is
responsible fo r the fas hi on sho ts of all

Because this is brand ne w (the maga-

interested.''
According to Squire, ''En La Noire''
combines the fascinating indu stries of
fashion and entertainment. ''It is not a
black magazine; it is a people magazine
from an ethnic point of view. lf one has
ever wanted to experienc.e the beauty of
ethnicity, the intrigue of culture, ''En La
Noire'' offers that and more."
Tindle said the financial support she
receives from her parents made it possible to publish the magazine this May.
''It cost $1 ,500 for fashion shots and it
co st anywhere between $10,000 to
$15.000 a month to have the magazine
printed.''
Now, Tindle hopes her magazine
will be able to endure the test of time .
'' I have a level head abo ut it .
Everybody is far more excited than I
'am . I' m just waiting to see what the
sales are like. Not that I' m concerned
about the money ; I' m more concerned
about the magazine Surviving the com-

•

t he ce lebr it y a rti sts. She a lso
- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - petiti ve market ," Tindle
se lec ts the c lo thin g. and works
aid.
1
with her 1nake-u p arti st in choos''It's nice to have a woning the appropriate colors to co1nderful first issue, but talk to
pl e me nt th e ove ra ll the me th at
me a year from now when
Tindle is tryi ng to achieve.
we have 12 issues. Thi s is a
··Most of our shooting is done
lot of wo rk. people who
in New York or Los A11geles.
want to do the same should
It 's ha rd o rganiz in g t he staff.
be ready and willing to
m ake -up a rti sts and pho tog raWork very, very, hard,'' she
phers. It' s a task getting all these
people together and taki ng them
said.
'
on assignments," Tindle said.
''En La Noire'' will be
zine) \Ve haven't had the chance to get
Unli ke most people Wtho happen to
available during the second week of
a11 ad consu ltant . O nce it 's published,
be in the ri ght place at the rig ht ti me .
.
'
•
hopel'ul l)' lhe advertisers will become May at all major newsstands.
Ti ndle's success "-'as a progression that

''En La Noire'' has the style,
flair, and trendiness of ''Vogue''
and the creativity, elegance,
and class of "Essence.''
The developer and publisher of
"En La Noire'' is 20-year-old
Doranna Tindle.

•

r1n
Coordinators Annabelle Davis and Khrys Kell attempt to bring
splashes of color and style to this year's UGS .fashion extravaganza
By Dara Jackson
Hitltop Staff Writer

Small and fair. Annabelle
Dav i s doe s no t immediatel y
command authority. Her appearan ce Jll ake s pe ople think she
111ight. be used to being stepped
on a little or even ignored. Then
she open s her mouth . And it is
not the pitch or level of her
voic e , it i s· her co mmand o f
words and the slight Jamai can
lilt that reflects her authoritative
nature.
''There 's no need to co mment," Davi s yells at the group
of model s gathered in what has
being used as the stage are.ii in
the School of Architecture auditorium . ''Ya' ll just need to chill,
reall y."
Rehearsal seeminglx is not
going well on this night. Models
are talking amongst them sel ves
between scene s. Those not tak·
ing cigarette breaks are scattered
about the auditorium complaining about hunger or the lateness
of the hour or how they have
gone over this one scene countless times.
On this particular night ,
Davis' partner, friend and co-

coordinator, Khrys Kelly, is not
at rehearsal. Kelly, a 20.year·old

fas hi on major has to work.
Two weeks later the fas hion
s ho w fin a ll y has a na me:
Sy mbi os is. Kel ly. also fair bu t
much taller, ex pl ains it as th e
connec ti on of peoples thro ug h-.
Ollt the world: If I have food.
you shouldn 't be hungry. A title
differe nt fro m previous fas hi on
show s, Sy mbi os is l it e ra ll y
means ''the mutual ~ai n or benefi t of all."
By to night they have been at
it fo r nea r ly t wo mo nth s.
Re hear sa l has move d f ro m
buildin g to bui ldi ng where the
g ro up kee ps be in g ki cked o ut
until th ey finally se tt le o n the
a rea in fro nt of the· Fin e Art s
•
building.
It's about 9:45 p.m. and people are ready to break out. The
warmth of the day is eas ing into
a very cool night. Several mode ls and dan ce rs have a lrea d y
given up . But somethi hg about
the excitement of the show being
'
a week
away and a full moo n
force folks to hang in there until

10:00 p.m.
''I guess we ' re perfectionists
and we alwa ys see roo m for
improvement," said Davis, 21, a
fourth- year Architecture major.
'' We ' re happ y with the
progress- a lot of the model s

were coming from no ex pe ri ence," she added.
1
Kelly and Davis' initial pl an
was to organi ze the tas ks based
o n eac h's e xperience. In stead .

said.
''We were havi ng a con\ ersati o n abou t past fas hi o n shows
and rea lized we had a lot of the
same ideas a11d we re like 'Why
1

Both Kelly and Davis agree
that in their selection of models
they were looking for new faces,
people who represented the
range of black aestheticism,
and who had not been
in shows before.
And although the people they
chose did not fit into a cookie
cutter mold of beauty,
there was some commonthread.
each o ne took the initiative to
fini sh what needed to be done.
'' We ' re friend s and she 's
(ge s turing towards Khry s) a
fa shion major and I' ve coordi , nated and participated in shows
so we decided to do it," Davi s

don' t we do it!''' Kelly said.
Periodically, one or the others
will interrupt to give some.direction to the models. ''Do it oVer.
You switched o n the wron g
side," said Kelly to one group .
Both Kelly and Davis wear

their hair naturall y and keep it
c ut s ho rt . On thi s parti c ular
ni ght . Dav is has hers covered
with a modem take on the traditi onal Afri can head wrap. One or
two mode ls also have their heads
wrapped.
'' We heard a lot of people
were upset that we got the fashion show (meaning that UGSA
accepted the ir proposal )," said
Dav is. She also said that those
peo pl e tri e d to prevent them
fron1 pull ing it off, which is one
of the reasons that selecting the
models was such a long task.
Some IO proposals were submitted to UGSA for the right to
organize the Spring Black Arts
Fes ti val Fas hion Show. At
Howard University, fashion and
partying sort of go hand in.hand.
Both are big business and a big
dea l at a sc hool known for its
acti ve soc ial climate. Thi s show
i s seco nd o nly t o ~ the
Ho mecoming Fashion Show.
Both
. Kelly and Davi s agree
that in their selection of models
they were looking for new faces,
pe o pli: who represented the
range of black aestheticism, and
wh o had not been in shows

before. And although the people
they have chosen do not fit into
a cookie cutter mold of beauty,

•

there is some common thread.·
In an effort to make the fash ion show more .than a superficial
experience the c oordinators
deliberately cho se African American de sig ner s with the
exception of one , who is
Chilean. Fashions will run the
gamut from Everett Hall to Tribe

Yit.e to Damali. They have also
cho sen two s tu~ent de signers
and at le as t one fairly new
designer.

"Basically. the show will take
you on a ride," said Kelly. whose
voice doe s not automati c ally
give her away a s being froni
New York City. ''The music will
take you from a futuristic feel to
pre sent day Hip Hop and
Rockers to ba ck in the Isley
Brothers day."
Of the many new things they
are doing, one is to introduce the
designers with their clothes, said

Kelly.
''It's more than a fashion
show," said Kelly, with her
hands tucked into the bottom of
her jacket for warmth.
''It's a cultural experience,"
said Davis. ''It 's a celebration of
our rich and diverse culture," she

added.
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GENERAL: .,,
At Howard University the Howard Plaza Towers is considered an integral part of the University community
and educational experience. It is a modern luxury high rise apartment complex designed to help meet the
housing needs of students, (undergraduate, graduate and professional), faculty and staff. The
Plaza is ideal for famiiy and/or shared student living. Howard Plaza Towers has been designated as
an "academic village" with state of the art features.
'

\

'

HIGHLIGHTS:
Payments can be made by semester
'
upon move-in or monthly:
•Terms; 10 or 12 months occupancy
· agreement.
• Unfurnished Units

LUXURY:
• Skyline views
•Cable TV (Future)
•Carpeting
• Furnished study room on each floor ·
• Heat and air conditioning controls in each unit

SECURITY:
•Closed circuit TV security system
• Electronic card entry system
• Underground parking
• Individual key for each bedroom

CONVENIENCE:
• All utilities included
•
• 3 to 5 minutes from classes
• Close to laboratories, libraries and computer lab
•Laundry room on each floor (except Plaza level)
• Close to bus and metrorail stations
. • Howard Inn and Howard Hospital across the street
• Shuttle bus services to the Law School campus
and Divinity School campus

For furtber information
please call (202) 797-7148 ·
- - -- -·

'

{

--

. COST: All utilities are included and shared fees for a unit can be as low as $300.00per month. You will
save time, transportation costs and the stresses t.hat come with off campus living.
.

'

'
I

Howard Universitv Division of Student Affairs Office of Residence Life
'
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enior at

etes pursue careers,

reams

I

Seniors like Elton Parish, Stephanie Johnson and Keith Hammond , pictured above, will be graduating In today's ceremony. Others discuss their plans for after graduation.
By Candida Johnson
Hilltop Staff Writer

Year after year, around graduation tin1e.
students often ponder. ''What will I do with my
life at'ter graduation?'' Senior athletes. like many

of their fellow peers, are preparing for life after
the tebrs and the champagne have stopped flowin g
oti ''the Yard." And like their fellow peers, senior
athletes have a diverse array of plans they wilt
pursue after graduat ion .

Twenty-three-year-old Jerry Heckler, who
is a member ot· the track team, will begin a career
as an :.iccou11tant with Deloitte & Touche upon hi s

depa11ure from the University.
Heckler, who is a native of Kingston ,
1a1naica, said that he definitely made the right
choice in coming to the University for academics
and track. ;·Personally, I think [the track teamj is
one of the best in the country, if not the world," he
said. Heckler runs the 200-meler, 400-meter and

•

all sprint relays, which include the 4x I 00, 4x200,
sprint medley and the rnile relay.
Be..,ides thinking highly of the track team.
Heckler added that William P. MoultriF, hiS track
coach, has been instrume111al in his su.c cess as a11
atl1lete .
Getting picked to represent the University a1 an

accounting student seminar, being inducted into
the Golden Key Honor Society, getting a 4.0 for
the first time, representing the University at a track
invitational in Martinique, West Indies and running in . this year's Penn Relays are among
Heckler 's most memorable moments.
In order to be an outstanding athlete,
Heckler said that students must not ''loose sight of
what [they I came to Howard to do, which is to get
an educati on."
Wray Brown, who has been playing soccer for 14 years. is a 1nember of the soccer team .
Twenty-two-year-old Brown . a native of
Willingboro, N.J., will be graduating with a degree
in televi s ion production. In hope s of one day
owning the business, Brown will work at his
father's screen printing company after graduation.
Brown. who wanted to attend a black college. said ''one of the reasons fhe] cam~ to
Howard was for the soccer program."
Brown·s 1nemorable moment s include
ho1necoming and ·the competition against Radford .
Brown added that there is ''no Other place like'' the
Uni\ ersity and that students should ''take advantage of whal is here.''
After receiving his marketing degree.
Mark Aske\1.-', who is a member of the swi111 learn,
will attend law sc hool and en roll in a JD/ MBA
1

program . Twenty-two-year-old Askew, who is
from Kingston, N.C., swims the breast stroke.
Askew said that his most memorable times on the
swim team took place at Perdue University and in
Indianapolis, Ind., after the Olympic swimming
trials.
In addition to hi s swimming meet high1ights, Askew said that ( the coach's) Jason
Senford's implementation of all season training for
University sw immers was a momentou s event
becau se it was a first for the team. However,
Askew said that the team doesn't get much support
and publicity from the University.
Ransom Miller, one of members of the
Bi son 's ''Buffalo Soldier'' defen se, said that his
most memorable moment was a game played
against the Grambling 'Tigers in the Meadowlands
of New Jersey. In that game, Miller was voted
defensive MVP; he was a sophomore when he
received the award.
Another game that was unforgettable in
Miller' s fo~tball career at the University was
against Alcorn State University. Though Alcorn
was tough co1npetition, the Bison managed to win
48-42. Miller did his first year with the Bison
under, the11, rookie head coach Steve Wilson who
Miller said ''has g rown a lot."
Mille r, who graduated ' in 1992, but had

Watson, G:reene are NFL bound
;

one more year of eligibility, has been shopping his
acquired degree in broadcast management around
and ha.'i several job offers.
Twenty-one year-old Keith Hammond, the
captain of the baseball team, will be getting a
degree in management. Hammond is from Havre
de Grace, ''the baseball capital'' of Maryland. Yet
to land a job, Hammond intends to continue playing baseball in hopes joining a professional team.
Hamrl}ond, who plays left field and third
base , said chat the University does not ge t the

funding that other Division I schools get. "[It's]
very hard to play when you don't have a field," he
said . However, he added that he made the right
choice in coming to the University for academics.
Last, but certainly not least, Elton Parish
is one of the seniors on the football team . Parish

is from Miami, Fla., and is 21-years-old. Playing
with South Carolina State University his sophomore year and scoring a touchdpwn is among
Parish's most memorable moments.
After graduating with a degree in history. he
plans to go to graduate school and then become a
high school history teacher. Parish plans to con·
tinue playing football and is currently training to
go pro . To the University's future g raduates,
Parish advised them to "hang in there ... it"s all
worth it."

Athlete Profile
By Frederick Oyugi
Hilltop Staff Writer
August 18·22 at
Madison Square Garde,n
in New York City, the
World
Taekwondo
Pederation (W.T.P.)
Championships will be
staged. It is a championship in which the
Howard University community will be represented by one of its own,
Patrice A. Remarck.
Remarck..
a
native of the Ivory Coast

Tim Watson left,' has been drafted by the Packers; while Nigel Greene joined the Bengals through Free Agency z:,s~t~~~~:~a~ ~=:
By Andrea Williams
NFL draft, the Green Bay Packers gave man Nigel Greene with the Cincinnati rently majoring in
Hilltop Staff Writer
It is the ultimate of all drean1s. It is
a game in which little ~across the land
begin thei(' careers i11 the peewee league . Or
perhaps it begins with a father and son tossing around that famed pigskin in the backyard. Football. fl is a game that knows no
color, transcends fro1n communities in the
inner cities to the mass country lands. Small
tikes with their eyes wide, mind s focu sed
and heart s pitier-pattering, suit up with
hopes of one day 'fulfilling that dream.
Their ultimate dream, the pinnacle, the big

leagues-The NFL.
To achieve the dream of playing on the
same fields once ventured by such pro legends as ''Broadway'' Joe, O.J. Simpson and
Lynn Swann, not to mention some of today's
stars, is a great feat. However, to ma}ce it to
this ''field of dream s'' as a product of a
Division I-AA program, it is one of great tri-

umph.
With the I56th pick in the 1993

•

Howard Safety Tim Watson that chance to
beat the odds and achieve pro status.
Watson. a 6-2, 220 pound native of Fort
Valley, Ga. led the Bi son in tackles this season with 107, while ranking in the top five
among Mid-Easter11 Athletic Conference

(MEAC) tacklers.

Watson appeared to be

quite confident about being picked up by a
pro team. In an interview prior to the draft
Watson said, ''I feel that I am definitely one
of the top two or three safeties in the country.,,
Jt would appear that Watson's performance thi s season has also awed some of
hi s coaches. ''Ti m's 'p erformed well this
season, he made a lot of big plays, he hustled, hit and did everything he needed to do
to prepare himsel f," Coach Rubin Carter,
the Bison 's defensive coordinator, said.
Although many people, like
W,a tson, are drafted there are other avenues
to travel to make it to the professional -level.
One other road often traveled is free agency.
It is also the road that connected Bison line-

Bengals. Greene, a 6-6 305 pound offensive
tackle, recently signed a 2-year deal with
the Bengals and will join the team in minicamp as soon as he ''throws up hi s hat'' after
today's graduation ceremonies. .
Greene, another Georgia 1native,
has been playing ball sin~e !his sophomore
year of high sc,:hool. He is regarded as oile
of the top offensive linemen at 1the Division
I-AA level.
Greene, who grew up following the
Falcons, the Cowboys and the Steelers, is
quite grateful for the c hance he has been
given. ''I feel blessed,'' he said.

physics, will be competing and vying for the
title of gold medalist in
the welterweight division.
At the tender
age of fifteen, Remarck
had firmly established
himself as one of the
pieeminent taekwondo
practitioners in the world,
Patrice Remarck
known
and
widely
respected· in Africa, the Carib~an, E~rope, So~th America ~d ~e
United Stat.es. Reinarck's latest tnteman~oal achievement was hts v1c-

,

Both Watson and Greene were on the ros- tory as a gold medalist at the World Military Games two years ago in
ter for the All-American Classic, a game Seoul, Korea. Additionally, Remarck was selected to compete in the
that featured Division 1-AA against I-A 1992 Olympic Games, buc was unable to attend at the last minute due
teams. Scouts from all 28 NFL teams were to a problem with paper work.
· ..
in attendance. Watson and Greene, who
The University's Taekwondo Club under the leadership of Dr.

. both attended small high schools as well, are Dong Ja Yang, a physical education profes'l"'.and also a fonner presi·
huge examples that affirm the old adage, ••Jf dent of the Pan American Taekwoodo Uruon, 1s proud to have an 1od1you are a great athlete, they will find you." · vidua1 of Remarck's stature representing the club and the ''Mecca."
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Football team's solid performance attributed to ·
players 'fighting spirit': Coach Wilson speaks .
By Bashaan Prewitt
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Howard University football
team completed its 1992-93 season with a 74 record just one year after the demise of a
disappointing 2-9 season.
''We felt like we had some good talent last year. Unfortunately, an awful lot of
our talent had to play, and we didn't get the
type of exec ution expected fron1 our
starters," said Head Coach Steve Wil son.
''This year we got better execution. We did
not make all the play s that we needed to. but
we were competitive every game. We had a
chance to win every game that we were in
(this season). and we think next year it will
get better.''
Wilson knew that going into the
1992 season that his team was talented . In

'

spite of losing seven of eight starting defensive line1nen, the '' Buffalo Soldier'' defe nse
still managed to keep its high nationar ranking . Wilson improvised using young play ers. freshmen and sophomores, who hadn ' t
played that filled the position s of the injured

players.
Bison Head Coach Steve Wilson

The Booters season: A player's
perspective
By Candida Johnson
Hilltop Staff Writer

Booter Forward Kona Hislop

•

Although the season was not what it was pegged out to be, the
Booters are looking forward to what the upcoming season has in
store. Two major changes include the fact that the Boaters will have
to deal with the end of the Hi slop era. The Rooters Kon a Hi slop will
be graduating ton1orrow. His lop, the younger of two Hi slop brothers
who took the University Dy storm dominating the game while helping
to keep the program on the map. The progam has had an illustrious
reputation and the Hislop brothers are a pan of the strong Sooter tradition.
The other change will be that come this fall, the Boaters will
have to share the soccer spotlight with the newest addition to the
University's athletic program-the women's soccer team.
Looking back on the Season, here 's one team members perspective. Dijon Anderson, a defender on the Booter squad, the game
that stood out the most for him was when the team played Radford.
''It was one of the team 's best if not the best game, because the team
played ~heir bes t'' Anderson said . The score was Howard one,
Radford nothing.
Anderson says the worst game was wheri the team played a
nationally ranked George Mason, because the team didn't perform
well . He preferred not to mention the score of the game. Putting the
•
soccer year in perspective, Anderson says that the seaso.n was successful to some extent. There were a lot of injuries early in the sea~
son to some key players. Kona Hi slop, John Delgado and Jason
Calhoun were among the injured players.
·According to Anderson, there is much to be desired in terms
of the team's success. ''This year just-wasn't for us, there is room for
improvements." The overall team play has to in some way gel._··we

r

•

have to click a lot better and trust each other on the field," Anderson
sai·d .

Anderson also feels that the team needs to have more disci-

pline on the field.

· . ·

When asked What games the team .didn't win but should
have, his response was quite frank. ''Honestly, we should have won

all of them." Anderson said.

·

In lieu of the fact that there will now be a women's team

added to the athletic program, Anderson has positive feelings of having a women's soccer team in the fall. ''I'm looking forward to help-

ing them out .. .," he says. Anderson also believes that he and his
teammates plan to be a strong support for them as the women have
been for the men. Anderson strongly believes the women's team has
a lot of talent and that given a year or two they will be really great.
He feels that, ''all the elements are there, it's just a matter o
putting them together.'' Anderson believes the task is hard, but that
the team will be alright.

'' ... A lot of untested people played. Now
that those people have played, hopefull y
James Spears and Cornelius Anthony made

a successful comeback from injuries .

powerhouse Alc.orn State 48-42. ''We had a

Robert Winters who 1started at linebacker for
us was lost for the season," Wilso n said.

lot of injuries so a lot of our young people
came in and played. We've been in a posi-

With seniors leaving this season, Wilson . tion to win every ga n1e, but we twen't,"
will have his work cut out replacing them .
''Real good players are hard to replace and

Wil so n said. '"A nd for a young1'0otball ,
team that's all you can ask. The same kids

lesser players are easy to replace. It just so

who couldn't make. pla}rs la.St year made a

happens we had some pretty good players,
so we're going to have our hands full trying
to replace them," he sai d.
.,
What impressed Wilson most about his
team was thei r fighting spirit. Through the
adversity of lo sing their starting defensive
lin emen , dependi11 g 011 yo ung players to
take over a11d losing big games that would
have given them the o pportunity to become
MEAC Cha1npion s, tl1 e tea111 s till won
games.
Wilson looked at thi s season in contrast
to last season as a big improvemen t. He
stated that the season was bitter-sweet. ''We
had a rough start," he said. ''We didn ' t play
well down at Morehou se. We thought we
should' ve won that ga111e ." The Bison lost
that Morehouse o pene r 7-0 amid st terrible
field and \veather conditions.
The Bison went on the road and defeated
Alabama A&M and ca1ne back home to
c ru s h Cheyney 75-6 and escape SWAC

whole lot more .''
Come fall , the football team will be
off probation giving them the opportunity to
partic ipate in post-season play if they are
MEAC champions.
. '' I do'n 't think an."ybody in this organization thought about probation," Wilson
said . It ' ll be good to be off of the restriction s as far a s the · playoffs , but we'll
approach it the sarne way. Last season, we
wanted to go out <tnd try to win the conference champion ship, but we came up short.
We're going to give it a go at it.this year."
With the school season coming to a
c lose and sprin g practice behind, Wilson
stated that he will be focusi ng upon the
upcoming seaso11 .
''We ' re going to conti1iue to try working
o n getting some big play performers,"
Wilson said . ''Yo u alway s have to work on
the size of th e o ffen sive line and always
want to work on the tea1n ·s speed."

Track team has mediocre year_
By James Conyer
Hilltop Staff Writer

If there were a word to de scribe the
thi s year's track season. that word would be
perseve rance.
At the beginning of the season,
Coach William · Moultrie was ver·y optimistic . He expected both squads to do well
this season espe cially in the hurdle s. the
sprints and che intermediate-di stance eve nts.
During the first two weeks of competition,
I.his opt i1nism was well-founded. The men 's
and women's squads performed well despite
the cold in Hampton and the rain in Dover.
However, the co ld caught up \vith
the team in Princess Anne. During the 1neet
at the University of Maryland-Eastern Shore
(UMES), the team seemed to be subdued by
the long ride and the cold. These two factors affected the performance of the runners
who turned in a le ss-than -brilliant performance. Despite the wind and the cold, the
athletes in the field events kept pace with
their prev iou s outings. For the most part ,
everyone was looking past UMES toward
the Howa rd University Relay s the next
weekend.
Eve ryone was focu sed on the relays
and it showed. Both squads placed first in
mGre events at the relay s then they had at
any meet during the season. The team especially excelled in the rel3.y events and in .the
field events. The team accompli shed thi s
despite the rain, the co ld a nd the wind .
Sprinter Jason Calloman attributed the dazzling performance of the teatn to tt1e home
crowd and to the home field adva~tage mentality. Alina Howard, a ·key member of the
relay teams , believed that t~e team came

together
as
one
focused u11it and did
what they had to do to
Win .

J L1st as bril li ant as the team was
during the Univers it y
re lays. t hey \vere as
fl at during the MEAC
C h ampio11sh ip s .
Hav ing tl1e best weath -

er the y had seen all
sea~o 11 .

the 1ea1n just
did not perforn1 \ve il .
Inju ries ha111pcred the
s pri11ters a11d the hurdle rs a nd brought
dow11 the r11orals of the
ent ire team. De spite
thi s , three nlember s
placed in th eir eve nt s
in c ludin g T h aban i
Banda who cla im ed
th e MEA C c rown in
the pole vault.
The
tea m

regrouped and recuper- Sprinter Stacy Jordan is shining member of team
ated befo re heading to
the Pen n Relays. And there, the team ran
well . The men's sprint medley relay team
qualified for the Champion ship of America
fo r the seco11d time in two years. In addi tio n' for the first time in the hi story of the
University track tea1n four hurdlers quali fied in order to compete in the shuttle hurdle
relay. They came within h~ndreds of a second for qualifying for the Cha1npionship of
A1nerica.
Not only did the tea1n have success
o n the irack, but a lso in th e c lass roo m .

Seve11 members o t· _the track progra1n will
g raduate to1n o rrow in c luding Meisha
Abbsinejad. Gerald Hec to r. team capta in
Broderick Ha1Tell and one 1na11ager Adria11
Stevens. ''I' m really excited and elated in
how the season went,'' Moultrie said. ''Our
young peopl e did an excel lent job in the
classroom . . Gerald Hector ended up with a
4.0 average. "
Despi te an injury-riddled year, the
track team n1ade thi s season very exciting.
Des pite the bad \veather and injuri es that

.

Coach says tennis teams 'Dangerfields' of campus sports
years. Down South, the .women were victo- The men's tea111 \Viii be led by sophomores
Hilltop Staff Writer
rib us in six of the nine riiatc.hes in the final David Parker, 11ex t year 's teai:n captain;
round of the ·tourn a ment. Sophomores Sheldon Walters. <l winner at the No. 4 spot
Despite being the only . Howard Nomi Hu sba rid and Stacey J ac kso n and at the MEA C tour11ament, and junior
U ni versity athletic team to win a Mid- fre shman Nicole Phillips all won in the No. Kabello Masia11e, ~AC Champion at the
Eastern Athletic Conference ( MEAC ) 3, 4 and 5 singles flight s, re\pecti vely. The No. 2 spot. According to Strickland, Parker
Championship thi s year, Howar~ Tennis dOubles teams of Hu sba11d Jnd senior cap- has been a real joy to work with this year.
Head Coach Larry Strickland considers his tain Stephanie Johnson , Jackson and sopho- ''David Wi ll have a leadership role to step
•
men's and women's teams to be the Rodney more LaShawnn .Jones, and ~hillips and into next seaso11." S tri~ kland said.
Dangerfield of Howard sports! According jun'ior Tisha Greene were al so winners in
As for 1t1e upco1ning season, Coach
to Strickland, both teams have yet to be the doubles flight.
Strickland has received a recruiting contract
given the respect they deserve.
The women afe expected to contin- from one incoming freshman, Caycey
''In terms of the many obstacles that ue their winning ways, although they are Cun1mins, out of New Jersey. Strickland
we have had to overcome, such as no courts losing Johnson, who plans to hit the pro cir- ha s yet to receive contratts from other
to practice on and poor weather, the teams cuit, to graduation. •
potential players. although they are expectresponded exceptionally well," Strickland
'' Any .time you lose se niors, you ed to be in .soon.
commented.
lo se experience and ' maturi~y and that
Expectations are high for the
The team has had to abbreviate and hurts," Strickland stated .. Str'icklarld added, women to continue to be the dominant team
interrupt practices on Banneker High despite the loss Of Johrison, the women of the ME.AC . With the five remainit;1g
School's court because the , University has should be as strong as ever.
~
players , lead by Jackson, captain 1·or the
no courts of its own. The teams have also
The men who finished third in the 1993-94 season, all ·t..ving gained another
had to deal with the canceling and resched- MEAC Tournament, will be returning next year of experience, the women can only get
' uling of matches due to in climatic weather. season without the talent~ of. thre~ key ·play~ better. The men , 4ccording to Strickland,
Despite the problems this yeal-, the ers. Captain Jason Calhoun, Ma'son Harris will be a wait a11d ~ee proposition. 'They
Lady Bi ~o n lived up to all expectations as and Frank Scarlett all 3.re grad uatin g. look good on a paper, but matches are a
I
~
.
,,
they successfully completed an und~feated ''There will be a lot of unknown factors next . whole different part of the game.
'
fall season and went on to capture their sec- year, but we're
optim~stic about wOrking
ond straight MEAC title, last month in with a new team," Strickland stated.
Tallahassee, their fourth in the las t five
By Monica Lewis
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MVP's
Football

Cedric Rawls
Jay Walker
James "Tim"
Watson
•

By Monica Lewis
Hilltop Staff Writer

'

Men's
Hoops

Af'ter a ··successful 1991-92 ~ea~on. ir1 \Vhich the Howard
•
Ll11iversit Y Bi son n1ade it to 1he NCAA·s Bas ketb:.1 11 Tourr1a1nent,
expcctatio11s were high f'or a retun1 trip i11 1993. HO\VC\1er, tl1is year
tl1e Bi so n squad found lhemsel ves ·ous ted from 1l1e Mid-Eastern
Athl e tic Co nfe re11ce (MEAC) Basketball ToL1rr1a111c11t i11 the second
rclu11 d to Coppin Stt1te. A11d while Coppi11 beca111e tour11ament cham•
pions. tl1e Bi so11 ended their long seaso11 at I0-18.

111 Dece111ber. the n1en opened their season witl1 a wi11 <1g0:tin st Pai11e
Co ll ege. 83-68. i11 fro11t of a home crc)wd . . Ho\vt;;,ver. the te;:11n closect
Olli tl1e 111onth with a 2-6 re co rd as 1l1cy \\ ere defeated by s1ro11g
Divisio11 I-A schools such as Cle111so11 Uni\ ersit y ;:ind the University
of Virginia.
Despite the stro11g perl-or111:1nces ot' 1J1c Bis<Jr1. 111ost ot' the 1ea1n·s
proble111s we re cal1sed by inco11sistc11t pl<ty ;:111d i11juries that pli:1gued
'>l!\' Cr~1l JJlayers. Forward/ce11ter Otis You11g under\\'Clll knee surge ry.
,,•hile guards To111111y Br0\\1n and Do11nell Diggs \Ve re also benched
becal1Se of injuries. In J;:111uar)'. 1·or\\ :1rd Sean Turley. wl1 0 \VUS .
t1ccordi11g to Coach Alfred ··Butch'' Beard. 111ost likely sufferi ng 1'ron1
f:11igue. col lapsed in a post-gan1e 1neeting after the Bi so n defeated
Dc\a,vare State 69-66. Because of the Bison's r11ishaps. you11ger. less
cxperie11ced playe~s took the helm. Pl aye rs like freshrna 11 gua rd/for'''ard Phil Chenier. \vho col lected a ga1ne- higl1 17 points i11 th e
U11i\ ersity's victory over Bethu rte-Cook111ar1 College in late Janli ary.
Next season. the Biso11 \Viii J1a\ e perforrn witho ut guards
Milan Brown and Robe rt Riddi ck ar1d Ce11ter Charles Solo111or1. who
itre all grad uating today. ''As older playe rs, their experie11ce a11d lead1

1

Milan Brown
Robert Riddick
Charles Solomon

Women's
Hoops

Annette Lee
Dorothy Williams

Baseball

Kevin Crawford
Kevin Davis
.,

Soccer
Corey Beard shoots jumper in early seaso"Ymatchup.

Jason Calhoun
John Delgado

•

1

1

~

1

ershi p \viii be missed. '' Beard said.
111 addition, Beard stated that he is uncertain about which players
\\•ill provide the leadership necessary to win next season. Yet. recruits
like Thurn1an John son, a 6'8 forward out of Dallas, Texas and 7'0
ce11ter Grady Livingstone, a transfer from a community college in
Ca lifornia, wil l probably benefit next year's squad.
,
In spite of a less than fabulous year, Beard anticipates a ,stel lar Season next year; yet , he added that that will only happen if everyone conies back in the right t·rame of mind.

Andrea's Thoughts On ... Changes for upcoming' year
WARNING: THE FOLLOWING WAS WRITTEN IN A 7-MINUTE TIMESPAN BY A
SPORTS EDITOR WHO IS COMPLETELY
AND TOTALLY BURNED OUT. READER
DISCRETION IS ADVISED

! . The possible addition of a National Collegiate

'

'

3. Last but not least, Johanna Wilson, last years
sports editor, for recommending tne for the position
in the first place.
•

Finally i'd like to congratulate two of my writers for
, being selected to the editorial staff of the 1993-94
Hilltop. Monica Lewis who has been chosen to succeed me !as sports editor and Bashaan Prewitt who
has been chosen for Editorial Editor.
It has definitely been an interesting experience for me. It's made me stronger and I have sur•
.•
vived.
ONE FINAL NOTE: Monica and Bashaan
This is your brain .
ThisisyourbrainafterworkingfortheHilltop!
Any questions?

--Andrea Willia111s
Sports Editor
•

•

Men's
Swimming
Women's
Tennis

Dara Hamilton

Jabari King
Stephanie Johnson

Men's Tennis Kabelo Masiane

Athletic Association (NCAA) women's soccer team
will be discussed for the upcoming fall season.

2. Coaching changes pertaining to the football team
are as follows: defensive back coach Steve Trimble
, has left. el'·Bowie State l,Jnixersity, he;i,d, c;oacry ,,
It's been a long and crazy year, but a very Sanders Shiver has been hired as the Bison linebacker
n1en1orab.le one. As sports editor, I have had my
coach, while Ray Petty will take over the role of secsharc of ups and down s and it has now con1e to an
•
ondary coach.
end. Finally! First of all, i'd lik e to say that I
.
couldn·i have gotten through this school year without the support of the athletes, coaches and readers. 3. NCAA basketb<ill will now operate with a 35-secParticularly i' d like to thank Ed and Jesse in Sports ond shot clock instead of the 45-second clock of previInforn1ation who have been my li ve lihood through- ous years. The change should speed the game up,
out the school year. At the ri sk o f sounding like while m;lk.ing the game more competitive.
Michael Jackson giving an acceptance speech at the
Gram1nys, i'd like to al so thank the following people: 4. The pool facilities should be resurrected for the
.
upcoIIllng season.
I. My WQnderful writers who wrote those exciti ng
and enjoyab le stories that we all read and loved.
(sound$ corny doesn't it?) Bashaan .Prewitt, M'o nica
Lewi s, Candida Johnson, Angelia Delaney, Jennifer
Sloan and James Conyer. ,. '
2. Those writers rho were featured once or twice on
my page: Ayanna Hines, Jason Calhoun, Gus Griffin
and Frederick Oyugi .

Women's
Swimming

Men's Indoor
Track/X-Co.
Rodney Mickles
Men's Outdoor

Women's
X-Country

Meshia Abbshinejad

Women's Indoor/
outdoor track Adayna Upchurch
Volleyball ·

Lawana Ruth
Michelle Simmons

Wrestling

Damon Bryant

•
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
WA'MUN presents a Spring
.Jam, Graduation Party at the ·
HA' PENNY LION, 1101
117th Street, N.W. Saturday,
May 8, 9 p.m. - 3 a.m., $7
B4 11 p.m. (LADIES FREE
B/4 10:30"p.m.) Portion of
proceeds donated to the
Conceit Campfield
Scholarship Fund.
Eric J. Campbell (PRECISE)
& Tamitha E. Fisher cordially invite the H.U.
'
Community to share in their
blessed union: August 21, '
1993, Rochester, NY. For
•
invitation, Please contact
Tammy at (30\) 681-8028
before 6130193
•
FOR lllil'il'I'
Two Howard Un1vers1ty students looking for 3 or 4
other students to share a
very large 6 bedroom, 2
bath, 2 kitchen townhouse
with English basement has
own entrance & ·kitchen and
accommodates 2 persons.
The house and English basement are fully furnished and
carpeted. Each student pays
$325 all utilities included.
Call Bea Carey (202) 2911480 leave message
Rooms/Apts. for rent: wlw
carpet, microwave, dishwasher, central air/heat w~k
to subway/bus, walk to HU.
Rent starting at $275. Call
(30 I) 336-3238
For Rent House 3 Bedrms I
1/2 BA Finished Basement,
washer/dryer near campus,
close to metro $800 +
Utilities Call (202) 5261561
1300 Harvard: Elf $325, 1Br $475, 2-Br $550; Mr.
Alvarez 387-4754. 3228
Hiatt Pl : 2-Br $550 - $700,
Mr. Roman 234-2653. 1460
Euclid St: I-Br $450,
I
Furnished $475, Mr.
Cormier (30 I) 571-1998
One Bedroom Basement
Available on Harvard &
Georgia @ $425. Includes
utilities, L/ room, kitchen,
and more. Call now (202)
986-7464
FOR RE!ilT! llthSt. &
Girard St. N.W. 3 Bedrooms
& 1/2 Bath $900.00 + utilities (301) 967-6985.
Newly Renovated TwoBedroom House available
August 5 on Gresham &
Sherman. /R,ooms $320.00
each/. Includes: w/utility,
balcony, Iiv/room, w/w carpet, and 5 minutes from HU.
•
Call now to reserve at (202)
986-7464.
DupleX/ spacious, renovated,
3BR, cac, wd, dw, ww, cable
walking distance to Howard,
$1,050 plus utilities (Rooms
$350/$370, 1/3 utilities).
Mrs. Drummond (30 I)
229-2485
Room For Rent. N. W. D.C.
Quiet Area, Near Bus. Nonsmoker. Separate bathroom
and refrigerator. Call
evenings (202) 726-8186
Rooms I Block to Mect/Dent
CACI Renovated, w/w carpet, furnished start at
$295.00 1st week free rent.
• 723-4646
Share two bedroom
w/female Renovated/furnished Near Med/Dent 7234242
TWo Bed Apt Renovated

-.

start at $300 per person 7234646. Good.Security NC
W/W carpet
3BR house wl finished bsmt.
Near Howard. W/D. NC.
Carpet. $905 + low util.
202-387-4636
Need Housing for the
Summer? 4-Bedroom house
for rent on Georgia &
Harvard. Rooms are
$300.00 + w/utility, w/w
carpet, 5 minutes from c'ampus and more. Call now at
(202) 986-7464
Newly renovated 2Bedroom House for rent
starting June I o.n Gresham
& Georgia avenues.
Includes w/utilities, w/w
carpet, 5 minutes from campus and more. Call now at
(202) 986-7464
Rooms for Rent Furnished Across from School of
Business on Georgiij
Avenue. Males Only.
Former Residence of SHA!
available. Immediately
$275 Monthly Call Stanley
(202) 745-0417
Brookland - CUA Spacious
quiet 2' bedroom apt, fence
yard, parking, CATV,
includes Heat & Hot Water,
$650; also 5 bedroom House
includes utilities $1,400 Call
(202) 635-848.4 for more
info.
LeDro1t Park!Howard 0 .
Spacious 4 Bedroom, 2 full
baths, living room w/tlp,
ww, fenced yard, w/ deck +
parking, $95,000 Call D.C.
Reality (202) 667-1776
.
RE[P WA!il'I'ED
PASSIO!ilA'I'E ABOO'l'
THEATER? Studio
Theater seeks highly motivated, enthusiastic students
with excellent phone and
sales skills. Flexible hours.
Near Metro. $5.00/hour
plus bonuses. Call (202)
.
588-5259 .
NA:l'IONAL MARRE'l'ING
FIRM IS SEEKING AMBITIOUS INDIVIDUALS
TO
.
WORK IN THE MARKETING, MANAGEMENT .
AND PUBLIC RELATIONS AREA OF OUR
BUSINESS: $150 - $350
(comm) Per wk PART-TIME
$500 - $750 (comm) Per wk
FULL-TIME FOR MORE
INFORMATION CONTACT: ARNOLD M.
JOLIVET II (410) 832-6269
- BALT. (202) 965-9132 D.C. .
$$$ N. Inc seeks
International, Classy, Exotic,
Female and Male Dancers
for discreet private viewing,
parties and special occasions. Flexible hours (202)
483-1316
A[ASKA SUMMER
•
EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn $600+/week in
canneries or $4,000+/month
on fishing boats. Free transport.ation! Room & Board!
Male or Female. For
employment program call I206-545-4155 ext. A5302
Earn up to 6 College Credits
while obtaining valuable
work experience in a fun, '
upbeat, professional environment. Call Marilyn Scott
(202) 296-9700
Valet Parkers needed for •
summer/year round FIT &
PIT Positions. Men&

Women Please Apply. Must Happy Belated Birthday
have valid drivers license &
Pumpkin
able to drive manual transWeasel,
mission. $4.80/Hr Plus
You did it! Congratulations
Tips, Flexible Hours.
on your best accomplishment, graduation from colE.E.0.E. Call Ms.
Montgomery (202) 466lege. Take care of the little
4300 Ext. 222
things and the big things will
P/'I' researcher needed to do
work themselves out. God
library research. Must be
will take care of the rest. I
knowledgeable with interna- Love You with all of my
tional banking procedures
heart.
and policies. $8 per hour.
· Pokey
Please fax resume to (202)
EX'l'RA! EX'l'RA! Read all
638-5307
about it. EsTee and EIBee
still have the cooties. We're
YMCA Needs expenenced
counse:lors for summer camp looking for a cure. - The
6/14-9/3. Must be able to
Observers
lead and plan daily activi'l'o "My Favonte '!'bing"ties. Apply at 1325 W St.
Being with you has meant
more to me than you'll ever
NW
know. You have become my
Weight trainers needed 1n
exchange for YMCA
lover in almost every sense
of the word. Let's make this
Membership. Call Barbara
or Neal at (202) 462-1054
last.
Earn an extra$ I ,000 Forever, Coltrane
'l'o Keith Hammond, Happy
$2,000/to. 1 International
Marketi g company is look- 22th Birthday Love Always,
ing for any business major,
Tanya Crawford
'I hanks & Praise to the
telecommunications management major, or any other
Fashion Show Committee,
entrepreneurial-minded stuModels, Backdrop Crew,
dent who want to get on the
Backstage crew, MC, DJ,
ground floor of a marketing ' Faculty & Alumni who contributed to the success of
company positioned to
The Caribbean Students
become a 21st century driAssociation 's Spring
ving force in world business
Fashion Shoe
that will span more than a
dozen industries from com(Kaleidoscope). Special
munications to financial ser- Thanks to Lori, Camille and
vices to consumer goods.
Roger
MPA:I' I'll miss you, but our
For more info. call (202)
friendship will continue to
508-1460 ask for Monte
grow. Luv, Ghost
Williams.
'
Remember those girls 1n the
SERVICES
"$25Tmontfi FREE!" Many .. lio<'.ly Shorts, "daisy dukes,"
short-shorts or whatever you
~tudents who work qualify
for food assistance! Special ' call them. We' re out!! See
ya in August. Its been fun
Report, $2: DollarSmart,
Box 9386, Washington, D.C. and it's going to get better.
'
20005. Cut expenses! Order
LeLe
To K.B., K.K, M.D, Pea
Now!!
We finally came out in those
"How To Receive Free U.S.
Government Grants'' Free
"Daisy Dukes" and look
Money! Cash Grants! Never what happened. I guess
we' re just all that and then
Repay! Millions Available!
.
Just Ask Once! Free
some!
Details! Rush S.A.S.E. to:
Le Le
To Miss Ramos:
The MACCO Group P.O.
Congratulations on tbat new
Box 34068 Washington,
summer job, you'll be the
D.C. 20043
best ballet teacher those
Let 'l'racey Lynn EX'I'END
freshman ever had (I'm an
YOUR BEAUTY.
Eyewitness/Just keep one
Specializing in Zillions,
thing in mind: you came
Braids, Weaves, Lacing,
Twists, BuFrutoo Call (202) first (to"all of us)/l've been
in y9u corner for the last
310-2544
CO[[EGE F'OlilDl!ilG
three years, and I, unlike
others, truly care./ Until next
GUARANTEED!
'
time we sit together in class,
Financial Aid Schdlarships
Happy Graduation!/(P.S.
Grants No Proof of Age
Thanks for showing me that
Requirement - No GPA
tape and come visit the west
Requirement - No Proof of
need requirement. Receive a coast) marching
free student info. Packet
MASTERS
with your application form + To the L.A./Conn. Crew You
I OOo/o guarantee that we will never know who your true
provide you with at least 6
friends are until something
happens to prove the point .
sources for which you will
You guys definitely proved '
qualify. American Eagle
something to me. That is
Education Assistance (30 I)
what true friendship is all
248-2121
about. KB
RESUMES, You Can
To the [.A.7Conn. Crew
Afford! Let Us Create your
talent & skills image - with a See ya in L.A. to raise more-it!! Nobody does it like
resume designed to win.
Call (202) 88 -7553 for
us. 151 in the house!! KB
To the L.A.7Conn. Crew
appointment IO am - 4
a.k.a. Dazzie Dukes when I
p:'in.) ~-,sk For Ms.
said let's go out with a bang
Babaras
VCR Rtpair quaranteed
I <lidn't mean literally.
'
That's the way I like it. KB
Service Free Estimates All
Repairs under $50 Call John elmo and the G business
(202) 882,5845 or 452-5930 needs to be handled, let's get
it on!!!!
PERSO!ilA[S
.
TO ALPHA cHAPl'ER
Steve Powell
.

ZPHIB CLASS OF '93:
CONGRATULATIONS ON
A JOB WELL DONE 1
LIVE LONG AND PROSPER AND MAY GOD
EVER LIGHT YOUR
PATH. I PRAY HIS
BLESSING WILL BE
UPON YOU ABUNDANTLY AND ETERNALLY.
YOU ARE MY SISTERS
AND I LOVE YOU ALL!
l-A-92
E2-A-91 You have touched
my life and made me smile
again. Thank you for your
kindness. You're such a
cutie! Zl-A-92

Shau nee Smith!
You're the first one in the
family to be out, so since
you' II be there & we' II be
here, tell the world we're
comin' -oh- .& don ' t forget
to show em wha.tchagot!
'Da Family!
El Bee'
Congrats on the " Big
Position." I must admit it
was HARD for n1e 2 swallow at ! st, but I know you'll
do a good job. Bear with
me, and we'll weather thi s
minor storm 2-gether. No
matter what you' re one of
my closest, dearest friends.
I love and respect U.
-Kay Em
Sonja, who drank all the
kool -aid? Adena, You Made
it through . You GO girl 1
Simone G, You, too, ha ve
surpassed. God bless ya!
•
Anjee, So y_a wanted a
Hilltopic, huh?
Monomotapa Lucked out
and got the phatest big
brother, I'll miss ya Body
and Soul ya, I know too 1
RAPPY 5th ANNIVERSARY PERTINACIOUS
32 LOVE, YOUR BABIES
-CATECHISTIC 37Yo G business needs to be
handled better than it was
last summer and you
remember how last summer
was!!!! meow
Congratulations Howard
Graduates!!! Alayna, Reyna,
Cliff, Jamil, Heidi and
Taniesha. I wish you the
best of everything, for now,
forever and for always,
Medina
'!'he Wilson Family a.k.a.
The Baddest Clan in the
Land:
The youngest has finally
graduated. Now, all we have
to do is send Asia & Alfie to
college. Thanks for loving
and supporting me unconditionally.
-Johanna (daughter, baby

•

your return.

50150
Lee, 'fam, Karen. G., Karen
B., Julie, Tonia & Tiff
(Sisters Inc.):
Thank you so very much for
being my surrogate sisters,
confidants and reality
checks. Words can never
articulate how much I appreciated all the hugs and hell
you all gave me.
P.S. I always knew I would
be the first one to leave.
Love, peace and much happ1ness
-Johanna
'fo Johanna: Some people
get sooo excited over six
measly weeks! But I give
you much dap, Ms. Howard
Alumnae! Wait for me, I'll
be there in June. Tiffany
P.S. When we look back on
the pictures no one will
remember but you!
To Leslie Clanton: Sorry,
I' m not doing this the right
way and coming back to be
with you next May. You will
be missed! Love you.
From: you're most stable
friend you have here at
Howard.
To: Charlene Reid, don't
you dare forget to keep in
touch with me! Toast to the ·
graduate and the future ball
and chain (Ben). May your
love last.
.
From: Your roommate.
James Martin I never could've gotten tjuu
•'The Decision" without you.
I thank God that I have
someone like yciu in my life.
Thanks for everything, most
of all for being my friend. Nicole James
To: Shauntae Jilrown Let's
not get so urked at one
another that we can't stay
and touch. You too will be
missed.
Love, Tiffany.
Joe,
Thanks for supporting and
loving me for four years.
Love ya, Johanna
Yeah, Joe thanx for loving
her (when nobody else
would put up with her
mess!)
From: Somebody who hears
about you every d-n day!

KISS &
STING, INC.
... is looking for a video
camera person with camera
for part time. Potentially
very high rewards.
Call 301-654-1825 or
1-800-727-7898

.

•

sister and auntie).
Beautiful One,
What can I say? All good
things must come to an end,
(or do they?) I'm most
proud of you and I wish you
the best of luck. Here's some
memorable vocabulary to
take with you along life's
highway: nocturnal, turf,
bleudini, cotton, phone, barriers, linen, eyes, .. Awaitng

.I
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Despite the obvious over-

sight at TIIE Hill TOP j
Banquet:
SHARONDA STARKS,
the
•
changes you brought to the
photo department this semester were phenomenal. They
are reason enough· to deem
you our personal EDITOR
OF THE YEAR.
-The APPRECIATIVE editors
1'o My Beautiful Princess
Jasmine (S.P.), Let's travel to
a whole new world on your
22nd year on this earth. I
love you. From Your Prince
Ali (C.S.)

Thanks for being a real
friend when I was sure they
were a dying breed. Oh, and
thanks for not getting too
mad over the Jack's.
-KaJtEm
To m- I treasure our
friendship and am sure it will
last always. I love you & I'll
always be there for you.
Love,Sharmarra

about you.
Shannarra
May GOd Bless ~he
Following: Sha, Larry, Kim,

I look forward to a very hot,
steamy, wet, creamy, juicy,
sexy, sensual summer with

Shannarra,

u.

am so proud! You truly are
the best roomie in the world.

To that Filthy McNasty Tno,
(JCR) Congrats on finally
rollin' up otta here! I'm
expecting great things from
all of you! A Doctor, a '
Lawyer, and a slammin'
Politician 116
Dear Shanta, 'l'hanks for
being the best friend that

It started with Flapjacks to
Sausage & Eggs w/ Cheese.
Now through Rancid, AWK,
Chooped Chi<;:ken Yat, Fried
Chicken Grease, Grease

Congratulations Graduate!

anyone could ever ask for .

wishes

1004

Love, Chris

OOOOHHHH LAAWWD
Congrats to my Spec. Jamar
Wells 6-B-92 and my Grand
Spec Herman Warren 8-B93 let's keep the family close
12-B-90
Selassi Veddar:
ihe
past year and a half have
been great. You've learned to
fill the ice tray, and.I've

meow, the puneatat has

To Da Posse, Kim, Nikki,

returned and he still wants to

Saida, and Amy! We're

know "Why does the Dog,
chase the Cat????"
•

seniors now! Time to take
Howard over! (As if we
haven't all ready!) The summer is goin' to be too live!
Chel-C

Congratulanons, Best wishes

and mo' money to Alyana
Phillips, Darnell Sutton,
Angela George, Michelle
Brown and Michell Kazadi
Love, Tomika Hughey
Hey Jarrula and Stacey, don 'r
forget your applications 2 b
'P-Move' Honeez! -· sos
To my man from Norfolk,
Va.: I know things did not
work out as planned but we ·
both know everything is
going to be alright, not only
because you are strong determined and dedicated, but
also because you have me by
your side, Love from the me
Sou love, Medina
.
•

that muddafudda Elmo
would like to wish all of
those graduating seniors best

learned to appreciate The

Seattle Grunge Scene.
Thanks for being the most
interesting roomie I've ever

had and for being a great
friend. Keep holding out and
you too will get yours.
Mrs.
Flinstone

To 'I' e 50¢ Piece
~t's been great discovering
'how beautiful the merging of
A & B could be. · And discovering how friendship can
ANDS, 'I'HE LAST
blossom into something
THREE YEARS HAVE
remarkable. Can't wait to be
BEEN INTERESTING
a dollar again. ·
BUT NOW IT IS TIME
From the other 50¢
TO MOVE ON AND HAN- EsTee-

I'm looking for my bOy...
ToLWB
Love does not demand its
own way. If you love someone, you will be loyal to
them no matter what the cost.
You will always believe in
him, always expect the best
of him, and always defend
him.
It is this way that I feel
•

D N'T JU T MAKE
A LIVING, MAKE A
DIFFERENCE

Fred, Ron, Jen, Khari , the

'l'EST ADMINIS'I'RA1uR

!'he G. , the putteatat, and

Kathi ... (SMILE)
The Junior Annenber&s

Love,

Honies, Nina and Angie

TEST PASSER

most of the year, I want you
to know that I still love you
all. I'll miss you this summer. K.M .

for us in the absence of

Beta Chapter Brothers,
NickY, Mom, Family, Robert
Thome, Nina and Sonya. I'm
through with this, and all of
you have made it possible
and enjoyable.
Theodore P. Cu1nn1ings
6-BETA-89 IFlamingo

To My Favonte Roommate, I

0

DLE OUR BUSINESS ON
ANOTHER LEVEL, I
WISH YOU ALL THE
BEST. I LOVE YOU ALL
SUFFUSION
'I his 1s for those 1320 Honies
that are graduating May '93:
Mel, Adriane, & Heidi.
Congratulaiions and good
luck! YOU GO GIRLS! We
love y'all! The other 1320

••

... EARN 3500·5000 THIS
SUMMER ... EDUCATE AND
EMPOWER CITIZENS TO
FIGHT FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE ... WORK WITH A FUN,
DI.VERSE GROUP OF
PEOPLE

'

CLEAN WATER ACTION

IS HIRING MOTIVATED·
WOMEN AND MEN WITH
STRONG COMMUNICA·
TION SKILLS FOR GRASSROOTS ORGANIZING
POSITIONS. EARN 16·20K
PLUS BENEFITS.
CALL BRUCE AT ·
(202)457·1286 EXT.107
MON-WED 10-2PM EOE

Recipient, Gout, Qwincey,

Lupus, Lost on 395, New
Shoes, and anything I may
have forgotten. Baby, I'm
really going to miss you this
summer, but I look forward

407West Crew+ J.J.:
Although I was absent for

to our senior year together

and whatever the future may
hold.
Love, Larry
Adrian:
Well,

Need a job?
Need an internship? '
J!!!!!_r

bro, you've made it .
Congratulations. We've b.e en

E
...

thru. a lot together, yet we've
perservered. You are like a
brother to me, and I love you.
Fred
P.S. If it's a
boy, name him after me.
To Aunt Jo, Joyce, Mikel :
Your (loud) laughter, advice
and support will be missed.
Good luck in whatever you
choose for your·future.-Kim, Sharmarra, and Larry
Senior Annenbergs:
You've paved the way, we
only hope we ,;:an live up to
your standards. GoOd luck in
the future, but we know you
won't really need it, and pray

•
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1 resume is $10
-each. additional resume only Sl

Call (202) 234-2211
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ANYONE WITH INFORMATION REGARDING THE PHYSICAL
.
CONDITION(S) THAT EXISTED AT MERIDIAN HILL DORMITORY IN
1992 AND'-1993, PARTICULARLY T~E CONDITION OF THE CEILINGS !.
.

.

'

'

.'
PLEASE CONrACT: :William P. L·ightfoot, Paulette Chapman or Angela M. Parks
at (202) 659-5500
1.

THIS INFORMATION IS REQUESTED TO ASSIST A
STUDENT WHO WAS INJURED WHEN HER CEILING FELL

YOU.R ASSISTA;N CE WILL BE GREATLY APPRECIATED!!!!!

•

